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Having discussed the songs of February - September 1840 we no\M go back to the

beginning of Schumann's compositional activities, that is, not to the ABEGG variations

(composed in 1830) which approximate to the style of Hummel and other works of the

period, but to Papillons, Opus 2 (183 1) and the Intermezzi, Opus 4 (1832) which are

uniquely Schumannesque.

These two works, composed after Schumann had taken up residence in Leipzig for the

second time, reveal his early attempts, as he wrote on his 2l't birthday, 8 Junel831, at

"putting into music my feelings in words".l The diary entries reveal that his "feelings"

were mainly pre-occupied with his status as a single male, encumbered with sensual

thoughts, unsatisfactory sexual fantasies (and actions!) and the longing for a unique

female heart, a female beloved in whom he could confide.

P¡prr,r,oNs, Opus 2

There is probably more written about Papillons, Opus 2, than any other work of

Schumann. The various approaches to this work can be summarized under the

following headings: compositional process; harmonic and formal coherence;

programmatic interpretation; literary parallels; and added to these, autobiographical

context.

t Tgb I, 339
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Compositional Process

The main studies (in German) on this theme are by Wolfgang Gertler2 and more

recently by V/olfgang Boettiche..3 Kathleen Dalea draws extensively upon the former in

her discussion of Papillons in English. Most other writers in English also touch upon

this issue which, however, is not the primary concem of this thesis. To summarize:

Papillons is derived from several pre-existing works ol musical sketches, the re-

working of which (together with the addition of new material) is brought together in a

comprehensive set of pieces placed within the framework of D major, forming a total

musical statement. The inspiration for the work was Chapter 63 and perhaps the last

paragraph of Chapter 64 of Jean Paul's novel Flegeljohre.

Harmonic and Formal Coherence

One of the most recent studies dealing with this theme is that of Peter Kaminskys,

though since he deals more extensively with Opus 6 and 9, his treatment of Opus 2 is

rather sparse and to some extent dependent on an article by John Daverio6. Subsequent

to this last mentioned article, Daverio has published a book on Schumann which has one

of the best overviews of Papillons in English and, on the subject of this particular

heading, he states:

. . . Schumann employs a number of tried-and-true harmonic and motivic
strategies in the interest of cohesion. Organised around D major, the cycle
makes frequent recourse to thematic recall: a quiet A-major episode from No. 6

in a G-major context, .þrtissimo, in No. 10; the opening D-major waltz reappears
in the same key during the Finale, interwoven with snippets of the
Grossvatertanz,bu| even these techniques are subjected to a process of
defamiliarization. While Papillons begins and ends in D, it hardly articulates

'Wolfgang Gertler. Robert Schumann in seiner frühen Klavierwerkerz. (Wolfenbtittel: publisher unknown,
193 l).
' Wolfgang Boetticher. Robert Schumanns Klovierwerke - Neue biographische und textlvitische
Untersuchungen, Teil I, Opus 1-ó. (Wilhelmshaven: Heinrichschofen, 1976).
a Kathleen Dale. "The Piano Music" in Schumann, A Symposium, ed. Gerald Abraham. (London: Oxford
Universþ Press, 1952).
t Peter Kaminsþ. "Principles of Formal Structure in Schumann's Early Piano Cycles". Music Theory
Spectrum | | 12. (1989): 207 -25.
6lohn Daverio. "schumann's 'Im Legendenton' and Friedrich Schlegel's Arabesque". I gth-Century

Music lll2 (1987): 150-63.
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that tonality - or any other - in a conventional manner. No sooner has D been
affirmed in the Introduzione andthe first movement than it is immediately
negated by the abrupt move to Eb for No. 2. What Schumann called "selÊ
annihilation" (sich-selbst-vernichten) operates within the cycle as well: the C
major of No. 10 effectively cancels the third-based progression from F minor to
Db major over the course of Nos. 7 arrd 9. Similarly, the thematic recurrences
form less a dense web than a gossamer tissue of premonitions and recollections.
... Hence Papillons is_animated by an odd sort of logic, the fanciful logic of the
system of fragments.T

Daverio's concept of the "fanciful logic of the system of fragments" will be discussed

more fully under the heading of "literary parallels"

Programmatic Interpretation

This is the most controversial and speculative area of all approaches to Papillons, yet

several scholars over the years have attempted to decipher a programmatic meaning for

the individual pieces of the work8. This has been stimulated by several letters that

Schumann wrote about Papillons, by notations he made in his own copy of Flegeljahre,

assigning the first ten pieces to various sections of the text in Chapter 63, and by the

account given by Julius Knorr (an associate of Schumann) which differs considerably

from the former two categories of explanation and makes no specific reference to

Flegeljahre at all.

The letters in question are as follows. To Ludwig Rellstab:

... Less for the editor of Iris than for the poet and kindred spirit of Jean Paul I
will take the liberty of adding a few words to the Papillons concerning their
origin, since the thread that connects them is scarcely visible. You will recall
that the last scene in the Flegeljahre - masked ball - Walt - vult - masks - v/ina -
Vult's dancing - the exchange of masks - confessions - anger - disclosures -
hurying away - final scene and then the departing brother. - Often I continued
to turn the last page over, for the end seemed to me only a new beginning -
almost without knowing it I was at the piano, and thus arose one papillon after
the other. May you find in these origins a pardon for the whole, which in its
particulars very often calls for one.e

7 Daverio, Schumann (1997), 88f
8 For example, Ludwig Riemann's "Eine zweite Deutung der 'Papillon s' ". Neue Musiløeitung (Stuttgart),
38 (1917) ly E.F.Jensen's "Explicating Jean Paul: Robert Schumann's Program
for Papill Music,22l2 (1998): 127-43.
e Cited in Aesthetics",318.
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To his family:

... then tell them that they must read the last scene of Jean Paul's Flegeljalre as

soon as possible and that the Papillons were really intended to transpose this
masked ball into tone, and then ask them whether there is perhaps correctly
mirrored in the Papillons something of Wina's angelic love, of Walt's poetic

nature, and of Vult's lightning-sharp soul ...10

To Henriette Voigt, in talking of Papillons:

If you ever have a free minute, please read the last Chapter of the Flegeljalre,
where everything stands in black and white even to the giant boot in F-sharp
minor ... I will mention also that I have set the text to the music, not the reverse -
otherwise it seems to me a "foolish beginning". Only the last one, which by
playful chance formed an answer to the first, was aroused by Jean Paulll.

It is clear from these three excerpts alone, conflicting as they may be in at least one

respect, that in one way or another Flegeljahre was the inspiration for Papillons ra

terms of content. There are those who attempt to decipher the meaning of the work

from these three letters in conjunction with the notations in Schumann's copy of

Flegeljahre. However, it is not necessary to give a complete account of these notations

as they can be found in Lippmanr2 arrdDaveriol3 in full.

One of the more recent attempts to seek specific connections between text and music is

by Jacques Chailley. His is an unabashed programmatic approach whereby various

aspects of the music - style, rhythm, texture, and motivic elements - are seen to mirror

the text in a directly illustrative manner. For example:

No. 5 supplies us in the text of the poet [Jean Paul] with a meticulous
commentary. It concerns the dance between Wina and Walt. Both are looking
in a silent dialogue with a penetrating glance behind the mask of the partner.
V/alt recognizes'Wina behind her mask, as the beautiful Polish woman. It is
scarcely an accident that Schumann, with this moment of recognition, begins
with a Polonaise.

Also one can find again the recognition behind the mask in the music, in the
tender dialogue between both soprano parts.

t0 Lippman, "schumann's Aesthetics", 318.
tt Lippman, "schumann's Aesthetics", 320.
t' Lippman, "schumann's Aesthetics", 3 I5-3 I 6
13 Daverio, Schumann (1997),493-50 L
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No. 6. The text speaks of a double mask of miner and coachman [Walt's
original maskl in an ironic way ... Jean Paul clearly writes the following: Your
waltzing so far ran, said Vult, between the horizontal, as coachman and the
vertical as miner etc... The piece begins with strong counter moving accents, to
and fro, with the miner's pick-axe of Vult's ironic picture of the dance:

then comes the rhythm of the Polonaise (V/ina)

Finally, there appears over this rh¡hm a sole horizontal pedal-note, a pictorial
portrayal of the second aspect of Vult's irony, namely the horizontal path of the
coachman.la

Thus, Chailley's approach, from beginning to end, is illustrated by these characteristic

excerpts. There is no way of knowing whether Schumann followed this path and there

is his revealing comment to Henriette Voigt that "I have set the text to the music, not

the reverse" which seems to indicate that the music was deemed by him to be suitable

for each of the passages he chose after ithad been composed.

Writers in English, such as Lippmanls, Plantingatu, *d Daverio, are sceptical of this

type of programmatic approach. Daverio's conclusion (similar to that of Lippman and

Plantinga) is:

... just as Schumann recognised in a favoured chapter from a favoured novel a
verbal reflection of a musical work-in-progress, so too he might have been
motivated by a reading of that text to reconfigure, through amplifications and
revision, the compositional project at h urd. There is good reason to believe that
this was precisely the case with Papillons.rl

But he continues:

While Jean Paul's Flegeljahre thus served as both a reflection of and a
motivation for Schumann's Papillons, it would be a mistake to view the final
chapters of the novel as a'þrogram" for the musical cycle, at least in the crude
sense of the term. On the contrary, Papillons brings into relief for the first time
the many issues that will make the composer's relationship to program music
such a complex one. While the repeated A's in the Finale provide a modicum of
musical realism, other aspects of the compositional history of Papillons speak to
Schumann's attempts to distance himself and his cycle from program music.l8

to Jacques Chailley. "Zum Symbolizrnus bei Robert Schumann mit besonderer Berücksichtigung der
Papillons Op.2" n Robert Schumqnn: Ein romantisches Erbe in neuer Forschung. (Mainz: Schott,
1984),62f.
tt Lippman, "schumann's Aesthetics", 320.
16 Plantinga, Critic, 127.
r? Daverio, Schumann (lgg7),84.
rB Daverio, Schumann (1997),85.
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Literary Parallels

This approach is based on the concept that Schumann was, in his compositional

approach and intention, concerned to reflect not so much the content of Jean Paul's

novels, but their constructional method and style of presentation. As Anthony

Newcomb writes:

Most characteristically, Schumann, like Jean Paul, avoids clear linear narrative

through a stress on intemrption, embedding, digression, and wilful
reinterpretation of the apparent function of an event (what one might call
functional punning). He does so in such a way as to keep us wondering where
we are in what sort of pattern - in such a way as to stress the process of narative
interpretation (the listener's part in what Ricoeur calls "following a story").''

One is reminded of Jean Paul's statement of a similar pu{pose:

Every dissimilarity awakens activity; the amble along the smooth garden path

becomes a jump on the abrupt cliffpath. Readers always hope as they doze that
they have grasped the minor premise in the major one, and thus may pass the
time which they should spend reading it in pleasant recreation. How they startle
(but it invigorates them) when thty r"" that they guessed wrong and must
rethink from comma to comma!'"

Newcomb continues:

A narrative device beloved of Jean Paul ... which is also prominent in both the
Schumann cycles of small forms and his continuous larger forms, involves what
the Romantic novelists called Witz - the faculty by which subtle underþing
cor¡rections are discovered (or revealed) in a swface of apparent incoherence
and extreme discontinuity.2 I

John Daverio takes a similar approach in several of his publications, for example:

To be sure, the fragment calls up a host of negatives: it is incomplete, detached,

unfinished, isolated; it presupposes a perfectly shaped, but now broken or
destroyed whole. Jean Paul and the Jena Romantics, however, recognized in the
fragment a remarkably truthfrrl cipher for human experience itself. Their work
does not merely celebrate the phenomenon of incompletion: by pointing up the
mysterious relationships between and among fragments, it gives poetic shape to
an essentially fracture d reahty .22

Daverio continues:

Schumann at once shared in this worldview and sought to accord it musico-
poetic expression; nor did he need to affrrm his stance by underlining a passage

le Newcomb "Na¡rative Strategies", 169.

'o Jean PauVHale, Aesthetics, 125.
2l Newcomb, "Narrative Strategies", 169
22 Daverio, Schumann (1997),87 .
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or two in Jean Paul's Flegeljahre. Evidence for his outlook is readily at hand in
the musical fabric of Papillons, the first of his compositions to demonstrate an
engagement with the phenomenology of the fragment. This quality is aptly
projected by a wide variety of durational, tonal, thematic, and formal strategies
... Brevity, tonal dualism, stylized quodlibet, quotation, feigned openings, partial
retums - all of these features contribute to the portrayal of a fragmented musical
world rn Papillons.

There ate, however, threads of similarity which permeate the twelve movements of

Papillons in spite of their otherwise fragmentary nature. They are:

(a) the key of D major in Nos. 1, 11, and 12;

(b) the frequent appearance of the Polonaise rhythm;

(c) the theme of the opening movement and its recurrence in the last piece of the

work (as well as fragments and hints of the same throughout);

(d) the gesture of the leap of the rising fourth tlroughout, culminating in that of the

Grandfather Dance in No 12.

It would seem that the theme of the first piece (or parts thereof) and its combination

with the Grandfather Dance in number 12 are the primary points of musical (and

perhaps hermeneutical) reference in the work. Certainly, both these musical elements

are quoted or alluded to in other subsequent works by Schumann, as is well known.

The nanativ€, approach "may be seen as a branch of hermeneutics" as Newcomb

claims, but it is usually concerned with structural matters - how the tapestry is made,

rather than the specific picture it contains. In that sense Schumann's music may evoke

something o.f the atmosphere of Jean Paul's novels but not their specific content. In the

case of Papillons, on the other hand, there is obviously more than a mere evocation of

Jean Paul's method in musical terms, since Schumann repeatedly links Chapter 63 of

Flegeliahre to the music, and there are certain autobiographical parallels between

Flegeliahre and Schumann's own experience which may have some bearing on his

choice of Chapter 63 as the inspiration for, or in some way reflecting, the content of

Papillons. It is to this subject that we now turn.
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Autobiographical Context

Daverio has made a provocative suggestion, perhaps unwittingly

The masked ball scene ftom Flegeljahre - in which Walt's and Vult's rivalry for
the affection of the beautiful Wina comes to a head - would have resonated with
Schumar¡r's o\iln experience; four years before, in the Tage des JünglingJebens,
he had expressed his love for Liddy Hempel in a poetic representation of the
dance where the image of the butterfly takes primacy of place.23

One does not need to reach back four years to find a resonance of Schumann's own

experience, because his diary entries of 1831 (the year Papillons \ilas composed) are

full of references to his romantic infatuations and sexual activities, not to mention his

growing admiration for, and developing friendship with, Clara Wieck.

There are many diflerent subjects touched upon in the pages of Schumann's diary at

this time. We shall confine ourselves to those pertinent to an autobiographical

understandíngof Papillons - those that deal with his relationships with women

(including Clara) and his music teacher Friedrich Wieck (Clara's father) as well as

some comment on his invented, imaginary "doubles", Eusebius and Florestan.

Florestan and Eusebius

On his 21't birthday Schumann made a note:

From today I would like to give more appropriate names for my friends, I
baptize each one as follows: Wieck as Master Raro - Clara as Cilia - Christel as
Charitas ... Glock as Old Medicine Muse - Renz as Studiosus Varinas ...24

A week later another list includes Florestan the improviser and Clara's alternative name

has been changed to ZiIia. By the first of July, Eusebius emerges:

Wholly new persons make their appearance in the diary from today - two of my
best friends, which I have, however, never seen - they are Florestan and
Eusebius. Florestan said, after he had heard Herz's Opus 37 for the first time:
pretty, Swiss, new; after having heard it often: it is nothing other than a kiss

23 Daverio, Schumann (1997),84

'n Tgb I, 339.
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from a whore. Eusebius ventured that Chopin was a leap. The two have
encouraged me to have my review printed. Ah! If only I had written it!2s

Originally, it seems that these two characters were to feature in a literary project but

they soon became imaginary companions through which Schumann could express two

aspects of his own personality. The origin of this practice goes back at least to his

reading of Jean Paul, thus, as we have quoted above:

In all his works Jean Paul mirrors himself each time in two persons: he is
Albano and Schoppe, Siebenkäs and Liebgeber, Vult and'Walt, Gustav and Fink,
Flammin and Victor.

This is not to say that Schumann modelled his own "doubles" on any one of these

characters; least of all are Florestan and Eusebius clones of Walt and Vult, the twins in

Jean Paul's Flegeljahre. Schumann gives his own characterization, as he wrote in a

poem to Clara in 1838:

Florestan the wild one
Eusebius the mild one
Tears and flames
take them together
in me both
the pain andthe joy!

Florestan is perhaps jealous
but Eusebius is full of belief.
To whom, do you prefer to give your wedding-kiss?
To whom, as the most faithful to himself and you?

And if you want to brandish the slipper
you will have to wrestle with two.
Who will be victorious then?
Who will submit?

Then we [will] lead you generously to the throne
placing ourselves to left and right.
And if you want to outlaw one
will you do the same to the other?26

Throughout the pages of Schumann's diaries and his early writings his imaginary

"twins" are inclined to make pronouncements about various issues; in the case of

Florestan, somewhat impulsively and in the case of Eusebius, somewhat correctively.

" Tgbr,344.
26 tWeissweiler I, 313f.
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Although Florestan and Eusebius have no apparent role in Papillons, it is important to

mention them here because of the appearance of Walt and Vult in Chapter 63 and 64 of

Flegeljahre andthroughout. Though the latter bear little direct resemblance to

Eusebius and Florestan, the parallels to some extent coincide, for apart from anything

else, both Schumann and the two Flegeljahre characters are preoccupied \¡rith hope for

union with a beloved: in the case of 'Walt 
and Vult, Wina; in Schumann's case the issue

is as yet undecided, but the diaries record some interesting facts.

Henriette (Jettchen) Wieck

Henriette first appears in Schumann's diary in an entry of 23.5.1831. Then on 6 June

1831:

Jettchen V/ieck with her unsuccessful V/inkler [a male acquaintance].27

The following entry, at least in the first paragraph, is somewhat ambiguous - Schumann

may be referring to Jettchen, or it could be Clara Wieck herself. The entry is dated

3 July 1831 but refers to the day before as well:

... it was like seeing her yesterday for the first time properly, as she came with
Wieck; I also went to the same mirror and found that her scarf was ill-fitted and
was awkward. In the evening it was so. We were two shy ones; I tried to come
near her. This morning I am playing ... Chopin when she enters, though
differently, Leipzigerish and modish.

The next day:

How I set out to Luhe, then in Rosenthal, then to Gohlis I do not know. I
ambled along - there, going in front of me the stout husband, the wife, she

[Jettchen] looked around. ...Henriette - I believe you are most similar to her
[Henriette Hoffrneister] in flowering Heidelberg! Nature, speech, bashfulness -
in the end, perhaps, I do not love you but only imagine that I loved you. But
genius nevertheless soon drives me towards her. Save me, save me.'8

The next entry (6.7.1831) indicated a fear that Wieck may have discovered Schumann's

interest:

'7 Tgbr,337.
" Tgb I, 345.
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Jettchen - Jetchen - Are you not coming? Has Master Raro perhaps noticed?

Psst - Come here Eusebius, I [want] to whisper something to you --- have you
heard? - What?2e

The next day:

7.7.1831. Wieck invited me to Schleusig. We spoke mostly of Chopin, the
piano teachers of Vienna and instruments and so on. Outside, there they were,
the red Jettchen, the cherry red Old Man [V/ieck]. It seemed to me that I noticed
a certain unity of souls. The conversation didn't reach any higher than eggs and

egg-cake. Jettchen, you are a house-wife but rather silly it seems to me. But yet
I would like to hug and kiss you. I did little to get her favour, which she seemed

to notice.3o

Nevertheless, Schumann is still conscious of some continuing sexual attraction:

13 .7. I 83 1 . I was in a raving champagne-mood. The rain pouring over in streams

as we withZilia,and Master Raro went to the Brand ... On the way back came

the Sensal [an attorney and Jettchen's father it seems] together with wife and

child. Child! Either you are heavily in love or you are dreadfully stupid!3r

The same entry continues, rather revealingly:

Ziliaandthe muck-puddle put me in a somewhat unpleasant mood. In the
evening, on top of eier¡hing, Charitas came and bled herself to death32 ¡ie
menstruating, probably in the act of sexual intercourse with Schumann, see

belowl.

19.8.1831. Jettchen appears to be an open, modest, Leipzigyoultg woman.33

By June 1832, Jettchen was sngaged to someone else.

Ottilie, a young woman in Leipzig

October 1831. At the last concert I saw Ottilie; I am free from her; she looked
pale and sunken but the eyes had the same old, tou hing beauty. It is like pain
ihrough the soul to me when I think on it each time.3a

There are others who appear from time to time in the pages of the diary in 1831, mostly

anonymously and all objects of Schumann's sexual fantasies, for example:

2n Tgbr,346f.
3o Tgbr,347.
" Tgb I,350.
" Tgb I, 350.
tt Tgbr,362.
ta Tgbr,37z.
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22.7.1831. For two days I look at the window of a young wglnan; if she could be

the one! I couldn't turn my eyes away when I first saw her."

But a diary-note on the same day involves another sexual encounter with

Christel/Charitas. Christel was most likely a servant in'Wieck's household and it is to

her we now must turn, with a warning that Schumann can be quite explicit and frank

about his sexual relations and problems.

Christel/Charitas

'We 
are introduced to the results of Schumann's sexual involvement with Christel before

she is actually mentioned in the text of his diary. Those mentioned in these excerpts

other than Christel are Glock - a medical student, friend and private consultant! - and

Renz, a friend and perhaps sexual rival.

It becomes clear as the text of Schumann's diary proceeds that he had an injury (rather

than a lesion due to infection) to his penis.

12.5. I 83 1 . And what? In the morning things went bad with the wound and
Glock makes an emba¡rassed face. Biting pains, eating in - it is just a half-pain
give me a real pain, like a lion which mauls, but not a small gnawing pain!'o

ln the afternoon, Christel, pale - with communications - only wrong-doing gives
birth to Nemesis ... Later Renz - revulsion - my improvidence - Then Glock -
consolation.3T

13.5.1831. When one sits inthe middle ofjoy, there comes a somewhat
disagreeable intemrption, this time Renz with gonorrhoea - confession - anxiety
because of Renz - at 4pm Glock with Christel - discoveries - I in the room - very
little pain - in my mind, very fresh and sharp - dressing [bandage]38

24.5.1831. Glock has been away since yesterday - the wound sufferable - the
pain is reduced.3e

35

36

37

38

39

Tgb
Tgb
Tgb
Tgb
Tgb

I,355.
I, 330.
I, 33 l.
I,331.
1,332.
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Around l0pm went home - then Christel and in front of the balcony -
moonshine - the wound suflerable.a0

4.6.1831. Glock. The frenulum bathed withNarcissus water.al

15.6.1831 [Schumann had been visiting his family in Zwickau subsequent to his
21't birthday but had now retumed to Leipzig] In the evening Charitas fChristel]
with the present and my thanks - once de novo... Satisfaction of desire is no
satisfactiãn, it wakes [desire] for more.42

16.6.1831. Charitas for the second time de novo - Fear and not much pleasure.a3

18.6.1831. Charitas 3; one and a half times. - Today the old Muse [Glock]
discharged the patient.aa

Schumann keeps counting:

20ft [une], Charitas 4; to 25h, 6; 28ú, 7 .

From the 2l't - 30 June. Bad days, which it may please God and my heart to
forgive melas

These "bad days" continue on and offfrom quite some time and certainly throughout

183 l. Indeed, after the "first kiss" with Clara in November 1835, and after Friedrich

V/ieck became aware of the situation between Robert and Clara and forbad them to

meet or correspond by letter, the diary records:

Troubled year, 1836. Charitas sought for and the consequences thereof in
January 1837.46

Further diary entries indicate what these consequences were:

4.10.1836. Letter from Eleanoren [Henrietta Voigt] with hopes lHoffnungen rs

also a word used for pregnancy], about which I want to know nothing.a7

8.10.1836. In the evening Charitas sought for.a8 ¡No doubt, to discuss
implications and to come to some ¿urangement or settlement.]

17.1.1837. A little girl. (on the 5th, I believe¡.ae

ao Tgb I, 333.
ar Tgb I, 336.
o'Tgbr,342.
a3 Tgbr,343.
M rgbr,343.
os Tgb I, 344.
ou Tgb r,422.
at Tgb II, 28.
o'Tgb II,28.
o' Tgb II, 3 1.
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Contrary to general opinion, the passages above conceming Schumann's relationship

with Christel do not support the idea that Schumann contracted syphilis at this time.

The German word in the entry of I 3.5. I 83 I is Trip, the equivalent of this word in

English being "clap", which is slang for the infection known as "gonorrhoea". Syphilis

and gonorrhoea are two quite separate infections, having dissimilar prognoses. Scholars

will have to find their evidence for Schumann's purported syphilis infection elsewhere.

It would seem that, therefore, from the diary entries above that:

(a) Schumann had tom the frenulum of his penis, perhaps as a result of vigorous

love-making, and the wound was now causing "biting pains, eating in". He had

sought medical advice from his medical-student friend Glock.

(b) Christel came to him in the aftemoon of 12 May "with communications". Since

Schumann states in the continuation "only \ilrong doing gives birth to Nemesis",

we might assume that Christel's communications involved both the confession

that she had been sexually involved with Schumann's friend Renz (as well as

Schumann) and that she had recently discovered that Renz had gonorrhoea with

the obvious concern that she may have contracted the infection from him and, as

a result, may have communicated it to Schumann. Later, on 13 May, Renz

himself appears (for the second time) and Schumann writes "this time Renz with

Trip (gonorrhoea) - confession - anxiety because of Renz". Then "at 4pm

Glock with Christel - discoveries". It is hard to be sure what these "discoveries"

were, but it may have involved Glock's clearance of Christel as far as

gonorrhoea was concerned. This might account for the fact that Schumann

pursued his sexual relationship with Christel beyond this moment of panic,

(c) Glock continued his treatment of Schumann's wounded þenile) frenulum with

Narcissus water (used at the time for minor skin initations) and eventually

"discharged the patient". There is no evidence here for syphilis or its treatment.
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Friedrich and Clara Wieck

Nancy B Reich comments:

Eugenie Schumann, the youngest of the Schumann daughters, has told of
a comment written by [her] mother in the margin of Phitþ Spittå's 1882

biography of Robert Schumann, Ein Lebensbild Robert Schumanns.

Spitta had written "As far as we know, a special affection [between
Robert and Clara] first was apparent in the spring of 1836." Clara
corrected the entry: "Already in 1833." V/ith the advantage of hindsight
and awareness of the girl's preadolescent longings, we might date it even
earlier.5o

In late 1830 Schumann had arrived in Leipzig for the second time to study piano full-

time with Friedrich ìVieck. His first contact with Wieck was in 1828, when he had gone

to Leipzig originally to study law. While there, he made arrangements to study piano as

well, and in his diary at that time he made various notes about his lessons with Wieck

which are not particularly illuminating except that on one occasion Schumann, who

could already play the piano quite competently, wrote "the musical V/ieck - scales"

which may indicate his resentment at having to begin at the beginning again. Thus it is

with most piano students who change teachers.

Schumann's insights regarding Wieck as a personality at this time are intriguing in the

light of subsequent complaints, since he was quite accurate in his foresight. Having

made a statement about the rainbow of the moon, the colours of which, he claims, are

paler but higher and more ethereal than the rainbow of the sun, he states:

Wieck is fiery by contrast - a Vesuvius planted with flowers but the flowers die,
he breaks thern off and his lava rises forth.sl

Schumann also notes Wieck's "ecstasy and inattentiveness", but Wieck's main pre-

occupation as a teacher was with his daughter Clara. Schumann mentions Clara for the

first time in his diary when she "played a little rondo by Czerny" with her father at a

to Reich, Clarø Schumqnn, 66.
5tTgb I, llo.
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musical evening.s2 She was nine years old.

After Schumann had taken up residence in the V/ieck household with a view to studying

the piano full-time, he turned to his diary again in May 1831. His first comment

conceming V/ieck is a criticism about money.

11.4.1831. When such a scholar counts gold, it is annoying for the observer.s3

Another continual criticism of V/ieck is his arogance. Thus:

Wieck on23'd [May 1831] in two years I [Wieck] have revealed publicly the
whole of Hummel's piano playing as a kind of school-master playing - His

[V/ieck's] joumey will be a European triumphal way for him, surpassing
Paganini.sa

On the other hand, Schumann was always interested in'Wieck's views of himself and

his playing. For example:

27.5.1831. Afternoon at Wieck's - he said I played the Herz variations like a dog
- characterized correctly - I am unable to pretend. Otherwise people will notice
the feigning in a moment - with Clara it cõmes from within.ss

This latter is the first opinion that Schumann has ventured about Clara. He continues:

Clara - her tremendous passion - she loses her hat from her head - knocks over
table and chair ...s6

Another criticism of Wieck is concemed with his dishonesty over Clara's age:

7.6.1831. What should one think of the Old Man, who even yesterday on his
salvation swore: Clara is only ten-and-a-half - is there another name for
wretchedness like this?57

V/ieck had obviously been pretending to the musical public that his child prodigy was

one year younger than she really was. Intriguingly, Clara joins with Schumann:

She shows me in her diary, according to which she came into the world on 13

September 1819.s8

t'Tgb I, 151.
5t Tgbr,329.
ta Tgb I, 333.
tt Tgb I, 334.
tu Tgb I, 334.
tt Tgb I, 338.
t'Tgb I, 337.
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Soon there is a much more extended entry:

4.7.1831. What kind of a person is Clara! Certainly she spoke as the most

sensitive of us all. Hardly three-shoes high, yet her heart is already in
development, this worries me. Whim and mood, laughter and weeping, death

and life, mostly sharp contrasts change in this young woman as fast as lightning.
Ah no, but stories, she says, stories are life; When I go to bed in the evening, I
plan to read only one, then still more, but now the last, but still one more - until
mother [her step-mother] scolds and she puts out the light. Her memory is
admirable. Each word, which I ever spoke, she can repeat to me. Master Raro

appeared pleased wtthZilia. Conversation took me to Italy. And I stutter a lot.
Then we came to charades and riddles. Now that was a joy, laughter, squeals

fromZllia. The names: Josephine, Clementine with Zilia,-$chumarur, Wieck,
Bierkrug, Langenschwartz, Balthasa and a million others.se

This was obviously in the context of an evening's home enterûainment. The next day

there is an enigmatic entry:

May talent also take the freedom which genius takes? No - and why?60

Does this refer in any way to the fact that Schumann may have been inhibited in

expressing directly whatever feelings he might have had for Clara because he was not

regarded as highly as Wieck would have wanted? It is not being suggested that

Schumann was in love with Clara at this point nor that he (yet) seriously considered her

as a futi.re wife. But from this time on, Schumann notes many details of a growing

personal friendship between himself and Clara which are not made of any other female

in the pages of his diary at this time.

7.7.1831. V/ith Master Raro andZilia in the Hotel Prussia. On many days

appear on all faces a smouldering thunderstorm. Or am I just seeing things?
Zilia,ftomtime to time, is very cold; and then suddenly warm. The girl wears
herself down.6l

9-11.7.183 | Ziliawas sick yesterday. Master Raro was disturbed and not so

amiable. In Grals Garden I saw Jettchen amongst others. I departed from them
without detriment and with a compliment, to home and to Zilia, whom I saw.

Hoffman's stories were too long to read out, that is why we took fairy-stories
instead. But it lacked the heart-bonding. Charitas was also present [as
chaperone no doubt] and stood behind ihe chair.62

t'Tgb I,345f.
uo Tgb I, 346.
tt Tgb I, 348.
u2 Tgbr,349.
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13.7.1831. I went to Master Raro. Ziliahadmade herself a beautiful plait.63

17.t.1831. Ziliacomes each day [to his room?] around six pm.6a

21.7.1831. Wieck and I met with Zilia and a courteous old foreigner from the
'Water-inn. I said "'We are perhaps together for the last time." The cholera,
cholera. I didn't mean it as a joke and it was not taken so. Going home we
whispered about premonitions. dreams, doubles, and so on - ZiIia clung ever
more closely.6s

On the 22 JuIy 1831 Wieck and Clara went on a short performance tour and were away

for about a month. As a result, Schumarur experienced a certain emptiness which he

expresses in two diary entries:

22.7.1831. In the evening I went with Allwin [Clara's brother] to the Graf and
Mantel. I had a desire for a number of drinks but I rescued myself fortunately.66

25.7.1831. Now Master Raro is away. I feel yet an emptiness which should fiIl
my beer-glass for a few days. Still, I have always been careful of myself and
know my limit. I am pressed to compose! And yet I must not abandon my
chopin.67

Following this last diary entry. Schumann writes a long poem which is revealing, in so

far as, once again, as with his involvement with Agnes Carus, it indicates his dilemma at

not being able to make known his inner feelings or thoughts about a female. It is

entitled "To Her". Only five of the six verses will be cited:

And then the flrrst dreams of a child
on whose cradle goes a flower-angel.
The first buds of an almond tree.
The purest virgin's pious prayer.
The devout choir in the church hall.
The springs murmuring by the stone-wall.
The enthusiasm of young men.
A flower-chalice from Eden's sun-land.
All this is not be compared in attraction
to the name, which I must withhold lovingly

Yes! I withhold it - yet in the soul
it sounds loudly like a bright clock-chime.
It shines like a blissful tear in my eyes.
It is similar to the note which comes from the harp.

ó3 Tgb I, 349.
6a Tgb I, 350.
ut Tgb I,354.
uu Tgb I, 355.
67 Tgb I, 355.
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It wakes me up in the moming with a song of the birds
It rustles softly in the night.
The perfume of the rose wafts towards me.
It beams on me with star-splendour.
It blossoms on me like a colourful meadow.
And hovers over me in the shadow of the green lime-trees.

Yes! I withhold it! Why name it?
He who prays seeks the quiet of the temple.
He quietly and silently throws himself on his knees
and then looks up to the radiant miracle-picture.
The mother weeps in her quiet chamber
and looks at her child with silent joy.
The wise dreamer folds his hands quickly
when the sublime dream-images draw near.
The golden stars have no language
and the most beautiful love-plea is silent.

Your name lies hidden in my soul
like a pearl in a dark wave,
and like a treasure which one seeks in vain,
and like a jewel in a mountain shaft.
But you blossom in all my songs.
You are the holy lamp on the altar.
You are like the picture that Jacob often saw
when he was dreaming at Laban's hearth.
You are the dream of all my dreams.
You are the palm under Eden's trees.

And if I had Schiller's enthusiastic speech,
and if I possessed Goethe's marble-smooth word,
and if my songs flowed harmoniously like
Tasso's full stanzas and like Petrach's sonnets,
and if I resembled the famous Briton,
who sang of Romeo and Juliet,
I would remain silent because the wonderful sound
of the verse I would consider unworthy of your name.
Yet if I felt Jean Paul's genius burning within me.
Then I would, my dearest, name you and your nu-..68

Remembering the fact that Schumann wrote several polymeter-type poems about his

relationship with Agnes Carus only three years prior to this poem, and since the title is

"To Her", it would seem that from the pages of his current diary (1831) the woman in

question is most likely to be Clara. This is bome out by several facts.

(a) The need for silence. If V/ieck (or Clara for that matter) knew of any stirings of

interest on Schumann's part it would certainly have meant banishment from the

68 Tgb I, 355-357
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V/ieck family home (hence the comment about "talent" above) and possibly a

severance from the family entirely. After all Clara was still not yet twelve.

(b) The lines "He ....then looks up to the radiant miracle-picture" and "You are the

holy lamp on the altar" are similar in sentiment to those in a letter to Cla¡a

(1 1. l. 1832),where Schumann writes:

I think of you often, not as a brother of his sister, not as a friend of [his]
girlfriend but as a pilgrim [thinks] of a distant altar-piece.6e

(c) The lines "You are like the picture that Jacob often saw when he was dreaming

at Laban's hearth" have a special significance since Schumann was living in the

house of Clara's father. In the book of Genesis we read that Jacob lived in

Laban's house but had to serve him seven years to marry his daughter Rachel.

Jacob was deceived by Laban but that is another story. Schumann seems to get

the imagery slightly mixed up; Jacob's famous dream involved a ladder to

heaven on which angels ascended and descended, though the promise to Jacob

was that his descendants would be as numerous as "the dust of the earth" and

would spread throughout the world. On the other hand, perhaps Schumann was

referring to the dreams Jacob was likely to have had about Rachel and their

impending marriage. It is said of Jacob: "So Jacob served seven years for

Rachel, and they seemed to him but a few days because of the love he had for

her."70 Schumann was not to have such care-free patience!

It should be stressed againthat Schumam was not exactly in love with Clara at this

time. Certainly he was awæe of his growing friendship with her, his delight in her

intelligence and company, the respect he had for her professionally (something he

realised he couldn't achieve himself¡ and their coÍrmon interest in music at a profound

6e Weissweiler I, 3.
70 Revised Standard Version of the Bible, Genesis 29:20.
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level. And now, in the midst of all the confusing elements of his sexual life and

fantasies that overwhelmed him at this time, he first began to think of the possibilþ that

at some stage in the future, Clara might ultimately become his wife.

In a letter to Clara at alater date (1838), when they had both declared their love for one

another, in explaining how he had made the romantic detour that had involved Ernestine

von Fricken for a time, he begins:

My real life began at that point only, where I became clear about myself and my
talent, where I decided for art and gave a real direction to my efforts. That is
from the year 1830. You were at that time a special little girl with an obstinate
head, a pair of beautiful eyes, and cherries were the most important thing for
you. Otherwise I had nobody except my Rosalie fhis sister-inJaw]. A few years
passed. Already then, about 1833, there began to appear a certain gloom which I
did not admit [to myself]; they were the allusions which every artist experiences,
when everything does not go as quickly as he had dreamt. I found little
recognition; on top of that came the loss of the playing ability of my right hand.
Amongst all these dark thoughts and images it was your image only that
hastened towards me; it is you who - without wanting or knowing it - in fact for
many years has kept me from all contact with women. The thought dawned on
me already at that time, whether you might become my wife perhaps; but
everything lay too far in the future. Anyway, all along I have loved you as

heartily as it was appropriate to our age.1r

Apart from the fact that the letter contains a few lies of omission about his contact with

women, it seems to confirm the fact that Schumann had made some kind of

commitment "in his mind" at an earlier stage than 1833 (which year Clara nominated

was the beginning of their special relationship). Combined with the poem "To Her",

this would seem to have occurred round about July of 1831.

There are many further references to the growing relationship between the two and

conversely Schumann's increasing antagonism to Wieck, for example:

17.8.183 l. ZiIia played the Eb concerto by Mocheles. It was singularly beautiful.
Sometimes it could be more heartfelt. I don't think Master Raro has a real love
for art for its own sake, also in his enthusiasm for Ziliathere is a trace of

71 Vy'eissweiler I, 95
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Jewishness, which, already in his mind, counts the Thaler which the concert will
earn sometime ... one would laugh at Master Raro, if he did not have Zilia ....72

After a scene of domestic violence between V/ieck and his son, Allwin:

Master Raro! I recognise you - your conduct is nothing else than Jewish
behaviour, your enthusiasm is nothing unless you can fiddle about with four
groschen pieces in your pocket, your fiery eye is not at rest and you steal a
glance at the money-casket, even your love for Zilia isnot pure - you would
become the most wretched rogue if Ziliahad no talent.''

On the other hand:

31.10.1831. Facility is the highest mastery, which is so with Mozart, Goethe,
Shakespear e, Zllia.1a

Clara in the same league as Mozart, Goethe, Shakespeare! There had to be a special

interest. This helps to explain the increasing antagonism towards V/ieck as a rival and

potential opponent.

On25 September l83l Wieck and Clara left Leipzig for a performance tour which took

them to Weimar, Erfurt, Gotha, Arnstadt, Kassel, Frankñut am Main, Darmstadt,ll¡{¡ainz

and finally Paris. They retumed to Leipzig on 1 May 1832. In the meantime, in

October 1831 Schumann had alluded to "fluttering Papittons"Ts aspart of his plan for

the future. Most probably by November of the same year they were complete. It is

clear that once Opus 2 was finally put together, Schumann intended to play them for

Wieck and Clara on their retum. As it turned out, Clara eventually had to play them.

There are several reasons why it is possible that Schumann saw Papillons as a celebration

of his recent realizations concerning Clara. First, the textual excerpt ftom Flegeljahre

which he applied to the first piece is as follows:

As he [Walt] walked from the little room, he prayed to God that he might
find it again jo¡rfully, he felt like a praise-thirsty hero who goes forth into
his first battle.'o

" Tgbr,362.
" Tgbr,364.
'o Tgb r,375.
tt Tgb r,372.
7u Jean Paul. Flegeljahre, 1048.
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Schumann could easily have appofioned his first piece to this text merely as an

appropriate beginning since it occurs in the third paragraph of Chapter 63 of

Flegeljahre, thus near the beginning. But the reference to "his first battle" is

appropriate to both Walt and Schumann, since they are heading towards some hoped-for

meeting with a beloved. Schumann's "ftrst battle" may also refer to Papillons itself in

terms of the fact that is is his first piano work in the "new style". There is nothing in

Opus 2:1 to indicate "battle-music"; no fanfares, no march-like rhythms, rather the main

theme is an ascending and descending scale based on the dominant 7û of D major. But

then there is no indication, in Walt's mask, of battles either; he wears the double-mask

of coachman and miner. Traditionally, the key of D major has been associated with

battlesTT, but here the battle, if there is one, is for love. The fact that this theme

resurfaces in tandem with the Grandfather Dance in the last piece perhaps gives the

suggestion of "love battle" a stronger cl[Tency.

Secondly, the occurence of the Grandfather Dance in No 12 is interesting in the light of

the fact that it was a popular dance played and sung at the end of weddlngs. The words

indicate its appropriateness

First section:

And when the grandfather took the grandmother
Then the grandfather was a bridegroom
and the grandmother was a bride.
Then they were both married together

Second section:

With me and you into the feather bed.
With me and you into the straw.
There no feather orodded you.
Also no flea bit you.7

" stebln,237f.
78 

Quoted in German in Max Friedlaender. "Das Großvaterlied und der Großvatertanze". Festschrifi
H. Kretchmar. (Leipzig: Publisherunknown, l9l8), 1.
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The melody of the whole of the dance appeaß in Papillons; only the first section in

Carnaval, Opus 9, (which was also intended as another "wedding" work but for a

different person). Among its appearances, prior to Schuma¡n's use of it, the most

notable is in J.S. Bach's Peasant Cantata:7e Marie (Miecke) is asked for a kiss and she

replies in recitative that "if that was all, I could give it to you norw, you lazy-bones, but

subsequently you want more than that." Then the orchestra gives the meaning of her

inference with a quotation of the music of the second section of the Grandfather Dance;

Max Friedlaender gives the example with the words inserted (not in the original):

q?2.tÚ

(nrit mír und dir ins Fe - dcr-bctt, mit mir und dir ins Stroh)

and comments: "Whoever heard the cantata knew what the music meant and understood

the witty repartee of Bach's quotation".8o Since there is absolutely no reference in the

last two chapters of Flegeljahre to ma:riage celebrations, Schumann's use of it in

Papillons is a form of poetic licence. Indeed, Schumann completely ignores the long

dream sequence in Chapter 64 of Flegeljahre, preoccupied as it is with immortality, and

only expresses in the last four bars (with its gradually fading dominant 7ú) the final

words of Flegeljahre conceming Vult's disappearance from the scene; that is probably

what Schumann meant when he originally apportioned the following as a motto at the

begirrning of Papillons :

Walt heard enraptured, still from the street, the fleeing sounds speak, because he
did not realise that with them his brother was fleeing.8r

7e 
See Friedlaender, 4.

80 Friedlaender, 4.
tt Jeun Paul, Flegeljahre, 1065.
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That is, Vult flees from rejection in love or, in Jean Paul's inner meaning, the prospect

of belief in immortalþ, which Walt has just described to him through his dream. Vult

is a metaphor f'or Jean Paul's bête noir, Fichtean transcendental egoism, which had

strong atheistic tendencies. For Schumann, the Finale (with its Grandfather Dance, the

six chimes of the clock and the fading dominant 7ú) may be descriptive simply of an

ending to what has been a masked ball. Daverios2 mentions that the fourth edition of

Papillons published in 1860 (after Schumann's death) included the following notation

towards the end of the Finale: "The camival night bustle is silenced. The tower clock

strikes 6". But this may have been transmitted from Julius Knorr's description of the

last piece.

The whole concept of the last piece is intriguing; the use of the Grandfather Dance, with

its wedding implications (not to mention the mildly vulgar reference in the second half

of the text) may merely be a humorous act on Schumann's part, illustrating his

preoccupations concerning his sexual needs and his hopes for marriage. Yet it may not

be an entirely humorous reference if his diary entry of 3 I October 1831 is an indicator:

Charitas .... was here yesterday full of passion; she was very drunk, on Madeira.
I would live more purely and solidly if only I didn't make so many resolutions; it
is as though all of these are destroyed; I have made -*y, moreover; but so it
go"s.t'

Further in this entry:

... Today - it is in fact Reformation Day - God! I want to change, I swear to you
- only give me a person, only a unique person to whom I can confide, a beloved,
a beloved, give me a feminine heart - a feminine heart! Then I would be
reconciled with myself, with everyone!84

Obviously Charitas was not able to provide this level of intimacy or satisfaction. By 3l

October, the date of this entry, Schumann had most probably completed Papillons

82 Daverio, Schumann (lgg7),516 n.126.
It Tgbr,374.
ta Tgb I, 375.
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because the entry for 7 November 1831 indicates that he was already making

corrections to the manuscript. The situation in which he found himself, as well as the

"prayer" to God, would indicate a piquant relevance to what he had just expressed in

music.

On the other hand, because of the number of pieces in Papillons (12) and the six chimes

of the clock, there may be another, more esoteric reference, especially in the light of the

poem "To Her" and the words:

Yes! I withhold it - yet in the soul
it sounds loudly like a bright clock-chime.

The following is the most speculative suggestion of all. While she was absent on tour,

Clara tumed 12 on the I 3 September I 83 1, just before Papillons was most probably

begun. Perhaps the twelve movements indicate this. The striking of the clock (six

times) may spell out Schumann's hopes. In six years Clara will be 18 and perhaps he

will be able then to take her as wife. His projected wait (6 years) parallels Jacob's (7

years). There is no clock in Flegeljahre. Nor does the ball formally come to an end.

That Schumann could have could have involved himself with number symbolism is

borne out in the case of Davidsbündlertrinze, which has eighteen movements, ends in C

major in numbers 9 and 18, and the "clock" strikes twelve in the last movement which

(amongst other things) is the date of Clara's name-day (12 August) in the Saxon

calendar and to which Schumann drew Clara's attention (see discussion under Chapter

15, "Solemn as the Pause"). The Davidsbündlertdnze, wete composed between

August-September, 1837, the year Clara turned 18.
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Perhaps a few months after Schumann wrote the lines:

Yet if I felt Jean Paul's genius burning within me,
Then I would, my dearest, name you and your name.

he attempted to do this first with his otherwise rather innocent portrayal of a masked

ball. Thus Papillons may express two realities:

Jean Paul Schumann

Walt and Vult Florestan and Eusebius

Wina

I
hope of union not yet realised

The identification of Schumann's situation with S/alt's is made even more clear by the

continuation of Jean Paul's above-quoted text:

. . . he lWalt] felt like a praise-thirsty hero who goes forth into his first battle.
With warm, domestic feelings, being in the double mask of miner and coacþman
at the same time, peeping only, as from two attic windows, he bore himself like
a sedan chair along the lane and could hardly believe that the two-housed figure,
with all of its inner workngs (Seelen-Rddern), could pass by everywhere, so
gloriously unobserved, like a watch in a pocket.

The Keys of Papillons

The issue of Schumann attaching any private symbolism to keys (as opposed to general

consensus by key-characteristic theorists) can be immediately dealt with by pointing out

that No 3 (the giant boot) is in Fil minor, the same key as No 4 which is assigned to the

text "A masked shepherdess came and a simple nun with a half-mask and an aromatic

branch of auricula".85 One cannot have it both ways; there has to be consistency to

determine a pattern. On the other hand, the primacy of D major (encapsulated in Nos. 1,

11 and 12) with the textual apportionment in No I and the combination of No I with the

Grandfather Dance in No 12 does seem to have a greater claim for symbolic

consistency. The key of D major was ultimately to assume, along with B, F, and Ab, the

Clara

tt Jean Paul, Flegeljahre, 1050
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role of a "wedding" key, though here, because of its association with the words of

Ftegetjahre ("a hero who goes forth into his first battle") it may be seen as a "love-

baffle" key. (See Chapter 17, "Conclusion" for the final discussion of this issue).

Papillons, then, has a variety of motivating factors lying behind its composition. These

include, first, the wish to incorpbrate pre-existing and unpublished compositions into a

complete whole; secondly, the influence of Jean Paul's Flegeliahre, especially Chapter

63, with its masked-ball and its love contest between Walt and Vult over V/ina; and

thirdly, Schumann's wish to give musical expression to his underlying pre-occupation

with young women and the need to find a beloved in whom he could confide, perhaps

even a partner in marriage. Reading his diaries at this time, it would seem that his

preferred option in this regard was Clara, but she was too young to understand

Schumann's gtowing attachment to her, and it was far too dangerous for him to express

his thoughts except through private poetry, his personal diary and above all, his music,

which was the most esoteric and yet the most public of all his utterances in his twenty-

first year.

Ixrnwruzzt, Opas 4

The Intermezzi, composed between April - July 1832, were once described by

Schumann as "longer Papillons", but of the Intermezzi, Daverio makes the distinction:

Nonetheless, it would be inaccurate to claim ... that the Intermezzi werc
comprised of aphoristic utterances alone. On the contrary, the cycle

gives evidence of a complementary interest in motivic, formal, and tonal
coherence on a larger scale.oo

Papillons, Opus 2, had been completed by the end of 1831, while V/ieck and Clara were

?way on tour. The couple were to retum to Leipzig on I May 1832. In the meantime,

Schumann worked on further compositions, the most important of which, from the point

86 Daverio, Schumann (1997),92.
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of view of futr¡re publication, were:

Allegro, Opus 8, (originally the first movement of a proposed Sonata in B

minor);

Fandango for piano (to be used in the first movement of the Sonata in Fü minor,

Opus 11); and

Etudes for piano after the Caprices of Paganini, Opus 3.

The composition of the Intermezzi, Opus 4, had already begun somewhere before

29 April1832 because Schumann writes on that day:

There stands before me a living picture of each Intermezzi; only on little pgints

is it still lacking. That was a beautiful week, pure, upright, sober and busy."'

As has been stated above, V/ieck and Clara returned to Leipzig on 1 May 1832 after

their eight-month absence on tour. On the 3 May 1832 Schumann wrote in his diary:

Now I have him [V/ieck] again . . . he appears weaker than previously, yet the

same ¿ilïogance, fire and the rolling eye. Clara is prettier and bigger, stronger

and more ãlegant and has a French-accent when she speaks German . . .88

\Mieck was quite impressed wtth Papillons, callingthem "piquant, nerü and original".se

Later, all three went for a walk on the Brand of which Schumann comments;

Wieck was very well-behaved, Clara kindly narve. Much later we went home:

Clara and I arm in arm ...e0

It is not to be assumed that Clara knew the ultimate significance of this intimacy, nor

was Schumann indicating anything other than close friendship by these'actions; on the

contrary he records:

6.5.1832.I still saw the beautiful, pale neighbour for a long time at the window
again.el

Schumann continued working on the Intermezzi and the following diary entry shows the

psycho-sexual dichotomy in which he found himself:

tt Tgb I, 381.
tt Tgb I,383.
tn Tgb I,384.
to Tgb I, 384.
nt Tgb I, 385.
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9.5.1832. Beautiful playing and composing of the Intermezzi. I want to dedicate

them to Clara. Sensual stimulus for the whole day, but suppressed. Charitas has

been away for nine days.e2

In fact the intention to dedicate the Intermezzi to Clara was valid right up to the proof of

the title pu1a, as carì be seen in facsimile in Boetticher's Robert Schumanns

Klavierwerke, Teil 1, Tafel XI, where also Clara's name has been crossed out and

replaced with the name of the ultimate dedicatee, J.W. Kalliwoda. Perhaps wisdom

determined the change in the light of possible reactions from Clara's father. Clara was

not to become the dedicatee of any of Schumann's works until the Sonata in F$ minor,

Opus I l. Three years later (1838) there were to be complications between Clara and

her father over Schumann's desire to dedicate Kreisleriana, Opus 16, to Clarao and

instead, it now has Chopin's name as dedicatee.

Throughout May 1832, Clara played Papillons to various people, but perhaps the

proudest moment for Schumann was the following occasion:

26.5.1832. Clara played the last movement of the Eb Concerto by Moscheles, but
slovenly and then ... the great bravura-variations by Herz, better than ever, and
then Papillons. It was flattering to me to be played with Herz and Moscheles
...Wieck then conducted a tour, he pointed out Harlequin and the deeper
meaning of the mask - Hoffrneister praised him much and the Old Man drew
attention to me to advantage: "Now, madam," he said to Rosalie, "is not Cla¡a a
good deputy of Robert - I leave these few notes to play to all the great piano-
ãuthorities and may they make a beautiful impression on society!"e3

In innocence, Wieck had foreshadowed the nature of Clara's role in relation to

Schumann's music and more.

Amidst the mention of a "a flrst, light kiss" to the Dutch-girl next door (to his new,

separate lodgings), Agnes Carus appears again, as well as Schumann's much loved

sister-in-law, Rosalie; at a soirée at the Wieck's where Clara plays again:

n'Tgb I, 386
nt Tgbl,397
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While Clara was playing the Field concerto to raptures [from the audience] an

angel entered - Agnes Carus - later Rosalie came. Up till today I have never

heard Clara play as she played today, everything was masterly and everything
was beautiful. Also slr; nlaVed the Papillons almost more beautifully than the

day before yesterday."

Clara continued to play the Papillons;to everyone, it seems, that came into the family

home. Schumann comments on one of these occasions:

28.5.1832. Clara was very charming and sprightly - but this simple
minded, spying Pfund! [sic] 

es

Perhaps Clara's cousin, Ernst Pfundt, ffiây have caught something of the significance of

the growing friendship between Robert and Clara - or perhaps Schumann was jealous.

It should be stated at this point, that Schumann's attitude towards Clara was not

uncritical:

1.6.1832. Yesterday morning was magnificent, we had made an appointment for
a walk. If I am not wrong, the neighbours were walking in front of me. Then
came the Wiecks. Clara showed great obstinacy towards her step-mother who
certainly is a woman most worthy of esteem. The Old Man reprimanded Clara
but little by little he will come under Clara's thumb, who already commands like
a Señora - but she can also plead and heedle like a child.e6

During this period Schumarur continued work on the Paganini Caprices, some of which

Clara had leamed:

Clara studied the Paganiniana and came with two of them for my birthday, as

well as Parisian cuff-links - the attentive tenderness pleased me very much.eT

The Intermezzi come back into focus by 22 June 1832:

22.6.1832.4 quite $azy Intermezzo haunted me day and night.es

4.7 . 1832. The quite crazy lntermezzo is basically a cry from the deepest heart.
With the order of the pieces, I am still not clear.ee

By July 1832, Schumann's composition of the Intermezzi were nearing completion:

Tgb I, 398.
Tgb I,400.
Tgbl,402.
Tgb I,408.
Tgb I,410.
Tgb I,410.
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My happy life and self-esteem have few words - I feel a stirring in me which is
perhaps a virtue. My whole heart is in you, dear fifth lntermezzo, which was
born of unutterable love. How everything fitted together yesterday.l00

and by 22 JrlJy 1832, they were frnished:

Intermezzi... are completely finished, improved and given to
Hecker.lol

As we have seen, the atmosphere in which the Intermezzi were composed is not

dissimilar to that of Papillons; the continuing ambiguous relationship with Friedrich

Wieck; the growing admiration for and dependence on Clara; the periodic visits of

Christel to Schumann's new apartment for sexual gratification (Schumann had left

Wieck's house in October 1831), and the "soft kisses" of the Dutch girl, although this

relationship doesn't seem to have developed beyond kisses.

In this environment, the entries of Schumann's diary conceming the relevance of the

Intermezzi to his personal life ("a cry from the deepest heart" and so on) bear further

investigation. There are at least four pieces which should come under scrutiny.

Opus 4:2, with its superscription "Meine Ruh' ist hin".

Opus 4:4, based on an early Schumann song, "Hirtenknabe".

Opus 4:5, with its "quotation" of the Grandfather Dance.

Opus 4:6, with its quotation of the ABEGG motiv.

Opus 4:2

This piece has a quotation from Goethe's Faust over bars 63-65 and at the end (bars

194-9). These words are also the opening words of Schubert's Opus 2, "Gretchen am

Spinnrad", a song which Schumann was familiar with as early as l1 December 1828

when he accompanied Agnss Carus one evening at the latter's home.l02 Although the

too Tgb I,412. lt is assumed that the present order of the Intermezzi had heen determined by the time this
entry was made (13.7.1832).
tot Tgb r,4rz.
to'Tgb I, 153.
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poem is written from awoman's point of view, it is occupied with longing for the

presence of an absent beloved, thus the first twelve lines:

My rest is gone

My heart is heavy;
I will never find it
and never more.
Wherever I don't have him
is a grave to me,

the whole world
embitters me.

My poor head
feels dreadful
my poor sense

is cut to bits

and so on. The musical setting at these points is not an actual quotation of Schubert's

song but there is a resemblance. Schumann's setting involves six ascending notes in

E minor: EßIlGlGlNB:

b lfr.ine Rob' i.t hin-

Schubert's accompaniment incorporates the first three ascending notes in D minor,

DIEß,and the singer begins the opening words with the remaining notes, F/G/A :

ist

In the light of Schumann's ouþouring on Reformation Day, I 83 I , (see above) one

could easily understand the relevance of this quotation (and setting) to his own life - a

cry fiom the deepest heart! The surrourding music of the piece is some of Schumann's

most turbulent of the Intermezzi.
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Opus 4:4

This piece is a re-working of a song, composed in 1828, "Hirtenknabe". The text of the

song may have had no bearing on Schumann's thinking in 1832, but it is nevertheless

relevant to his current situation:

I am only a poor shepherd-boy
the bugle is all that I can call my own.
And even if I only have my bugle
I will always gladly remain a shepherd-boy.

Heaven only gave me a song
and if I only have my song
I will always gladly remain a shepherd-boy

And if death takes the song from me
I will take the bugle with me into the grave,

dying gladly as shepherd-boy.

Not that Schumann was a shepherd-boy but there is an analogy (as in Opus 4:2) and in

the poem "To Her" he states

And if my songs flowed harmoniously like
Tasso's full stanzas and like Petrach's sonnets ...

I would remain silent because the wonderful sound of the verse I would
consider unworthy of your name ...

which would indicate that there was a possibility that the "song" might not have been

heard. In the light of his statement (quoted above) about assuming "the language of

tones", perhaps Schumann is already beginning to speak out the message through keys,

since the song moves between C major and A minor (Clara and Schumann, as they were

ultimately to signifu) and the total number of bars of this piece is eighteen. Perhaps

Schumann, by his choice of l8 bars, ironically and humorously indicates that he may be

dead by the time Clara reaches eighteen and will be satisfied to take his "bugle" to the

grave, if his "song" is not heard in the meantime! In the unstable health-environment of

the early 19ú century Schumann was not alone in being apprehensive about

longevity.l03

103 
see his comment about cholera above.
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Opus 4:5

This piece is interesting for a variety of reasons: it opens with cadential idioms in F

major but these become part of an extended cycle of 5ths from VII to V in D minor, to

which key the music turns to introduce a minor version of part of the Grandfather

Dance. In Schumann's later scheme, F major and D minor were to have "wedding"

associations, as also does the Grandfather Dance, as we have seen. The overall

structure of bars 1-28 is as follows:

inDminor: VII - ru - VI - II - V
C F BbE A

Then follows the fragment of the Grandfather Dance in D minor (marriage). Does this

harmonic structure spell out Clara united with Robert Schumann in marriage, perhaps

for the first time? D minor would then, according to practice within the songs, indicate

the unfulfilled nature of the "hope". The Alternativo is awaltz in Bl major (Robert's

key, as it was to become).

It is about this piece that Schumann wrote "My whole heart is in you, dear fifth

Intermezzo, which was bom of unutterable love". Perhaps he "utters" his meaning in

hidden musical terms. This is somewhat reinforced by another version (1839) of the

opening bars of Opus 4:5 found in Schumann's BrautbuchrÙa lacollection of sketches)

where, although the key signature is Eb major, the same harmonies prevail for a while

(C-F-Bb) but then progress to Eb-Al; it is, however, the same message. At bars 6-7 and

again at bars l0-11 there is now a variant of the motif of spiritual and physical union:

ton See Boetiticher, Klavierwerke, Vol. 1, 117
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By 1839, this motif was in current use as will be seen. The sketch is dedicated to Clara

- naturally, since it is in the Brautbuch! But with Schumann's original intentionto

dedicate the Intermezzi to Clara it would seem that there are too many parallels not to

consider Opus 4:5 as having some direct musical connection with her.

Opus 4:6

This is the most pvzzlingof the six pieces from an autobiographical point of view

because of the quotation from the Abegg variations at bars 43-45, and again atbars 127-

t29.
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It acts as a digression, or more correctly as an insertion, since the music has been in the

key of B minor preceding it and continues in B minor sucöeeding it, and yet the passage

in question momentarily reverts to the V of F major which is the harmony of the

opening bars of the Abegg variations:

tf?

Anirrato.x.ü.¡=tor.

the¡qa.

It was the custom of Jean Paul to include characters from a previous novel in succeeding

novels; as Daverio says:

Much like Jean Paul's characters, Schumann's thematic materials often
stray from work to work.lo5

This may be merely an emulation by Schumann of Jean Paul's literary procedures

transferred to music. Certainly there is a pattern:

Abegg variations quoted in Intermezzi Opus 4:6

Grandfather Dance quoted in Papíllons,Intermezzi, carnaval
and beyond.

Papillons No I quoted in carnaval, Davidsbündlertänze.

However, Daverio's observation tells us little of the purpose or meaning of such

quotations in the context of Schumann's music.
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Berthold Heockner, on the other hand, in his article "Schumann and Romantic

Distance"l06 suggests that such quotations are an expression of the Romantic aesthetic

of distance which may be understood thus: the chimes of a town-hall clock, heard

directly trnderneath the tower in which it is located, ffiây simply provide an indication of

the exact time of the day, but the chimes of the same clock, heard from a distance,

perhaps indistinctly and without the need to determine temporal accuracy, evoke a

different response. Thus Hoeckner quotes a passage from Jean Paul's Flegeljahre to

illustrate:

Suddenly, an old familiar, but wonderful chiming of the bells at midday
emanated from the distance, an old sounding as from the starry moming of his

[V/alt's] dark childhood: ... full of yeaming he tþught of his distant parents, the
stilllife of his childhood - and the gentle Wina.tu'

In this sense "Romantic distance" is evocatory, and as Hoeckner claims, becomes

"primarily a poetic trope and an aesthetic category".lo8 Hoeckner relies first on the

writings of Novalis for his approach stating:

... with distant mountains, distant events, and distant people, Novalis chose to
illustrate romantic distance with three archetypal experiences: spatial distance in
landscape, temporal distance in recollection of the past, and personal distance in
separatiron from the distant beloved.lOe

He continues:

... Novalis's three examples for romantic distance resonate with some of
Schumann's most emphatically romantic piano compositions ...110

and subsequently proceeds to discuss such examples as the recuffence of the theme of

Papillons Opus 2: 1 in number 12; the "textuality of musical memory": in the "Aria" of

the Sonata in F* minor, Opus I 1; the role of Beethoven's An die ferne Geliebte in the

Phantasie, Opus l7 and so on.

106 Berthold Hoeckner "schumann and Romantic Distance" JAMSYo\.50 No 1, Spring 1997,54-132.
107 

Quoted by Hoeckner in "Distance", 62.
lo8 Hoeckner, "Distance", 56.
loe Hoeckner, "Distance", 56.
llo Hoeckner, "Distance", 56.
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Charles Rosen, in his The Romantic Generationprovides a similar reference when

talking about Schubert's "Der Lindenbaum" (the simulated hom calls of bars 7 and 8):

The horn calls ... are symbols of memory - or, more exactly, of distance,

absence and regtet.lll

In his discussion of Schumann's Davidsbündlertrinze, Opus 6, Rosen refers to the

recurrence of number 2 in number 17:

The reappearance of the melancholy second dance is not only a retum but more

specifically a looking-back, as the Romantic travelers delighted to look back to
perceive the different appearance of what they had seen before, a meaning

àltered and transfigued Èy distance and a ne\¡r perspective.l

And again:

Schumann does everything possible to make the retum of the Lrindler

[Opus 2:6 in 17] sound like the involuntary resurfacing of a buried.^

-errory, the rediscovered existence of the past within the present.ll3

Atthough this aesthetic understanding is primarily evocatory, it is closely allied to the

relationship between past, present and futu¡e. However much Schumann may have used

musical means (i.e. horn calls, chimes) to evoke memory of distant landscape (and this

is rarely his concern), his pre-occupation lies primarily with temporal and personal

issues. As he was to write:

The future should be the higher echo of the past.lla

This idea is not really Schumann's own; in Jean Paul's Titan, with which Schumann

was familiar, under the heading of "Conceming the Reality of the Ideal", Jean Paul

expresses the concept that past and future can only be expressed poetically as "memory"

and "hope". Thus they are:

... two different poesy-gardens.o_f our heart, an Iliad and Odyssey, a Milton's
Paradise Lost ani Regained ...1ls

ttt Charles Rosen. The Romantic Generation (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Ha¡vard Universþ Press,

1995), ll7.
ttt Rosen, Generation, 236.
tt' Rosen, Generation, 235.
tto Tgb r,304.
ttt Jean Paul Richter, Titqn: A Romance, in Two Volumes, trans. Charles T.Brooks. (London: Trubner &
Co, 1863),1,266.
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He then addresses God:

Thou wilt and canst give us one day a reality, which shall embody and redouble
and satisff our present ideals, - as thou hast, indeed, already proved to us, in our
love here below, which intoxicates us with moments in which the inner becomes

the outer, and the Ideal, the Reality ... but if, I say, here below fiction could
become fact, and our pastoral poetry pastoral life, and every dream a day - ah,

even then would desire still remain enhanced only, not fulfilled: the higher
realþ would only beget a higher poetry, and higher remembrances and hopes . .

This section of Titan begins and is addressed:

116

But, ye good beings, who have a heart,_and f,rnd none, or who have loved objects
only-in,and not oruyovt bosoms

The relevance to Schumann's present situation is obvious.

In a nutshell, this is Schumann's "aesthetic of distance, memory and hopes" and it

underpins all of his musical self-quotations, recollections or evocations. In some cases

his quotations or evocations borrowed from other composers' music (e.g. Beethoven

and Clara Wieck) have a similar purpose. Fach "quotation" should be nevertheless

evaluated on its own merits as each "memory" has its own particular reference, as in

literature and in life. This brings us, full circle, to further consideration of the

quotations and/or evocations thus far encountered in both Papillons, Opus 2 and the

Intermezzi, Opus 4.

It is not difficult to see how Schumann's "aesthetic of distance or memory" works in the

re-surfacing of Opus 2:l innumber 12 of the same work and its combination with the

Grandfather Dance (though we have taken this as indicating a re-inforcement of

Schumann's love/ma:riage theme expressed not so much as "memory" but as "hope")

nor is it difficult to see the process working in the Intermezzi with its reference in

number 2 to "Gretchen am Spinnrad" and in number 4 to "Hirtenknabe", both of which

"u Jean PauL Titanl,266
t tt Jean Paul, Titan I, 265
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have a retrospective, current and perhaps forward looking reference. This would also be

clear in Opus 4:5 with its evocation of the Grandfather Dance.

Opus 4:6 with its quotation of the Abegg motif provides us with a much more puzzling

reference. We could take refuge with Daverio and simply conclude that "much like

Jean Paul's characters, Schumann's thematic materials stray from work to work". We

could take Hoeckner's and Rosen's approach and apply it to the recollection of past

experience (encapsulated in the Abegg theme) whereby the quotation represents

Schumann's first attempt to express, through actual tones, an archetype of current

relationship issues. The name itself, however, has no relevance to the present or the

future since to whom-so-ever it refers (and it may refer to no-one in particular) cannot

be identified with certainty as any past acquaintance of Schumannll8.

The most speculative concept is that the quotation is to be transformed into another,

more personal one regarding Clara and Robert themselves (the quotation representing a

"higher echo of the past"). The musical notes represented by letters of the motif are

A/Bb (in German ByE/G/G and the chord over which the motif appears (in the context

of B minor) is the V7 of F major whose fundamental note is C. We can see immediately

that if Schumann's personal key symbolism is already at work then we have the

following formula:

A / Bb lE I G I G Robert Schumann and Friedrich Wieck

perhaps in potential conflict over

ClaraC

1lt This issue is discussed fufher in Chapter 13, "Detours through the Alphabet"
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If this is so (and it may not be) then the autobiographical key-scheme revealed in the

songs of 1840 (see above) may already be in harness. We should note that this

quotation presents a chordal dissonance whose resolution should be to the key of F-

major and then progression, perhaps, to Bb major.

The key structure of the Intermezzi indicates interesting possibilities:

No 1: Amajor - Füminor - Amajor- D major - Amajor - F$minor - Amajor
No 2: oscillating between E minor and G major
No 3: Aminor- Db major- Emajor - Db major- Aminor
No 4: C major - A minor - C major
No 5: D minor - Bb major - D minor
No 6: B minor (with insertion of the V7 of F major) -D Major - B minor

(with insertion of V7 of F major).

As we can see, three of the four wedding keys are present (B minor, D major/minor and

F major) as well as those representing Robert (E major/minor and Bb major) Schumann

(A major/minor) and the keys of the parent (G major and Db Major). It is impossible to

know for certain whether Schumann wants us to understand his more personal approach

to the meaning of keys at this stage of his compositional history, but it seems clear that

by the time of the composition of the Sonata in F* minor (1833-35), dedicated as it is by

Florestan and Eusebius to Clara Wieck, the process of autobiographical symbolism of

keys is well under way. Thus the Intermezzi, Opus 4, in spite of the "Abegg" pvzzle,

may be seen to carry a similar message to that of Papillons: marriage hopes and

longings, perhaps with special reference to Clara'Wieck, the original dedicatee.

If Papillons and the Intermezzi show Schumann's early attempts at "putting into music"

his "feelings in words", the next two works, the Imprompfzs, Opus 5 (1833) and the

Sonata in F$ minor (1833-5), reveal a more precise way of expressing them. Schumann

is also more specific in terms of who those feelings are about: that is, Clara and her

father.
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Cruprnn 12

DougLES AhlD Tnounr-,n

There are two works composed before "the first kiss" of November 1835 that

specif,rcally bring Clara and Robert together in musical union. They are the

Impromptus, Opus 5 (1833) and the Sonata in F$ minor, Opus 11 (1333-35). The first is

in C major and the second in F$ minor which, in the light of Schuma¡n's personal key-

symbolism of later years, may be of early significance. Clara herself, as we have seen,

nominated 1833 as the year in which she was first aware of a special connection with

Robert.

Ivpnovprus, Opus 5 (first edition)

Since this work is occupied with contrapuntal techniques (for example, the last

movement contains a fugue) it is important to consider Schumann's own claim that:

Almost the whole time ffrom 1831-34] I occupied myself with Bach; this
inspiration gave rise to the Impromptus, Op.5.1

But this is only half the story. When Schumann was negotiating with Friedrich \Mieck

to retum to Leipzig to take up fuIl-time study as a potential piano virtuoso, Wieck was

to ask, in a letter to Robert's mother:

Can Robert resolve to study ... cold theory, with everything that this involves, for
two years with Weinlig? ... Will Robert now be capable of disciplining himself,
as my Clara is, to work at the black-board all day on only 3- and 4-voice
exercises, whereby fantasy [improvisations] must be almost silent?2

I 
Quoted and translated by Becker in "Impromptus", 568, footnote I

' Eismann, Quellenwerk I, 64.
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In his eagemess to study with V/ieck, Robert assented to something that would have

struck at the core of his creative impulse. During the days of studying with Heinrich

Dorn (not Weinlig) he was to record the following reservations:

In the evening, theory of fGottfried] Weber - Ah, this theory this whole theory! If
only I could be a genius and put to death all wretched people, might I not load
them all into a canon and therewith shoot something to death.3

In counterpoint everything is going O.K., although all the rules go running into
each other like crazy and demolish one another.a

After several months of study with Dorn, Schumann wrote to Wieck (11.1.1832):

I could never become bonded with Dom; he wants to bring me to the point of
understanding music as fugue - Heavens! How people are different. But mind
you I feel that the theoretical studies have had a good influence on me.5

In reference to his study of figured bass, Schumann gives a clear idea of why this

technical leaming worried him:

13.7. I 83 1. 1 began yesterday with the Musicdirector [Dom] on the
noble general-bass! He had prepared himself and seemed anxious but otherwise
he was kind. As it happened I was completely alert in [my] head, with bright,
clear understanding. I wouldn't want to know more than I already know. The
darkness [obscurity] of the fantasy, or your unconscious, remains your poetry.6

Formal leaming of musical technique was not the same as the creative imagination,

which Schumann was anxious to protect. As he had argued with Dom in an earlier

conversation (4.6. I 83 1):

Knowledge, say I, is death; Knowledge, says he, is the highest thing in life. But
no poetry, I say: He: I wouldn't say that.7

By May 1832, Schumann, placing his bets both ways, admonishes:

But you, fantasy, give the fugue a sisterly hand.8

Heinrich Dorn's own opinion of Schumann's theoretical training and ability was

' Tgb I, 331.
o Tgb I,371.
' Eismann, Quellenwerkl, 75
o Tgb I, 349-50.t Tgb I,336.
8 Tgb I,4oo.
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expressed in a letter to W.J. von Wasielewski (7.9.1856)

Robert Schumann was introduced to me in the autumn of 1830 ... he performed
for me his variations on the name of Abegg which later appeared in print. He had

up to that time received no theoretical instruction - at least, no regular
instruction; then I began the A.B.C. of general-bass with him and the first four-
voiced chorale, which he had to present as a test of his harmonic knowledge, was

a model of unruly voice-leading. The classes continued until Easter 1832 and

one of his last works was a canonic piece in double counterpoint at the tenth,
which I for a long time have kept with my papers, because it was at the time an

interesting piano study.e

Friedrich ìVieck, on the other hand, was not that easy to please. Schumann records a

conversation between Wieck and F.A. Kummer (a'cello virtuoso and composer from

Dresden) in an entry of 6.6.1831:

I wish you could know him [Schumann] better, he was born in and for music as I
[but] it could come to nothing because of sheer hypochondria.l0

In the realm of composition, the mastery of counterpoint and fugue was one of the

bench-marks of a serious composer. Schumann records:

The day before yesterday, I laughed inwardly a great deal about Wieck when he

said to Dorn: Yes! Look - the other Parisians (except Pixis) understand nothing
about counterpoint. He uttered it so conspicuously that he didn't believe it
himself.rr

Although Schumann saw the irony he did not underestimate Wieck's expectations

concerning himself as pupil. It is in the light of this that we can understand more fully

Schumann's original dedication of the Impromptus to Friedrich Wieck (though this

dedication was subsequently withdralvn).

The Impromptus show that Schumann could successfully achieve the handling of

counterpoint and fugue in a work that was suitable for both publication and

performance. In this sense the dedication goes beyond that of mere dedication, and

might be understood as a plea for acceptance! But not without mischief, as we shall see.

n Eismann, Quellenwerkl, 7 4
to Tgb r, 337.
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Opus 5 is based on two ideas: one of Schumann's own and one purported to be by Clara

(that is from her Romance variée, Opus 3).

Un poco Adaglo

{1.

Dax.
AasTonica inTonic¿

Comes.
Aus Dominante in Do-
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The head motif of the first is mentioned in Schumann's diary as early as May 1832, even

though the Imprompfus themselves were not composed until May 1833, a year later

29.5.1832.In the evening I played through with Clara six Bach fugues, four-
handedly at sight. I gave a soft, beautiful kiss to the Dutch girl and when I came
home round about 9, I sat down at the piano and it seemed to me as though only
flowers and gods came forth from the fingers, the thought flowed so readily.
That was the thought CF.GC.r2

This "thought" is seen also in Schumann's travel diary of 1830 but was certainly placed

there on a spare page at alater date, probably between 22 Jtme and 4 July 1832 while

Schumann was on a trip to Dresden.l3
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Here the motif is in contrapuntal relationslnp; Dm (leader) from tonic to tonic and

Comes (companion) - from dominant to dominant. This could have hermeneutical

significance.

It has been assumed that the "soft, beautiful kiss to the Dutch girl" was the basis of

Schumann's improvisational inspiration. Thus Claudia Stevens Becker:

The effusive second sentence of the entry appears to link an encounter with Julie

[the Dutch girl] to an ecstatic mood, which caused Schumann, on retuming
home, to improvise at a high pitch of inspiration.la

But what is wrong with the first sentence of the diary entry? or both? Due to parental

surveillance and Clara's youth, Schuma¡n was still psycho-sexually dichotomized but

playing Bach fugues with Clara, four-handedly, could have been even more creatively

stimulating (compare his being accompanistto Agnes Carus in 1828).

The second theme comes supposedly from Clara's own Romqnce variée, Opus 3, but

Claudia Stevens Becker has shown that originally the idea for the theme (or at least its

"head") was initially conceived by Schumann, who most likely gave it or played it to

Clara who, in tum, then extended and developed it into her own Romance theme.ls

Whatever the case, it is presented as a theme of Clara Wieck, as the subtitle of the

Impromptus indicates.

In the Impromptus, Clara's Romanza theme appears more frequently throughout the

pieces than Robert's motif, although they are often both combined. All variations are in

C major except:

ra Becker, "Impromptus-, 5'74.
rs Becker, "Impromptus- , 571 ,
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(a) number 7, which opens in A minor, has a middle section in A major but

concludes in C major;

(b) number 11, which is in F minor with a middle section in Ab minor and which

concludes on the V of F minor;

(c) the fugal section of number 12, which is in C minor.

The choice of keys is therefore totally consistent with Schumann's personal key-

symbolism:

C Clara

F and Ab united with

A Schumann

which is precisely what happens through motivic means as well. There are three further

comments to be made.

First, in number I l, at bars 59-60, there appears to be a motivic segment very like the

often utilized motif of spiritual and physical union of later years:

55
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Since this combination of motif and harmonic progression is not repeated anywhere else

in this work, we can only assume that at this stage it has no independent symbolic status

but perhaps we see here Schumann's creative unconscious producing the seeds of a

motif that will assume significance at a later stage; thus his previously quoted adage

"the future should be the higher echo of the past". Indeed, almost all of Schumann's

special motifs have their origins in prior occrrrences of otherwise incidental or
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originally unconscious usage. The harmonies surrounding this motivic fragment (within

the framework of Ab minor - a wedding key) are:

In Bb minor: ä'g lÍ V7

CF
As we already know, this spells out Clara united with Robert.

Secondly, in the last movement, as the mode changes to incorporate Robert's

contrapuntal theme at the dominant, there is the "performance" instruction quasi satira.

Since this instruction was removed in the revised edition of 1850, one wonders why it

was there in the first place. It is also not clear whether it refers to the entry of the motif

at the dominant, or the entry of the counter subject (based as it is on the "gigue" theme

of the movement in general), or both. It may have an inner significance for Schumann

about which we can only remain ignorant. But what kind of performance instruction

(attached to a fugue!) is quasi satira? To play in a satirical ma¡ner as a caricature, a

lampoon, a statement of irony or ridicule? Are we to understand it as a self-deprecatory

instruction so as not to take Schumann's attempt at fugal writing too seriously? Perhaps

we are to understand that in conformity with Wieck's "fugal aspirations" for Schumann,

the latter cannot resist drawing attention to it "in a satirical manner". There is another

possibility: If Schumann's personal key-symbolism is already at work (and we shall see

that it is in the Sonata in F* minor, Opus 11, also composed in 1833, or at least the first

three movements of it) then we should return to his original writing down of the fugal

subject in his diary. There it is listed under the traditional heading: Dux (leader), from
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tonic to tonic (C) and Comes (companion), from dominant to dominant (G). Thus, as in

all fugal treatments, there is innately a conflict which must ultimately be resolved in

favour of Dux (leader). The contrapuntal exchange between Dux andComes begins at

the change of mode to C minor and for several bars they engage in dialogue,

sequentially. The first departure from this Dux and Comes relationship comes at bars

53-60, where the motif at the subdominant (F/Bb/CÆ) is succeeded by Dux

(ClFlGlC). These bars (from 52-60) are harmonized with the wedding formula (in C

minor: I3-iv-VII-[I-VI: C-F-Bb-Eb-Ab, Clara united with Robert Schumann in

marriage). At the stretto section, where the themes begin to overlap, the fugal motif is

at first confined to tonic and dominant (bars 76-84). Then the motif is heard at the

supertonic (on its own bars 86-89), then Dux, in counterpoint with the motif at the

mediant (FiblêJ.lBblEb, bars 90-94):
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Once again, in this combination, the wedding formula is spelt out: C-F-Bb-Eb-At.

Finally from bars 106-12I, Dux and Comes alternate up to the conclusion of the fugue

proper:

tDb

fle

¡r5
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4.1. .:Ë g
If Schumann's personal key-symbolism was operative at this time then: Dux (C) equals

Clarc, she "who already commands like a Señora" and Comes (G), the dominant of C

equals Wieck, who will "little by lifile, come under Clara's thumb". With the

introduction of the motif at the subdominant (a wedding key), which is followed by

Dux,the wedding formula is introduced. In the stretto section the motif at the

supertonic (D), representing another wedding key, leads to a conjunction of Dux and the

motif at the mediant (Ebl1'blBbtEi). For the only time in the fugue, Dux (C) and

Schumann (Eb) come together. This is also the location of another occuffence of the

wedding formula. As has been stated and illustrated, the fugue proper concludes on the

dominant in order to reintroduce the gigue material of the opening bars (bars 123-148

equalling bars 1-26). Nevertheless Robert's full theme, from the opening of the work

(including two statements of the Dw motif), occurs in double octaves and.þrtissimo

towards the end of the piece (bars 149-164). The last word will be with Clara and

Robert but with some regrets as we shall see. On the basis of these observations, we

g
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might conclude that the whole fugal section is a satire on current domestic and personal

issues. The removal of the instruction quasi satira from the 1850 edition gives added

weight to the fact that it is more likely to have been a hermeneutic rather than an

exclusively performance indicator. By 1850, after ten years of marriage to Clara, the

issues surrounding this work were long since past.

Thirdly, in the context of the gigue and fugue, Clara's Romance theme has not been

heard. Finally Robert's full theme appears in double octaves andfortissino followed by

the second half of Clara's theme, which begins to disintegrate as Robert's opening

theme is heard (in augmentation) for the last time. Then, as Charles Rosen, comments:

The bass continues softly until the end, but the harmonies simply disappear
as well - the dissonances are left hanging in the air, unresolved, in a
striking example of the aesthetics of the fragment.16

But swely there is more to it than this; there is also an autobiographical purpose: The

joining of Robert and Clara here, and in this manner, is a musical phenomenon with

significant autobiographical import. Since there is no immediate possibility of

realization of what this musical union signifies in real life, everything, for the moment,

fades into temporary oblivion. But the hope remains, like a temporally fading star.

Since it is possible to understand the Impromptus within a more detailed

autobiographical context, we should reconsider Schumann's statement of 1828:

When a person wants to say something which he can't, then he assumes the
language of tones or that of flowers.

tu Rosen, Generqtion, 668
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Or at a later date (June, 1831):

I now succeed better in putting into music my feelings in words. It used to be the
other way round.lT

Or again (in August,1832):

Music could stand between speech and thought.ls

And now in March 1833:

How much more true and more rich speaks the fantasy when it comes from the
midst of life.le

It is a consistent theme as well as an evolving practice.

SoN¡.r¡. rN Fü MrNoR, Opus 11

Schumann records in his diary summary (November 1838, written from memory while

he was in Vienna), that from March 1833 onwards there were two compositions that

occupied him in that year: the Impromptus and

then [I] also þegan the Fil minor sonata [which was] almost finished except for
the last part.2o

The Impromptus, Opus 5, had utilised a theme from Clara's Opus 3 and a motif of

Robert's. The first movement of the Sonata utilizes:

(a) an altered motif from the opening of Clara's Opus 5:4: Scenefantastique:Le

Ballet revenants.

(b) a previously composed Fandango of Robert's.

The composition of these two works, in C major and Fil minor respectively, so closely

related with their mutual origins and collaborations, might indicate that by 1833 (at

tt tgb I, 339.

't Tgb I,413.
tn Tgb r,417.
'o Tgbr,4l9
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least) Schumann's personal key-symbolism had already been largely determined. Since

a significant part of Schumann's inner musical workings involves the concept of

"doubles" represented by the tritone, we can see that both these works are in Clara's

keys. The title of Opus 1l was "sonata in Ff minor, dedicated to Clara by Florestan and

Eusebius".

The period of these two compositions was also a time of word-play and innuendo

between Clara and Robert over the concept of "doubles" as it related to both of them.

This subject has already been touched upon under the discussion ofthe songs in Fü

major/minor above.2l Nevertheless, it is useful to revisit the issue with further

contributions from both Robert and Clara. In replying to Robert's letter of 13 July 1833

(where he had suggested that their "doubles" should meet at I 1:00 am "above the

Thomas-porch") Clara replies:

As far as your request is concerned, I will comply with it and tomorrow I [that is
her "double"] will appear above the Thomas-porch at ll.00.22

She then mentions a composition of her own, originally called "Chorus of Doubles"

which at alater date she renames "Dance of the Phantoms"23. Finally this work appears

in her Opus 5 as Le Ballet des revenants ("Dance of the Ghosts"). It was published

some time after its original composition. It is from this dance that Schumann took and

altered the motif that appears in tandem with one of his own in the first movement of the

Sonata in F$ minor.

On 1 August 1833, Clara wrote to Robert concerning her Romance variée, Opus 3

(dedicated to Schumann) and his Impromptus, Opus 5:

2l See Chapter 7, "Clara's Keys"
22 weissweiler I, 8.
23 weissweil er l, 17 .
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As much as I regret having dedicated to you the enclosed trifle and as much as I
wished not to see these variations in print, yet the evil has now occlured and, as a

consequence, nothing can be changed. For that reason I ask your forgiveness in
relation to the enclosed. Your clever adaptation of this little musical thought
shall make the bad things in mine good again and therefore I ask you for yours. I
can hardly wait to make a closer acquaintance with it. You will observe,

moreover, of the title of this my Romance, that my double is not forgotten,
without my having had to arrange it. Could this possibly suggest that my own
double-compositions will show some promise?24

Robert's reply, 2 August 1833, (they were corresponding within Leipzig itself) was:

To yours fletter, plus news of dedication and inclusions] I give nothing but
hearty thanks and if you were present, a squeeze of the hand (yourself, without
the presence of your father); then I would possibly express the hope that the
union of our names on the title might presage the union of our views and ways of
thinking in the future.2s

The subtlety of Robert's seductive caution is admirable but he had leamed caution in the

school of past experience. Now their names are to be joined again in the dedication of

the Sonata to Clara by Florestan and Eusebius, Robert's imaginary doubles. They will

also be joined in musical union in a variety of ways involving keys and harmonic

progressions.

In a letter (10 July I 834) Robert takes up the issue of "doubles" once more:

Your letter was you. You stand before me speaking, smiling, as always,
springing from seriousness to mirth, playing with veils like diplomats - in short,
the letter was Clara - the doubl e lDoppelgdngerinnf .26

Let us summarize.

(a) Their literary or imaginary (Davidsbündler) names are:

Robert: Florestan and Eusebius.

Clara: Zilia,Chiara, Ambrosia and so on.

2a weissweiler I, 9f.
25 Weissweiler I, 10.
26 Weissweiler I, 14.
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(b) Their "doubles" (as phantoms or spirits) meet in an imaginary way above the

Thomas-porch while they are both in their respective locations playing the

Adagio of Chopin's Opus 2 at ll am.

(c) Their "doubles" are expressed or portrayed in their "double-compositions".

Robert: in his Opus 5 and 11, Clara: in her Opus 3 and 5.

(d) Their "doubles" find expression also in letters sent or received from one another,

like diplomatic envoys.

In order to gain a proper understanding of the Sonata in Ff minor we should not forget

the third character in the story (the "Trouble" in the title of this chapter), Friedrich

Wieck. ln August 1832, Schumann wrote:

I want to compile a collection of Arrogantia which V/ieck has made. Now it is
becoming too much for me. "This might be true poetry", he said yesterday of a
finale by Herz. He said it though in earnest. Everyone, who does not flaffer him,
is arrogant. The demands which he makes of others, he refuses to fulfil himself.
Things, in which he can show no interest, he disregards, in everything else his
judgement is correct. How much higher stands Probst! [a music-dealer and friend
of Wieck'sl. He [Wieck] looks longingly for the Alps from which Probst is
already coming down. He wants to hide his stinginess, therefore he has it. The
greed for money blackens his every thought. Even in his features the Jewish
element has expressed itself little by little.27

These are harsh words and must be understood in the light of Schumann's

disappointment and growing hostility towards Wieck, whom he sensed (conectly)

would be strongly opposed to his (as yet unuttered) fantasies concerning'Wieck's

daughter

" Tgbl,4l3
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Introduzione

The first movement of the Sonata begins with an lntroduction, all of which involves

arpeggiated chords in either the bass or treble clef. The lntroduction is in ternary form

with an "A" section in Fü minor (combining the arpeggiation with double-dotted

gestures) and a "B" section in A major which quotes fragments of the theme of the

second movement which itself is a transcription for piano of a song composed by

Schumann in 1828. It is worth noting the words which are attached to that part of the

original song which is partially quoted in the Introduction:

Not in the valley of the sweet homeland, with murmuring of the silver spring, but
carried pale from the battlefield I think of you, you sweet life [ove], I think of you.

With tongue-in-cheek, Schumann announces in the Introduction what the whole Sonata

is going to be about: a love battle, spelt out in musical manipulations. He has also

revealed the two main characters in the story, through his key-choice: F# minor (Clara)

and A major (Schumann). As has been mentioned, there is an intrinsic problem with

Clara's keys from an autobiographical point of view because they must pass through

their dominants in order to be established (C major: G7 and Fil minor: C$7). Therefore

there is no direct access to Clara because of the barrier of her father. On the other hand,

A major (and the modulation to A major from F* minor) provides unimpeded access as

can be seen from bars 19-21, just before Schumann quotes from the song mentioned

above:
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F{-B-E-A Clara united with Robert Schumann

Thus the Introduction acts like a preface to a novel, or a precis on the back-flap,

summarizing the basic story (a love-battle) and outlining the two primary characters,

Clara and Robert. The only way that Clara can be rescued from her dominant father is

to pass into the loving arms of A major!

Allegro vivacez Exposition.

The Allegro vivace utilizes an altered motif of Clara's (altered from tritone intervals to

perfect fifth) combined with the motif derived from Schumann's previously composed

Fandango:
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It is important to note:

(a) that the Fandango motif is temporarily absent in some sections, and

(b) that in the first instance, and throughout the Exposition, when both motifs are

present they alternate, rather than occur together, as can be seen in the excerpt

above;

(c) that Clara's motif appears either in full or in fragmentation, the latter being either

an oscillating 5th or 5th plus "tail". Clara's theme begins the movement (bars

53-54a). This is followed by several statements of Robert's theme passing

through the chords I over V4vi-ilVl-ii-N-iv-ii followed by eight-and-a-half bars

of V to reintroduce the same basic treatment in repeat of this music (barc73-92

equalling bars 53-72). When it seems as though this music is to go round for a

third time a "new" idea, not particularly distinctive in motivic terms, intrudes

with harmonies that take the music to IV7 of Ff minor (bars 103c-106b) which is

the G6/It of Eb minor, to which key the music now turns.

Eb is the other key representing Schumann. As is so often Schumann's custom, the

minor mode can represent an element of disappointment because something needs yet to

be realized or resolved; for Schumann, the minor mode may often be regarded as a latent

mode. It is significant that in this section, while Clara's oscillating-fifth motif is

present, Robert's Fandango motif is entirely absent until bars l22c-126a, at which point

the music begins, through sequences, to modulate to the key of the relative major (A).

Apart from this last mentioned isolated occurrence of Robert's motif within the Eb

minor section, the harmonies are preoccupied with cadential idioms in this key: ii-V-i.

The sequences pass through Eb minor, Cü minor to B minor (the ii of A major) on their

way to cadential preparation on the dominant of A major for the introduction of the
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traditional "second" subject at bar 146. But in order to reach A major, just before the

dominant pedal (bar 140) there is the progression vi-II which, combined with the V and

I in A major, spells out the wedding formula. This is the only place in the Exposition

where the wedding formula occurs.

A: Ti,TI T
Ff-Ð-É

Ar

The harmonies of the second subject areaare occupied with cadential idioms

(ii or II-V-I). The second subject motif itself is not unrelated to the falling segment of

Robert's Fandango theme (though now in major) but its similarity is less obvious than

its own particular identity. A fragment of Clara's motif occurs at bar 148-149 but her

full motif does not occur until the very end of the Exposition (bars 174-175).
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Allegro vivace : Development

The basic structure of the Development Section is shown in Table 1:

Table I

bars keys motifs comment

175-219 begins in
A major

modified
Fandango,
Clara's motif
predominates

modulatory
throughBmin-D
maj - E maj;
5th-related pairs:
pedal on V ofCil
minor;
cadential idioms in
preparation for
return in C* minor

220-247a C{ minor Fandango and
Clara's motit
alternating

same basic material
as from bars 53-72;
preparatory material
to introduce F
minor section

247b-268 F minor Fandango and
Clara's motif,
alternating

same material as at
barc 54-64a;
preparatory material
for fragment of
Introduction

268-279 F minor with move

towards Ab minor
Introduction fragment only

280-33 I begins in B major modified Fandango
Clara's motif
predominates

parallels bars 176-
213 but a tone
higher;
cadential idioms in
preparation for
Recapitulation

From Table I further comments can be made, as follows.
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The modified Fandango motif

n tent¡xr t'lt

From the example above we can see that the modified character of the Fandango motif

consists of three ascending notes of the original motif in imitative counterpoint: first in

the treble, then in the alto, then in the bass and finally in the tenor. Although derived

from the original motif which, by contrast, ascends and descends as a half-circle or in

arch-like fashion, it is not the motif itself.

The treatment of the two motifs

Once again, as in the Exposition, the themes do not actually coincide but rather occur in

an altemate paffern throughout the Development section.

The choice of keys

ln the first instance, the modulating section begins in A major at bars 175 (actually on a

E major during which Clara's motif has prime exposure. One would not wish to give

too much weight to these passing modulations from a hermeneutic point of view (the

issues are well explained through actual establishment of keys elsewhere), but we note

that the music has passed through two wedding keys (B and D) and one of Robert's keys

(E). This is followed by the segment in Cü minor (bars 220-247a), then F minor (bars

247b-268) and B major (bars 280-331).
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Now that a more complete overview of the lntroduction, Exposition and Development

sections has been made \ile can see that to some extent they parallel the chapters of a

novel in which the introductory chapters might outline the basic characters, and

subsequent chapters might introduce new characters and develop the issues further.

Finally, in the last chapters, all issues that might exist between the characters find

(partial) resolution (Recapitulation). Thus the two most important characters in the

Sonata have been revealed through keys and motifs. As the story proceeds, a third paÉy

is introduced: Friedrich Wieck, represented by C[ minor. Then follows the first real

establishment of a wedding key, F minor. That Clara's and Robert's motifs also appear

in these keys (once again, in alternate profrle) is not a problem, because the issue or

significance of the young couple's acquaintance with one another will involve the

father's (C#) opposition, particularly if there were to be any suggestions of maniage (F

minor). Here the two last-mentioned keys are in the minor mode as befits the latent

nature of the situation.

The re-introduction of the hrst 38 bars of the Development section a tone higher (and

therefore beginning in B major) is another indication of wedding hopes but now of a

more positive kind, as further developments and the Recapitulation will show
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One could interpret the placing of this fragment within the Development section as

follows:

(a) that it parallels in musical terms Jean Paul's literary techniques of embedding and

digression; and

(b) that it constitutes an expression of the aesthetics of distance or memory.

In the context of a wedding key (F minor) however, it reinforces, by harking back to the

Introduction (the "4" section in F$ minor) the latent issue contained there: the

implications of the acquaintance of Robert and Clara, now made more specific in

"wedding" terms. The segment quoted recalls the French Overture style, with its double-

dotted gestures. In the lSth century French Overture style could represent "majesty". By

the time Schumann came to use it, it could represent something more ominous. For

example, in his Opus 82:4, "Vemrfene Stelle" (Odorous Place), which is a piece

influenced by French Overture style, the motto appearing above it (from Hebbel's

"V/aldbildern") is:

The flowers growing here so tall
Are as pale as death:
Only one stands dark red,
There in the middle.
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But its colour comes not from the sun.

Whose glow it has never met,
But rather from the earth,

From drinking human blood.28

There is nothing as macabre as this in the Introduction, nor in the quoted fragment. But

just as an Overture in an opera can create a sinister or alarming atmosphere,

foreshadowing a moment or issue which will eventually emerge in the unfolding of the

plot, so here Schumann harks back to, or reminds us of the issue that was hinted at the

beginning of the Sonata and which now re-emerges in its rightful context. The fragment

here in F minor is a "higher echo of the past" in the sense that the issue of initial

acquaintance (with Clara, Fü) has been raised to one of marriage implications, with all

the forebodings which this contains.

The weddingformula

The wedding formula is largely absent from most of the Development section. There are

four places, however, where it does occur:

(a) fleetingly, at bars 190-91;

(b) at bars 200-201in the midst of Sú-related pairs;

(c) because the modulatory section returns a tone higher, at bars 295-304a, over the

space of ten bars. By choosing to raise the repeated music by one tone,

Schumann has not only been able to begin with a "wedding" key (B major) in

more optimistic mode but also, as the repeated music progresses, to state the

wedding formula over l0 bars as well as within the cycle of 5ths. The same

unimpeded sequence is not available at bars I9l-200 nor at 205c-207b, nor is

either complete. Thus as a result of this transposition, the "wedding" issue gains

a higher and more optimistic profile. This interpretation is further reinforced by

28 
Quoted and translated by Daverio in Schumann (1997),411
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what happens in the Recapitulation, though the issue will not be fully resolved

there either; and

(d) bars 316c-318, where it occws in the context of the cycle of 5ths. Since some of

the chords in this latter occurrence have only two pitch-notes, there may be some

dispute about their identity, but the following logic seems convincing:

F{: {i ri
F+-

Et vii iür',Eî ii Ï1 T

-g- 
Et-À*-Dli - Gft

The passage begins with a sequence of 5th-related pairs, then proceeds down the

cycle of 5ths. Therefore, if we take this interpretation of the harmonies and take

B and E* as one, we would have, in F*: I(Fil)-IV(B)-vii(8fi)-iii(AÐ-VI(Dil)-ii(G$):

Claraunited with Robert Schumann in marriage.

Allegro vivace: Recapitulation.

The Recapitulation begins just before bar 332 and the music continues, at least from a

harmonic point of view, as a repeat of bars 54-72, and therefore also in Fü minor. There

is a significant difference, however, in the motivic treatment, for now both the Fandango

motif and Clara's motif occur simultaneously:

l¡trtttIT 1

PrPe IFF
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After the "fantasy of future ma:liage" has been expressed in the Development section,

through the means stated above, the idea continues with the actual joining of the two

characters via their simultaneously occurring motifs. But this is going to raise other

(autobiographical) problems, foreshadowed in the Development section. Schumann

does not repeat these 18 bars of music as he had done at the beginning of the Allegro,

but rather passes immediately into preparation for the introduction of Cil minor (bars

350-357 equalling 99-106, but at different pitch). The connection made to Cil minor is

parallel to that of Eb minor at bars 104-106 in so far as Schumann uses the III? of F$

minor (A Cil E G), which is the G6/II of Cil minor (F. A C+ E), to introduce it. The Cü

minor section here parallels the Eb minor section of the Exposition, but herein \rye see

that the choice of key is most probably determined by autobiographical considerations.

In the Exposition the established key-areas are Ff minor - Eb minor - A major. One

would imagine, with the adjustments necessary to bring the second subject area round

againin F# minor,thatamore likely key-sequence would be either F# minor - Eb minor -

F* minor, thus leaving the "tonic" section intact, or F* minor - C minor - Fü minor, thus

paralleling the tritone relationship of Eb-A in the Exposition. Schumann had other plans

in mind; since the two "children" are now a little too close for the father's comfort, he

intercepts, and also Robert's Fandango motif is absent, as it had been in the parallel

section in Eb minor above. But in the Exposition, Clara's motif was stated alone in the

context of the longing eyes of Eb minor. Now, since the father takes a dim view of these

expectations and suggestions spelt out in the music beforehand, the child (Clara's motif)
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is encompassed by the protective or jealous key of the father (C[ minor). From here-on-

in the minor mode prevails to the end of the movement: the Cü minor section is followed

in parallel with the Exposition, with sequences following in Cü minor and B minor,

though not A major (there is one sequence short). Schumann then begins the preparation

for the dominant pedal (bars 381 - 386); the pedal on C$ follows (bars 387-391) and the

music of the "second" subject is introduced in the original tonic - Fil minor. Naturally,

under these circumstances, the wedding formula does not appe¿u, and the Allegro

vivace concludes with a soft final repeat of Clara's motif in the bass and the note A from

the final chord is struck last and left standing on its own in expectation of the tonic at

the beginning of the sçcond movement, the Aria. (Or is it that the note A, left standing

alone, is Schumann himself, ready to sing his song of love's rescue?)

t

Now that the whole ofthe first movement has been discussed it is helpful to compare

the Exposition and the Recapitulation in schematic format:

-+- ....+
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Exposition

bars

Recapitulation

bars

keys

keys

motifs

motifs

comment

comment

53-72
73-92
93-106

F{ minor Fandango and
Clara's motif
(alternating)

ultimately
modulating (bars 93

-106) to Eb minor.

107-122 Eb minor Clara's motif
(fragment)

cadential idioms.

t23-t33 Sequences Fandango Eb minor; C[ minor;
B minor.

134-t45 Preparation for A
major

cadential
preparation; pedal
onVofAmajor.

146-174 A major "second" subject cadential idioms.

332-357 F{ minor Fandango and
Clara's motif
(simultaneously)

parallel bars 54-72
but then shortened by
28 bars; modulation
to C{ minor.

358-373 C$ minor Clara's motif
(fragment)

cadential idioms.

374-380 Sequences Fandango motif two only, C* minor;
B minor, therefore
shortened by 4 bars.

381-392 Preparation for Fil

minor
cadential
preparation; pedal on
V of Ff minor.

393-4t9 Fil minor "second"subject cadential idioms,4
bars shorter than
parallel section of
Exposition.
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Aria (second movement)

The second movement of the Sonata in F{ minor is a piano transcription, transposed up a

major third, of a song composed by Schumann for Agnes Carus in July 1828, entitled

"An Anna". The text is by Justinius Kerner.

There are those who would hold that the text of the original song has no bearing on the

meaning of the piano transcription in the Sonata. Berthold Hoeckner's discussion on

this point involves his dealing with the views of Manfred Hermann Schmid, who

pronounced that a text could no longer be added to the Aria. Hoeckner summarizes

Schmid's views:

"This music" according to Schmid, "is not graspable (ungreiJbar), but grasps the
listener through its specifically romantic tone - the tone from afar". Schmid
concluded that this "metaphysicaltrait'of the Aria is apparent "without having
to know its real subject, the song". To summarize Schmid's conclusion: the text
left no trace on the musical memory."

I

But these kinds ofjudgements are merely opinions. Schumann's diaries show that his

musical creativity at this time was greatly enhanced when it came "from the midst of

life". As mentioned above, Schumann wrote of the Sonata in F* minor (as of other

nominated works):

Certainly much in my music embodies, and indeed can only be understood
against the background of the battles that Clara cost me.

Since the text of the original song is occupied with the results of battle, it is unlikely that

Schumann was unaware of the relevance of the text to his curent situation when

choosing to include it in the Sonata. The full text of the song is as follows:

Not in the valley of the sweet homeland, with murmuring of the silver spring [but]
carried pale from the battle-field, I think of you, you sweet love [ife], I think of you.

All friends have fallen. Should I be the only one to stay here? No, already the pale

messenger approaches who leads me away to the sweet homeland.

29 Hoeckner, "Distance", 87
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At the time that this movement was arranged (1833), as far as we know, Schumann was

not engaged in open conflict with Wieck over Clara; that was to come later. But in his

own words, addressed to God in l83I þreviously quoted), he implored:

. . . only give me a person, only a urique person to whom I can confide ... a
feminine heart! Then I would be reconciled with myself, with everyone.

Now perhaps, his personal conflicts in this regard were beginning to be resolved.

Certainly as his feelings for Clara deepened, his hopes increased that she might be "the

one", but he could not have been unaware that this would give rise to firrther conflicts

similar to those he had experienced over Agnes Carus, for whom the song had been

originally composed.

The first verse of the song, now transposed, is in A major and the second in F major.

The application of the text and music to the situation in which Schumann found himself

(stated by himself unequivocally as "the battles that Clara cost me") is obvious:

A major: Schumann

F major: a wedding key

and then there is the "pale messenger"...

The piano transcription of the first verse follows the original song almost identically

(though a major 3'd higher). There is the occasional substitution of ii for IV within the

harmonic structure, otherwise the harmonies are basically the same. The profile of the

melody is also largely the same. The one major difference is that Schumann removes a

repeated phrase in the song and replaces it with a fragment of Clara's motif with which

we are familiar from the first movement (indicated by brackets below):
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The second verse, as transcribed, also basically follows the song but there are some

differences which it is important to explain here. In the song, the modulation from F

major to Db major for the introduction of the second verse is prepared with a cadential

formula (in Db: I6-ii6-V7 then I):

rleiu,- du Lc - hr'n,dt'nk' dr:in, du Lc - hr¡,denk' deiu!-sses Poco

Db

but in the piano transcription there is no such preparation as can be seen:

?'À: TTr iF:1 - --tv \il,å 's,¡i ì¡

ïLi¡5r1Itl

Irt

of
+

this means that we await the establishment of this second key somewhere in future bars,

perhaps at the end ofthe "second verse" ?

Then, at bars 2lc-23a, Schumann repeats the phrase that had been originally set to the

words "No, already the pale messenger approaches":

I
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The harmonies for this repeated music are ii-V7, occurring several times, with

Db TE Itt; rrí gì ¡í t ii ri I?

fundamental notes G and C, with the hope of I (F) and perhaps even IV (BÐ, but Clara

is still enmeshed with her father (note: not only the ii chord but also the oscillation

between the C and Db in the bass). As it turns out, the C7 does not resolve to F and, for

the remainder of the second verse, C7 does not appear; nor is there resolution to the

tonic of F major. Certainly the "pale messenger" approaches, but that is all she does.

Also, the second verse of the actual song concludes with the cadential pattern:

ii-IÍ-V?- I to the words "who leâds me away to the sweet homeland". The piano

transcription, on the other hand, does not conclude with arrival on the tonic but hangs

expectantly on If. The anticipation of arrival in the "sweet homeland" (that is, the

"wedding" hope) is left unresolved. In fact the key of F major is nowhere formally

established in this "second verse", in telling contrast to the procedure in the song.

?

¡uht der bleirht Bo - te, ilcr nrith ki - tet, drr nich lei - tet zur slissen Eci-uath, z¡¡ sü-sscn

ûüût1j=7abT ú¿ !+
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Finally, adding to the hermeneutic import of the uffesolved C7 chord and the non-

arrival at the tonic of F major, is the intemrpted wedding formula from bars 23-26.

In place of what might have been in F: V?(C)-ilI(A)-vi(D)-II(A) (Clara Schumann

united with Schumann) we have: V7(C)JII(A)-vi(D) . . ii(G) . . then the If which in

F would normally have gone to V?(C) again and then I(F), but at this point there is

the sudden modulation back to A major which, when all is combined, spells an

intemrpted situation; the journey "to the sweet homeland" is not possible in two

ways, for reasons which are now obvious.

The last verse of the transcribed song is a repeat of the first verse (barc27-40

equalling bars 1-14), followed by four bars of added Coda to complete the movement.

-.!
E dolcc
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Scherzo e Intermezza (third movement)

The Scherzo of the sonata is humorous (as it is meant to be) for several reasons, even if

there were no autobiographical elements involved, for example:

(a) the rhythmically jagged and boisterous qualþ of the Scherzo and Intermezzo,

combined with the off-beat waltz-melody of the middle of the Scherzo proper;

(b) the initial ambiguity of tonal center and the preparation of keys which are then

abruptly avoided;

(c) the Intermezzo, with its performance instruction alla burla, ma pomposo (as a

jest but pompously) with the further instruction Ad libitum scherzando (freely in

the manner of a joke) at the introduction of the recitative section (bar 167).

There are some autobiographical jokes as well but they will emerge as we progress

through the Scherzo, section by section.

The Scherzo.

The Scherzo is a type of rondo. Portrayed schematically, we have the following:

A
B
A

C
D

C

A
B
A

E
F

bars 83-100 waltz

from Fü minor to E major
modulatory
with closure in Ffi minor

in A major
modulatory with closure on
V7 of F# minor.
sudden return to A major.

from F* minor to E major.
modulatory
intercepted by Intermezzo

D major
modulatory - ultimately
focussed on V7 of F{ minor
with continuation of V7 for
two bars to re-introduce

from Fl minor to E major
modulatory
closure in Fü minor

bars 1-16
bars 17-32

bars 33-50

bars 51-66
bars 67-82

bars 101-116
bars 117-132
bars 133-146

barc 147-166
bar 167-169

bars 170-185
bars 186-201

bars202-279

main idea
sequences

main idea

waltz
waltz

main idea
sequences

main idea

Intermezzo
Recitative

main idea
sequences

main idea

A
B
A
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The A section begins on the tonic of Fil minor (bars 1-2) but by bar 4 we have arrived

within the tonal framework of E major (the V of A major). The opening four bars are

then re-presented a founh higher, with arrival at A major. Then follow eight bars (bars

9-16) which cadence again in E major. ln the process of establishing a temporary

modulation to E major from Fü minor, one may proceed in E: ii-V-I(F{-B-E). This

would produce the wedding formula, but instead the straightforward progression is

intemrpted by IV (A) and I (E).

Alle¡çirsiuo.

ffr' E:fi1t¡t't A¡ ii
A-Ê-D -E

rß rß

çll

rt1

It: E rtf'l IE:i 1? rrb N g1+
¡' i

This may still count as some kind of expression of the wedding formula but it is less

distinct than that which emerges later in the recitative section. Thus the first occurrence

may represent the as-yet-unravelled issue.

It is the next series of sequences that are harmonically remarkable:

ffiÊ
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Bars 17-20: In F (?) or heading towards Bb (note: the C chord is not the dominant 7ú of

F but the half-diminished ii of Bb). The F in the bass at bar 20 becomes the mediant

(Eü) of the V of Fi minor over which the new tonic begins to regain the original Ff

minor tonality, though this sequence goes only to the V of Fil minor.

Bars 2 I -24; In Fü but no arrival at the tonic, rather the V7 (bar 2$ resolves irregularly to

a D major chord. This begins a firther sequence that could be seen to lead to Eb

major/minor (or Ab major/minor for that matter) were it not for the fact that the

diminished 7ú atbar 29 is interpreted as the VB of F* minor rather than the VE of E;b

But the logic up to that point is not F{ minor:

Eb major: VII V3

Bb?

F{ minor VB

Cü

V/ith the regaining of the original key's dominant, the initial material is repeated (bars

33-43 equalling bars l-11) but then is rounded off in the remaining seven bars (bars 44-

50) with "cycle" material and cadential idioms in Fü minor.
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The sequences at bars l7-20 contain the progression in F: I-IV-vø8-I with fundamental

notes of F-Bb-C-F but no C-F-Bb; the F is reinterpreted as the mediant of V7 of F{ minor

through which keys the next sequence goes. At bars 28-29 the progression in Eb is:

VI{-1I'-VB with fundamental notes of C-F-(Bb) but the VB of Eb is spelt and interpreted

as the VB of Fil minor (Ef G+ B D) to which the progression once yet again ultimately

goes. Thus the wedding formula (C-F-Bb), Claruunited with Robert, is usurped and

intemrpted by the V of F{ minor twice. Surely the reader by now needs no reminder of

the significance of the repeated interception of the wedding formula by the Cil chord!

The return of the music of the opening bars omits a repeat of these unusual sequences

and the music modulates abruptly to A major to introduce the Waltz section of the

Scherzo

n, e

A:Í
towtø jodr.L:

IEXf'1 I

Bars 5I-66: The A major section is a'Waltz but with syncopation: the melody is

anticipated one beat ahead of the regular strong first beat of the accompaniment. The

bass consists mainly of a transposed fragment of Clara's motif, first encountered in the

first movement, but now expressing, repeatedly, dominant and tonic (E-4, the doubles

of Robert Schumann). Over the tonic pedal which is thus produced, the harmonies are of

primarily cadential idioms.

5t
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Bars 67-82: Whilst continuing with the same basic rhythmic syncopation and similar

melodic treatment, the harmonies now become more complex. Beginning with a

descent of mainly first-inversion chords, the music comes under the sway of another key

or, to put it more correctly, the dominant 7th of another key, namely, V7 of F# minor. In

A major the wedding formula would be vi-ii-V-I with fundamental notes F$-B-E-A

(Clara united with Robert Schumann) but the music reaches only as far as F*-B before

the harmonies turn (at bar 77-78) via the G6/II to the V7 of Fü minor. But there is no

arrival or continuation in Fil minor; rather the music reverts immediately to A major to

re-introduce the opening of the waltz (bars 83-100) therefore there is no E-A to

complete the statement of the wedding formula here either. This juxtaposition of A

major and F* minor with a C$7 conclusion, as we have seen, occurs in Opus 48:1, "Im

wunderschönen Monat Mai" for similar reasons.

L

A;
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Bars 83-100: The original waltz music returns with the bass-line of the repeated music

now in arpeggiation rather than the drumming out of Clara's motif. With a few bars of

transition, we return to a repeat of most of the A - B - A section of the Scherzo (bars

1 01-146 equalling bars I -46).
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I ntermezzo and Recitative

The Intermezzo is in D major, a wedding key, representing Schumann's hopes, as v/e

shall see. In autobiographical terms, this section is the most humorous of all. The

performance instruction for the Intermezzo, as has been mentioned, is "as a jest, but

pompously".

^

ffi' g
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With doubleforte dynamics and the jagged or halting rhythmic elements, the music

proceeds harmonically with either cadential idioms or segments of the cycle of fifths for

the first eight bars (bars 147-154). This is repeated. Then follows a variant of the

opening motif of the Intermezzo for the next four bars (bars 155-158). The harmonies

here are focussed on the dominant 7th of D major (at bar 158) but in bars 157-158, as the

harmonies progress from vi-II-V7, there are perhaps two passing Fil chords

A

t
) : vi in'vi rîflvit iirrf ii'* it S

1lssí5 xÍb ? 
'

F.å-B-A'E-A-Þ
This is not absolutely clear, for at no time are these chords fully triadized. If they are to

be taken as Fil chords then we would have some kind of expression of the wedding

formula: Ffr-B-E-A and D, with the return of the opening music of the Intermezzo, thus

spelling: Clara united with Robert Schumann in marriage. This would be appropriate in
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the context of a wedding key. It is hardly worth bothering whether the wedding formula

occurs here (it is only a very faint occurrence, if at all) because there is going to be an

unambiguously strident statement of it in the recitative section. But to continue: bars

159-166 are a gradually disintegrating repeat of the opening music of the Intermezzo.

The recitative, with its performance instruction "freely, in the manner of a joke"

proceeds to spell out the wedding formula twice:
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This is certpinly a little piece of opera buffa at its most humorous:

F+ B Clara united with. . .

Fil B Clanunited with. . .

The uttering of the first name of her suitor is delicately handled, as though in a whisper:

E (Robert) (note the dynamics: piano; the duration of the chord and the
entry of an imaginary oboe indicating that something is
happening of great import).

Since in opera buffathe audience usually already knows the secret or at least suspects it,

the entry of an orchestral instrument, in the context of the continuo accompaniment, at a
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critical moment assists the audience's expectation of alarm on stage, and the humour of

the moment as the full identity is revealed:

A (Schumann) (note the dynamic marking:þrte andthefermata,this
time over the chord).

Schumann repeats the formula (if the triple-octaved D/B/G$ is to be taken as an

incomplete dominant 7ú on E) in doubleþrte and extends it to F (wifhfermata)thus

spelling out:

F{BEAF

Clara united with Robert Schumann in marriage.

Clara united with Robert Schumann in friendship may be perfectly acceptable to the Old

Man (V/ieck), but united in marriage? Certainly not! V/ith the daring suggestion

having been made with the tempo instruction lento,the Fi becomes the Eü of the

dominant 7th of Fil minor which is then arpeggiated in octaves,presto, as though Wieck

has overheard this preposterous suggestion or has suddenly intemrpted the scene, with

characteristic alarm!

The importance of Schumann's "performance" instruction, scherzando, is not so much

that we laugh at the joke (as we do) but that we get the joke. Nevertheless, such scenes

are still of the imagination. The present reality for Schumann is encapsulated in the

outer sections ofthe Scherzo - hope ofunion as yet unrealised, or not yet even

understood.

The music of the Scherzo returns once again and the rest of the music is a repeat of the

first 50 bars (bars 170-219 equalling 1-50) with the incomplete wedding formulas

characteristic of that section.
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Fínale (fourth movement)

The last movement of the Sonata in F* minor could be seen as a musical document of

preliminary seduction, or certainly of marital suggestion, as the key-choices and the

disposition of the wedding formula show. The following chart provides an overall view:3O

Exposition

bars theme key wedding formula
l-16 A F$ minor/A major bars 6-8; 9-12; 14-16:

Ffl-B-E-A

t7-24 B A minor to Eb major none

25-32 cl Eb major none

32-38 D Eb major bars 35-37: C-F-Bb-ET-A'

39-42 CI Eb major bars 39-43 C-F over Bb

then Bb-EI-Ab

43-49 C2 Eb major to C minor none.

s0-65 A C minor/B major bars 52-53: C-F-Bb;
bars 55-58: C-F-B!-Eb-Aü;
bars 58-61 and 63-5:
c-F-Bb-E.

66-73 B Eb major to A major none

74-85 D A major to Ff minor bars 7 5-76 and 79-8 I
Fi-B-E.

86-97 C3 F$ minor none

98-l l4 C4 to A major cycle from bars 97-104
Fi-B-E-A-D-G$-Cü-F$; I 05
I l4:B - embellished pedal
on E then A.

tt4-25 E A major none

126-34 F A major none

134-42 G A major none

142-59 H l8 bars of modulation
to Fil minor

cycle from bar 147-152
therefore : F$-B-E-A-D-G$-
Cü-Fil Then ambiguity of
tonal direction (between

F$ minor & A)

160-76 I Fü minor none

177-89 transition: V of F{ minor none

'o This chart is based upon that of Charles Rosen inhis Sonqtq Forms. (New York: W.rW. Norton &
Company, 1980) 309.
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bars theme key wedding formula.

190-205 A F{ minor/A major bars 195-7; 198-201;
203-205: Fü -B-E-A

206-213 B A minor to El major
to C major

none

214-221 CI C major none

221-227 D C major none

228-31 cl C major none

232-38 C2 C major to A major none

239-s4 A A minor/C major bars 246-8: C-F-E-A-D

255-262 cl Eb major none

262-2',75 D Et major to C minor bars 265-6 and269-271:
c-F-Bb

276-287 C3 C minor none

288-304 C4 to E'l major cycle from bars287-94
C-F-Bb-Eb-Ab-D-G-C; 295-
304: F - embellished pedal

on Bb then Eb.

304-15 E Eb major none

316-24 F Eb major none

324-32 G Eb major none

332-50 H 19 ba¡s of modulation
to Bb minor

cycle from bar 338 to 343

therefore: C-F-Bb-E -At-D-
G-C-F-Bb. Then arnbiguity
oftonal direction
(between Bl minor and Db)

351-67 I Bb minor bars 3 57 -3 62: Fil-B-F-Bb

368-80 transition V of Et minor none

381-396 A D* minorlFü major bars 388-90
FI-B-A$-Dil-GI

39',7-462 Coda Fil major bars 410-l l: Fï-B-A-D;
418-20 &. 426-28: F*-B-A$

Dil 431-32: Fü-E{-Ail.

Recapitulation

The above charts require further comment.

The "4" sections

A comparison of the o'4" sections reveal an interesting tritone juxtaposition of keys.

Charles Rosen, in his brief but excellent analysis of this movement, emphasises this

tritone tàctor which he claims is the fundamental one in the movement. He writes:
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The large-scale tritone structure can be best seen by noting all the successive

appearances of the main theme:

Bars l-16 F$ minor/A major

50-65

Tritone

Tritone

190-205 F$ minor/A major

Tritone

239-54

3 8 1-96

l
l

l Tritone3r

C minorÆb major

A minor/C major

Dü minorÆ{ major

Since Rosen's is only a formal analysis, he goes no further than to point out that:

One can hardly speak of the polarization [of keys] so vital to the

eighteenth-century sonata forms. The ambiguity of F$ minor/A major would
already preclude that. The relation of exposition to recapitulation in this

movement has been reconceived by Schumann and laid out as a gigantic

sequence supported by internal sequences. Exposition as opposition and

recapitulation as resolution have almost disappeared. Indeed, whether the tonal

centre be held as either Fü minor or A major, the "recapitulation" almost entirely

in C major and Eb major is structurally more dissonant than the "exposition" in
Eb major and A major. Resolution is pushed offas far as possible in a work of
such dimensions.32

There is another way in which we can review this tritone relationship; that is, in

autobiographical terms where the keys in question would involve the doubles for

Schumann and Clara:

Clara: Fü minor/major and C major/minor

Schumann: A major/minor and El, major/minor

Combined with Bb minor (at bars 351-67, representing Robert) these five keys are the

only ones featured in this movement.

" Rosen, Sonata Forms,309.

" Rosen, Sonqta Forms,309-10.
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The weddingþrmula

In the "4" sections alone, the wedding formula takes a revealing path. For example,

in bars 1-16 and 190-205 the appearance of the wedding formula is the same:

fTTTALE
,lllegro uü l,oco

ç¡ò

rv !tt Ti{t= i! ìgs ¡r'ivììîL Ul Vrt lrIt

b

{å, ìL tt
F*

l{ Et E.| rll 11 !
Þ E _ A -D

ärE
R E_

vtg r rv

rfl

Iî ru tB rr'
si Îuoô

E'U! ii lf
F*_ B

Í?I
Ë -AA

Then, in bars 50-65 (from C minor to Ef major) and239-54 (from A minor to C major)

there is a significant contrast: In the Exposition there is an abundance of wedding

formulas because the direction of the music is from C minor to Eb major, whereas in the

parallel section in the Recapitulation there is only one appearance of the wedding

formula (C-F-E-A-D, a variant), and that because of transposition, in the following bars:

-È-
a) +"t

-fî

-)_ I .

+a)

t,
- -4
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t_ .,1.:î L
a,D Iq LJ

t-À

4: ri

In bars 381-396, going from D* major to F{ major, there is only one occllrrence of the

wedding formula at bars 388-90 (paralleling bars 24-48):

Et I, utl I ir

C_F -E -A - 
D

d*, iíi] ïv{t 1 irtJ

F$- B-A*-D* - 
qt

Ei

Other contrasts regarding the appearance of the wedding formula can be seen between:

(a) bars 32-8, in Eb major (C-F-Bb-Eb-Ab) and 221-227, in C major (none);

(b) bars39-42, in Et major (C-F over Bb then Bb-Eb-Ab) and228-31, in C major

(none);

(c) bars 160-76, in F# minor (none) and bars 357-62, in Bb minor (F{-B-F-Bb). This

section, "one of Schumann's loveliest passages" as Rosen declares33, is also one

of the most remarkable in terms of chordal progressions:

-!---
A

J
HI +

ç¡â-Ç
¿- H l_J

" Rosen, Generation, 308.
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In the Exposition:

8 : lStl

ad'

f{, I vt {vif1 rr)E 1 Tii Îi

l7l
a,

7. tf
L *+ft' ì {rt tÐI? T

As we can see, there is no expression of the wedding formula here (in Clara's key), yet,

transposed to Bb minor (Robert's key) in the Recapitulation, taking B and F as one, we

have the wedding formula: Fü-B-F-Bb:

[i sL [Ðuift

,tb, +r1 hr
F$B eb

Ti
F

iL

= =---r JJ-hJrå'tll=t<=
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There are areas of parallel (rather than contrast) between the Exposition and the

Recapitulation other than those discussed above.

(a) in bars 75-76 and 79-81, A minor to Ff minor: Fï-B-E and in bars 265-6 and269-

7I,Eb major to C minor: C-F-Bb;

(b) in bars 97-ll4 and287-304, within the cycle of 5ths; and

(c) in bars 147-152 and 338-343, another parallel cycle of 5ths. Bars 338-343,

however, pose an interesting difference for whereas the parallel modulatory

section in the Exposition was 18 bars, here in the Recapitulation, it is 19 bars.

Rosen comments:

... one bar (342) is added in the middle of the modulating sequence, so

that it comes out a whole tone lower, finishing (bar 350) not in C minor
(which would parallel the F* minor of bar 159) but in Bb minor. It is odd,
indeed, for a large structure to depend on an insignificant detail, on one
extra bar in a long sequence.34

Not very odd, however, if one wishes ultimately to a:rive in one's own key at this

point! It is the only time that Bb minor occurs in the whole movement (in fact in

the whole Sonata). The further point is that at the section (I) to which these bars

lead, if it were in C major/minor, would, like its parallel in F{ minor (at bars 160-

176), contain no wedding formula.

The whole point of the key-structure and the occurrences of the wedding formula in this

movement concems Schuma¡n's autobiographical purpose. If we regard the

Recapitulation as "more dissonant" than the Exposition, as Rosen suggests, it is more

dissonant for autobiographical reasons. It is only when Clara removes herself from her

own keys (which contain little opportunity for the "wedding" connection to be made)

and finds herself in the keys of her husband-to-be that the "resolution" can be achieved.

In this sense the "resolution" precedes the "dissonance", since the Exposition contains

'n Rosen, Sonata Forms,308.
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yet"

much more of the "hoped for" issues, whereas the Recapitulation is a more realistic "not

The Coda - Fü major

The coda reminds us that the whole Sonata is primarily about Clara in the sense that it

begins and concludes in her key and that in the end, though the "pale messenger

approaches", she has not committed herself enough (or perhaps even understood her

feelings enough) to be joined with Robert. Therefore, whatever latent possibilities are

portrayed in the body of the Sonata, Clara remains confidentþ in her own key (F*

major), delineated by her father (Cü7). Robert cannot let the matter lie however,

because he spells out a variant of the wedding formula at bar 410-11:

F{: I iv

F+ B

hE \u hii
A _D

Fft: h vi cblr
I - l-

-_t

=qut

ri v T

To do this he turns to the "flat-side" of the key. This progression continues on to lII (G)

but the return to F{ major is accomplished by what might have been the hVIT (equals the

Gó/II of F$ minor) to return to the tonic via IÍ- V at bars 412-14. The progressions here

,lf
b'-- É

almost indicate that a tussle is in play:
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AF$

0a

B
united with

/-L

D
in marriage

r{: r rlr

F+-

vr I

Clara Schumann

G6/II (equals hVIT) Cil

union wrested from Schumann and restored to Wieck.

There are other humorous counterpoints to this

In bars 418-20,where the progression in Fü is I - IV - IÍ - VB - vi (Fil-B..Cil..D*) would

indicate an intemrpted formula but the VB is re-interpreted as the IIIB (Ail) going to

vi (D{) and thus, by this punning use of the diminished 7ú, the wedding formula retums.

This dual interpretation of Eil G$ B D allows Schumann the option of both outcomes!

F$

LI

B

o
0l

o
1

ï
u
A*

Ç{: v¡

'*

rti rl

This is repeated at bars 426-428. Finally, after this mery-ground of relational rivalries,

Schumann has a final stab at the issue. . . At barc 431-32 which reveal the progression:

F+-Eü-A{, Clara united with Robert, though it continues, as so often, to VE and I:

.tf
L b--

=- -.=-

'f
U

Àt ll
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Then follows a chromatic progression of diminished 7th chords from C¡" to E*

(bars 433-37) which brings us to V3, which in turn resolves to I. From bars 437 to the

end, the music is harmonized with cadential idioms (V and I) so in the final analysis

Clara remains with her father, but a motivic echo of Robert remains in triple octaves

between the treble and the bass clefs: AVA/G$ (bars 450-53), Robert Schumann united

with. . . and then Ail/Gü (bars 454-56), that is, Robert Schumann. . . . as the hopes fade:

[5e

e) ËÆl:>>
). I l¡.J- I I

-ffi -+.-++-

r{' r ¡ 1Tv

f* E\J I f,

-b-..+

t---|-t{-=t-È--l--+-FiÈ-
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Narratival Overview of the Sonata

We can now see how the Sonata resembles the unravelling of the plot of a novel, mainly

by noting the choice of keys and the presence of the wedding formula.

Introduction

Clara (Fü minor) and Schumann (A major) have met, which in Schumann's mind creates

"wedding" possibilities: the wedding formula stated once in the move from F$ minor to

A major

First Movement

Exposition Clara and Schumann (represented by their respective motifs and their keys,

Ff minor and Eb minor, engage in dialogue but the wedding formula is absent until the

modulation to A major (Schumann's double) introducing the second subject. This

reinforces the possible significance of their exchanges.

Development. Athird character is introduced: the father (C{ minor) and the "wedding"

issue is raised to a higher consciousness through

(Ð the modulation to F minor - a wedding key and

(iÐ the increased occurrence of the wedding formula in the section which begins in

B major (another wedding key).

Recapitulallon. Now Clara and Robert's motifs are expressed simultaneously. This

raises the possibility of parental opposition (C* minor). Thus also, the wedding formula

no longer occurs, since the second subject is now in F* minor
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Ariø

No wedding formula, though "wedding" hopes (F major). Clara (C7), as "the pale

messenger", merely approaches. There is no resolution to the "wedding" issue due to

reticence of closure.

Scherzo e Intermezzo.

Scherzo. Every attempt of Clara (Fü minor) to remove herself from her own key

produces only incomplete wedding formulas; constant opposition to the wedding

formula through repeated intervention of Cü7. Even in the più Allegro (in spite of the

waltzin Schumann's key, A major, and Clara's oscillating 5ú fragment ) the wedding

formula is incomplete.

Intermezzo. In D major, a "wedding" k.y, but no clear statement of wedding formula

until it is fully expressed, twice, and without ambiguity in the recitative section. The

latter occurrence is followed immediately by C*7. Retum to realities of repeated

intervention. Certainly, the idea of "wedding" will be opposed.

Finale

Robert (A major/minor, Eb major/minor, Bb minor) and Clara (Fil minor/major and C

majoriminor) engage in further exchange (without the presence of her father - in key

terms at least). Abundance of wedding formulas but not in Clara's keys; she must leave

her own keys (dominated as they are by G7 and Cil7) and join those of her husband-to-

be. The suggestion of marriage possesses momentum in the Exposition but realities

return in the Recapitulation as the wedding formula becomes less frequent.
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Coda

Robert will continue, in a variety of ways, to keep the "wedding" idea afloat, in spite of

the fact that, for the time being, Clara will remain happily under the direction of her

father (C$7) in her own key (Fil major).

Hermeneutic Validity.

The question always arises in such hermeneutic analyses: was this an unconscious act

on Schumann's part or was it a deliberate and conscious manipulation of the material at

his disposal?

The answer as far as Schumarur is concerned comes from comparing those chordal

progressions which might occur more noÍnally in the structure of a piece of music (for

example, in A: vi-ii-V-I (F*-B-E-A) with those that achieve the same end but in a more

unusual manner, for example:

In F$ major: I IV qm hVI

F+BAD
IIVIIIVI
FüBA+Df

InDMajor III VI il V hIII

FIBEAF

In Bb minor üV qI V I
F{BFBb

InAminor III VI v I
CFEA

Such permutations and manipulations in the Sonata should be compared with Opus

39:12 where Schumann opens with:

In Ff major: I VI ii VII iii VI ii
F* Dï G* Eil A$ Dü G+
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which, taking ii and VII as one, spells out Clara Schumann tmited with Robert

Schumann in marriage. Or again at the end of Opus25;24:

In Ab major: III V vi ii V I
CE'FBbEhAb

Clara Schumann united with Robert Schumann in marriage

It is these permutations which give validity to the symbolic meaning of more regular

progressions such as portions of the cycle of 5ths (e.g. F+-B-E-A) or cadential idioms (e.g.

C-F-BÐ which may otherwise be deemed to be harmonically inevitable yet hermeneutically

neutral. A final sunmary of this issue will be found in Chapter 17.

That Schumarìn was using a symbolic system devised by himself to portray the

circumstances of his personal life under the above considerations seems clear. As we have

seen, he did actually claim for himself that the fantasy spoke more richly and authentically

when it came "from the midst of life" and that "music could stand between speech and

thought". Surely we must take him at his word, for the Sonata in F{ minor demonstrates

these statements beautifully.

So far we have looked at Schumann's musical illustration of only three personalities and

one main issue. There was, however, a digression, when he found himself in an altemative

romantic situation involving a student of Wieck who had come from Asch in Bohemia to

study with him. Ernestine von Fricken represented a signif,rcant "detour" in Schumann's

love-life, and Carnaual, Opus 9, is the work which appears to celebrate it. There are,

however, underlying elements (inner workings) in Carnaval which indicate that Schumann

did not give up hope that Clara would eventually come to arealization of her own love for

him. This hope is surreptitiously hidden, in motifs and harmonic progressions, beneath the

masks of the individual titles of Carnaval, in spite of the ASCH motif that is endemic

throughout the work, and it is this subject to which we now turn.
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Prior to the composition of Carnaval (1834-1835) Schumann had used letters of the

alphabet as the basis of his "Theme on the name Abegg with Variations" (1830). There

is a fictitious element to the dedication of this work since there was no such person as

the Countess Pauline von Abegg, though Eismann lists a Countess Meta von Abegg, a

pianist, in the Personenregister atthe end of the first volume of Schumarn's diaries.l

Even if this Meta von Abegg was the one who inspired Schumann's composition of the

Variations, we have no knowledge of what the nature of their relationship may have

been. Nevertheless, we note that once again it was most probably a female who had

provided the creative impulse, as it had been previously with Agnes Carus. Soon, from

late 1830, Schumann was to f,rnd himself back with the Wiecks, and Clara increasingly

became the focus of Robert's inspiration (for example, Opus 5 and l1). Then

something happened.

Schumann's own words, explaining to Clara at alater date, through letters, of how he

came to love two women at the same time and how this was resolved, serve better than

any brief sunmary. The first most important letter was written on I1 February 1838, an

excerpt of which has already been quoted above under the discussion of Papillons, Opus 2,

in Chapter 11. That excerpt concluded:

The thought dawned on me already at that time, whether you might become my
wife perhaps; but everything lay too far in the future. Anyway, all along I have
loved you as heanily as it was appropriate to our age.

Schumann continues this letter:

t Tgb I, 482. Note: Because the Abegg Variations are Schumann's first published work, it is difficult to
ascertain whether his personal symbolic system was already in operation. Therefore the letters/notes are
here simply taken at face value.
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My love for the unforgettable Rosalie [Schumann's sister-in-law] was quite

different; we were the same age; she was more to me than a sister, but one can't
say that we were in love. She took care of me, always appealed to the best in
me, cheered me up; in short, she thought the world of me. And so I often found
solace in thoughts of her; this was in the suÍtmer of 1833. Nevertheless, I was

seldom happy; something was missing; what's more, the melancholy which held
sway over me after the death of my dear brother continued to increase. And that
was my emotional state when I learned of Rosalie's death - only a few words
about ihis; it was awful - on the night of october 17th, 1833, I was suddenly
struck by the most horrible thought which anyone can have - the most horrible
with which heaven can punish us - that of losing one's mind - it took hold of me
with such intensity that all solace, all my prayers were like scorn and derision.
This fear drove me from one place to another; I couldn't breathe when I asked

myself, "'What would happen if you could no longer think," - Clara, if you're
shattered like that you're not aware of suffering, sickness, despair - then I ran to
a doctor in a state of continual and terrible agitation - told him everything, that I
often fainted, that I was so afraid, I didn't know what to do, that I couldn't
guarantee that in a state of extreme helplessness I wouldn't take my life. Don't
be shocked, my angel from heaven; just listen. The doctor kindly consoled me
and finally said with a smile, "Medicine won't help at all; find a woman; she will
cure you at once." I felt relieved; I thought that would be possible; you weren't
paying much attention to me at that time and were halfivay between being a

child and a young lady. And then Ernestine came along - as fine a girl as the
world has ever seen - she, I thought, is the one; she will save you. I wanted to
hold on to a woman for dear life. I did feel better, too - she loved me; I saw that
- you know everything - the separation - that we wrote to each other and called
each other Du, etc. That was the winter of 1834. But when she was gone I
began to think about how it might end. When I found out she had no money, I
began to feel tied down since I didn't make a lot even though I was very diligent
- there was no end in sight, no help - and then I also heard about the unfortunate,
complicated situation in Ernestine's family; I, of course, held it against her for
concealing it from me for so long. All that together - condemns me - I must
confess; I became colder; my career as an artist seemed madness; the vision that
I clung to for salvation pursued me in my dreams like a ghost; I was supposed to
work for my daily bread like a craftsman; Ernestine couldn't earn anything; I
talked about it with my mother, and we agreed that these troubles would only
lead to new ones.

In the meantime you had retumed from your tour; I still remember the first time
I saw you at 12 o'clock noon; you looked taller, different - you were no longer a

child I could have played and laughed with - you spoke so sensibly and I saw a

secret trace of love deep in your eyes - you know what happened then. I broke
with Ernestine because I had to; I wrote to her in August; meanwhile my
feelings about you were wonderfully confused; I wanted to convince myself that
I loved you only as a friend - then as an artist - how my heart suffered at that
time; I doubted whether it could be good and just, since I had forsaken a loving
heart within one year.2

On Friday 26 October 1838 he writes:

2 Weissweiler/FritschL/Crawford I, 96-98.
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By chance I came across letters from Ernestine yesterday; she wrote them three

years ago after our separation. I can't tell you how they touched me. I feel that

an injustice has been done, and I can't deny it, but the misfortune would have

been greater, indeed colossal, if a union between her and me had taken place.

Sooner or later my old love and devotion to you would have awakened, and then

what a calamity! All three of us would have been frightfully unhappy. So she's a

victim of circumstances, but I am not denying my guilt by any means. But,

Klara, we should make amends for whatever we can. Emestine is so kind, so

modest, so noble; she knows very well that she made me forget you and that I
loved you before I knew Emestine - can you reproach me so tenibly for being

unfaithftl just because you later assumed your accustomed place in my heart and

because a thousand memories chained you to me? E. often wrote to me, "I
always believed that you could only love Klara and still believe that" - she saw

more clearly than I, and everything had to take place as it did. So Ernestine

knows all oîthis; she knows the circumstances, the complications. . . .3

Again, perhaps more significantly for an understanding of Carnaval

You're my oldest love; Emestine had to come along so that we could be united.

I sometimes think that we'd probably not be as close without her; we would
have had it too easy and would have thought that we couldn't fail to find each

other. I firmly believe that you wouldn't have fallen in love with me as soon as

you did if E. hadn't come along. And did you knowthat in the beginning I
often favored E. just to tease You? If you hadn't gone to Dresden, E. and I
would never have expressed our feelings for one another."

Schumann may very well have written that he had often favoured Ernestine, just to

precipitate some more concrete response from Clara. It was when Clara returned from

Dresden toLeipzígto attend the baptism [on 25.7.1834] of her step-sister Cäcilie, the

god-parents of whom were Ernestine and Robert, that Schumann records in his diary:

Klara back again to Dresden - goes away sad.s

This was the cue that Schumann was waiting for, though he still had to wait for another

year. The diary summary of the relevant events of 1835 records the following:

In March (I believe) Klara back from Hamburg.

Disengagement from Ernestine in the suÍlmer and autumn - Ah!

Together every day with Clara - for 8 June [Schumann's birthday] a watch-chain
from her.

Klara's birthday on 13 September [she was 16]

3 Weissweiler/Fritsch/Crawford I, 285.
a WeissweilerÆritsch./Crawford I, 206.
t Tgb I,420.
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Klara's eyes and her love.

The first kiss in November.

Broke off with Emestine.

Lovely hours in her [clara's] arms in the evening in'wieck's house.

And then between Christmas (1S35) and New Year (1836):

Break with V/ieck

Complete separation from Ernestine6

So for some time, in spite of Schumarrn's declaration of prior love for Clara, he was

romantically torn between two young women, even after he had some indication that

Clara had reciprocated. Indeed, it is not until after "the first kiss" and the "lovely

hours" in Clara's arms that we read of the indelible "Complete separation from

Ernestine". It is worth quoting Wieck's comment on Schumann's treatment of

Ernestine: she was, he said,

... like a plant ... who has wilted and died bit by bit without her customary care.

She was bumed too sharply by the sun, by Herr Schumann that is!7

ClnN¡v¿.r,, Opus 9

Schumann tells us that he began Carnaval in the December of 1834 and completed a

fair copy in the following winter months, which would have taken him into early 1835.

This copy may not have been commensurate with that which was subsequently

published in 1837 and most probably did not have, at that stage, the titles to the pieces

which the work now bears. As Schumann wrote to Moscheles on 23.8.1837:

. . . . the putting together of the pieces and the superscriptions came about after

the composition.s

How long after is apparently unknown, but Frederick Niecks indicates that by March

u All of the above: Tgbr,42l.
t Litzmann, Vol. I, 74. Quoted and translated by Ostwald in Musical Genius, ll5.
t From Schumann's letter to Moscheles quoted by Niecks in Robert Schumann, 175.
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1835 Mendelssohn had received a manuscript copy:

Mendelssohn, writing on March 15, 1835, from Düsseldorf to Frau Voigt, of
Leipzíg, a friend of Schumann's... remarks "May I ask you to thank Herr
Schumann in my name with a few friendly words for his friendly present. I
should like to be in Leipzig that I might tell him how many things in it are to my
mind and please me, and againhow other things do not. Indeed I feel certain
that he would become of my opinion if I could explain_to him exactly what I
mean. Among my favouritès ii No 1l in F minor. . . . e

Niecks comments

The reference can only be to No 14, "Estrella" of the Carnaval, which is in F
minor. The only other early composition by Schumann which contains a No I I
is the Davidsbündler;none of the numbers, however, is in F minor. As the
Carnaval, although finished in 1835, shortly before the above letter was written,
was not published till September 1837, Mendelssohn must have had a
manuscript copy. This circumstance would explain the discrepancy with regard
to the number of the piece, as Schumann may have subsequently changed the
order of the succession. The supposition of a slip of the pen on the,part of
Mendelssohn would, of cowse, explain the matter equally as well.'"

Although there are some erors in Niecks' claims (for example, Papillons, Opus 2has a

number I l, though admittedly it is in D major), they seem to indicate that the copy of

Carnaval which Mendelssohn received had neither title nor individual superscriptions to

the pieces but rather numbers, otherwise why not mention "Estrella" instead of number

11 - apart from anything else, none of the pieces in Carnaval has actual numbers in

either the French or German editions of 1837. Certainly Mendelssohn could not have

received a copy of the Davidsbündlertrinze in 1835 since it was not composed until

August-September 1837

As is well known, Carnaval is based for the most part on melodic fragments made up of

the notes NICIB (in German: As/C/H) or AlEllClB (in German: A/Es/C-H). These

letters spell the name of the town (ASCH) from which Ernestine von Fricken came, and

they also represent the letters of Schumann's family name which can be expressed in

e Niecks, Robert Schumann,305.
10 Niecks, Robert Schumann,305, footnote.
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musical notes: SCHA. This latter, reversed format (E/C/B/A), however, never appears

anywhere in this particular work. The titles we know (or most of them) came about

after Schumann had concluded "the putting together of the pieces", and since he

continued to compose other subsequently rejected movements for this work up until at

least 1836, it is possible that the final order and titles were dealt with after all the above

recorded events had led to a complete separation from Ernestine and the mutual union

(in intent at least) of Clara and Robert.

Clearly, Ernestine was the initial inspiration (expressed through the ASCH motif) for

Carnaval, but there are other factors connected with the content and final disposition of

the pieces, and with the titles that go with them, that reflect the real autobiographical

circumstances and "complications", as Schumann had written, of those times.

"Préambule": Ab Major

According to the scheme outlined earlier in this thesis, Ab major is a wedding key and

this would be appropriate for a work that is inspired by a potential wedding situation,

particularly as the last movement is largely influenced by (and actually quotes, more

than once) the Grandfather Dance with its "wedding" implications. It may not be

coincidental that the name of the key (As) contains the first two letters of the primary

(ASCH) motif.

"Préambule" begins with material taken from Schumann's unpublished Variations on

Schubert's Sehnsuchtswalzer (Longing Waltz) and in the context of Al major, longing

for marriage one assumes! We eventually hear who it is that Schumann might be

longing for, but we have to wait for 76 bars for any identities to appear.
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In the meantime, at bars 37-38 (repeated at bars 43-44) there is a segment that reminds

us of the opening of Papillons, Opus 2:1 which is an ascending and descending scale

based on the dominant 7h, artdthere, has "love battle" connotations.

=;

-l

,

-lStrictly speaking, as a "Papillons" motif, it should start on the Bb to make a complete

scale of the dominant Zü 1of nb here) but that is provided in the tied bass-note. That

there is a direct and annotated quotation of the opening theme of Papillons No.l in

"Florestan", the sixth piece in Carnaval, is well known. However, this "Papillons"

motif does not occur in juxtaposition with the Grandfather Dance in the last movement

of Carnaval as it had done in Papillons, Opus 2.

In the section with the performance instruction Animato, from bar 77,the chordal

progression III-VI-[-V-I occurs, with some repeats, to bar 87.
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Thus: Clara united with Robert Schumann in marriage.

uþ
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This is followed by new material, with the performance instructionvivo, from bars 87 -

92, which includes another wedding formula and the chromatic motif of union (BbiBlC)

at bars 87-8:

ß5

A!: !.
ç I

Ab

It¿\ E{ ri [i i]
c-F-ts-Eb-

The wedding formula and the chromatic motif of union, having been expressed under

performance instructions indicating increasing excitement (animato and vivo), are

followed twice by the Asch motif, in the bass, from bars 92-98:

tf
T

-AbThese are the only occurrences of the two competing formulas or motifs in the whole of

"Préambule" and they would indicate, in terms of narative strategy, that on the question

of marriage (Ab major) Schumann is found to be in a situation, divided between Clara

(represented by the wedding formula) and Ernestine (represented by the ASCH motif)

as was the case in real life. This was Schumann's (SCHA) dilemma. Certainly,Clara

had been the first, as also occurs in "Préambule", but Robert had had to wait for Clara to

indicate her interest in him; he had been in a difficult position regarding Clara: if he had

made one false move by way of direct indication of his love for Clara and had been

rejected by her, considering the nature of her connection with her father, this would

have probably resulted in the total banning of Robert from both Clara and the Wieck

household (as subsequently happened, even when she accepled). Then Ernestine had
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appeared (as in "Préambule") and this subsequently caused the conflict of which

Carnaval is the true confession.

All wedding keys talk not only of wedding hopes but also of battles. "Préambule" sets

the stage for this "love battle", with its two contenders for the heart of Schumann, in the

context of A! major. Now the story unfolds, rather repetitively.

"Pierrot": Eb Major

Pierrot, one of the characters from the commedia dell'arte, is a white faced clown,

usually dressed in long sleeves, who cuts a rather droll figure and is in some ways the

fall-guy: a dupe, the easy victim. On the other hand, if there were no title to this piece

we may very well interpret it as a perfect example of Schumann's dilemma at the time

of composition. Thus, just as "Eusebius" is an expression or mask for one side of

Schumann's personality, so is "Pierrot" (both, as it turns out, in Eb Major).

The first 16 bars tell us almost all we need to know:

Pierrol.
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The Asch motif occurs f,rrstly in the bass, then at bars 5-6 it is transferred to the treble.

We should note further:

(a) that the Asch motif is embedded within the parameter of Bb;

that Cb is deemed to be the equivalent of B (H in German);

that in the process of retuming to the Bb, the tail of the Asch motif (CH), with

the Bb, spells out C/CblBb. This is heard, with repeats, 12 times;

that there is another three note-motif (E/C/Bb) which ultimately becomes the

predominant motivic element in the piece (with repeats, it is heard 24 times as

opposed to the Asch motif, heard only l2 times);

that at bars 10-11 there is a motivic fragment in the bass (Bb/B/C) which, with

repeats, is heard 8 times. This motivic fragment is first harmonized to cadence

in Bb major and second, in G minor. ln the process, the chordal structure of the

first cadence is, in Bb: ii-V7-I with fundamental notes: C-F-Bb and in the second,

in G:iv-V-I, with fundamental notes: C-D-G.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

From the study of the songs of February - September 1840 and also now the Sonata in

Fü minor, Opus 11, it is not difFrcult to see the issue with which Schumann is

preoccupied.

(a) ASCH signifying Ernestine within the parameter of Robert.

(b) EblClBl, (ar¡times): Clara and Robert Schumann, and the chromatic motif of

union: ClCblC (12 times) and Bb/B/C (8 times): indicating the hope or thought of

Clara united with Robert (and the reverse).

(c) the harmonic wedding formula, C-F-Bb, (Clara united with Robert) with the mild

dissonance of a dominant 7th juxtaposed with the formula indicating Clara's
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union with her father (C-D-G) with the increased dissonance of the dominant

minor ninth.

This is the rather muddled situation in which Pierrot (Schumann) finds himself and it

would seem that Clarahas the advantage, if it were not for her troublesome father!

So far, in the study of the piano music, the only repetitive motivic elements which have

been commented upon up to this point have been those pre-existing in other works

(either Clara's or Robert's) or the Grandfather Dance. But now we see, in the context of

one melodic motif with hermeneutic significance (that is, ASCH), the emergence of

another: the chromatic motif of union, which has been previously noted in our study of

the songs of 1840.

We can also see from this piece, as well as from a subsequently rejected Asch piece

(published as Opus 124:.4) that, in principle, each note of the chromatic scale is deemed

to be identical to its enharmonic equivalent, whatever meaning Schumann might ascribe

to it:

(a) in "Pierrot" Cb equals B (H in German)

(b) in Opus 124:4,which is in A minor (the key of Schumann's double) the opening

melodic figure is A/D$/C/B/A, wherein Dil equals Eb. Peter Kaminskyrr points

out: "Note that one reads Sphinx No. 3 from the A, and the missing Sphinx No 1

from the Dil". Since in the final published edition of Carnaval, only "Sphinx"

No 2 (AblC/B) and 3 (NEblClB) occur, Opus 124:4 provides an example of the

letters in the musical order of those of his family name - SCHA.

ll Kaminsþ "Formal Structure", 212, footnote 10.
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The question must swely arise, even in the least sceptical of minds: how can the notes

ASCFVSCHA have multiple meanings? For example when F,t (S) is deemed to

represent Schumann; A, his double; B (H), the concept of union and C, Clara. The

answer lies both in the fact that Carnavql represents a detour in Schumann's romantic

life, which he has been at pains to explain, and also in the unique format of each motif:

(a) The letters/notes of Asch have no independent significance but only as a

conglomerate, spelling a word - the town of Asch or a name (SCHumAnn).

(b) In the case of the chromatic motif of union, each letter/ note has independent

significance, indicating a phrase: ClBlBrr, Clara united with Robert or Bb/B/C,

Robert united with Clara and so on.

In literature, an acrostic (a poem or plrzzle in which the first or last letters of each line

spell out a word or sentence) acts as a similar mechanism.

If this appears confusing, then so was the reason for its occuffence in Carnaval. Once

the issue was resolved in favour of Clara, there was no further mixed symbolism, at

least in the music to September 1840 apart from Schumann's noting to Clara that:

I see that marriage lEhelis a very musical word and at the same time a flrfth.

But once againthis spells out an actual word, and is not a symbol for a phrase. A later

occwrence of a succession of notes being used as a word (though eight years after the

mariage of Robert and Clara) is in the Albumfor the Young, Opus 68:41, '1.{ordisches

Lied", the theme of which is based on the notes: GADE, the family name of a Danish

composer known personally to Schumann.

6'Arlequin" : B! Major

Arlequin is another character from the commedia dell'arte: a clown-like figure dressed

in tight, spangled clothes, wearing some type of mask and carrying a magic wand,
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somewhat opposite in character to Pierrot, in other words more like Florestan than

Eusebius

Whereas in Carnaval "Pierrot" reveals all the issues, confusions and oppositions of

Schumann's actual romantic situation of that time, "Arlequin" illustrates almost literally

the statement that Schumann made in the letter to Clara (quoted above):

If you hadn't gone to Dresden, E. and I would never have expressed our feelings
for one another.

Arlequln.

8b: T1 g1

The first eight bars provide the Asch motif (once) and the harmonies encompass only the

dominant and tonic of Bb major. This is repeated an octave higher (bars 9-16 equalling 1-

8). In bars 7-8 there is a triple-octaved melodic gesture, delineating dominant to tonic

harmonies, which occurs (with repeats) l0 times, as opposed to the Asch motif which,

under the same conditions, is heard 6 times. The notes of this latter motif in order are:

FlEllDlclBb. Since F and D represent doubles for "union" we may interpret this motivic

fragment as representing Schumann's prior, tmdeclared involvement with Clara. The Asch

motif would then represent his subsequent open attachment to Emestine. So far, in the first

16 bars, there has been no harmonic connection between CIaru and Robert, which is

somewhat significant. From bar 17 the situation changes:
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The middle section of "Arlequin" (bars 17-28) begins with four bars of Bb major

harmonies, with the inclusion of II (C) in a somewhat surreptitious manner (i.e. as a

passing chord). Nevertheless, this allows the wedding formula to occur: C-F-Bb. This

might easily represent the former, secret attachment, stated as a hope. As Schumann

had written (quoted above):

The thought dawned on me already at that time, whether you might become my
wife; but everything lay too far in the future.

Now from bar 25,there is clearly a move towards Eb Major, which is subsequently

intercepted. The harmonies which are given are, from bars25-28, in Eb major: IÍ-V-

VIE-IIE, with fundamental notes Bb-C-F but no continuation to Bb nor Et:
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This is how it might have proceeded:

After the pianissimo dynartics and ritardando of this "Eb major" section, the opening

music (bars l-16) returns abruptly with a tempo and sþrzando marl<rngs at bar 29. In

themselves, the opening 16 bars have no wedding formula, though with the joining of

the two sections, the wedding formula does now occur from bars 27-33. In the

meantime, however, the Asch motif reappears. Whatever may have previously been in
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Schumann's mind regarding his and Clara's potential marital connection, this has been

intercepted by another love, which would not have happened, as he himself claimed, if

Clara "hadn't gone to Dresden". Later inCarnaval, we shall encounter Pantalon and

Columbine, the latter of whom, in pantomime, is the sweetheart of Arlequin.

"Valse noble": Bb Major

The first and most obvious aspect of this piece is that it does not spell out the Asch

motif but rather: A-Eb-B-C that is Ashc!

Vulso noble.

Un poco
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There is only one other occasion where the Asch letters do not appear in correct

sequence, but rather are embedded in what might seem to be a variant, and that is in

"Eusebius" (the fifth piece), though there may be another way of interpreting what

happens there too. Here, it is possible that the altered Asch motif spells out the letters

of a phrase:

A Eþ B C Schumann united with Clara

This is supported by the bass-line of the first five bars:

t
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GbFEbDC Clara united with Schumann
and the reverse

and the wedding formula (bars 6-8): Clara united with Robert.

This is Robert's (Bb Major) noble wa\tz, which he has been conducting in a clandestine

way for some time - not even Clara knew of its full significance, at least not until July

1834. There is only one problem: the likely opposition of Clara's father, whom Robert

treats here "very tenderly" (note the performance instructio¡: molto teneramente) as all

three (Wieck, Clara and Schumann) intermingle in mutual musical interest and

friendship with progressions centered through D7 (union) on the parent and mentor, G

mlnor:
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garc25-32 are a repeat of bars l-8 but with a slightly different treatment in so far as the

octaved character of the treble clef in bars 1-8 is replaced with single notes (which,

however, is of no hermeneutic significance) and the bass-line is now in dotted minims

which seem to draw our attention visually to the sequence of notes which were, in bars

l-8, octaved with pedal. There is a further repeat of bars 1-3 (equals bars 33-35) and
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then follows, from bar 36-40, an adaptation of the material from bars 4-8 to conclude

the piece:

Bb: !' Il -LI ñ7 T1 V7 1
C F 

-BbHere, unequivocally, the conclusion spells out the wedding formula: Clara united with

Robert. This, however, is to be understood as a hope, not an acfual marital reality, as

indeed all wedding formulas are to be interpreted until 12 September 1840 (their

wedding day).

"Eusebius": Eb Major

We already know that Eusebius is one of the pseudonyms or "doubles" for Schumann

himself. As Schumann said of Eusebius: "the mild one", the one "full of belief'.

Eusebius begins with a four-bar phrase which is repeated for another four bars:

Eusobius.

Adn¡5io

Eb: JI, E E' Tì I,

Since the profile of the Asch motif is not at all clear, we may perhaps regard it as a

variant. It is perfectly normal for a theme or motif to be varied (Schumann does it all

the time), but for a motif which spells out a word which has a precise meaning and loses

that meaning once it is miss-spelt, that is another thing entirely. What we read (in bars

l-2) is: BlClBblNBbßilBlC or beginning from the A: ABSHC, something more akin to
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a typographical error. If, on the other hand, we are to take the notes as representing the

letters of a phrase (as in "Valse noble") we have Robert (Bb) Schumann (Eb) united with

(B) Clara (C).

In the first eight bars the harmonic wedding formula is absent. The next five bars could

provide the wedding formula; it rather depends on how the second harmony in bar 11 is

interpreted:

E!, Tt u? iiíq ïí il¡ ,r bub

c _ Eb_

t,
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In the bass we have a two-note chord Bb and Db but above this chord the notes F, Eb and

Gb elaborate. There are basically two possible interpretations:

(a) that the Eb is a passing note and therefore this is a bIII6 chord with the

fundamental note Gb - thus the double of Clara. and therefore, to bar 13: Gb-F-

Bb-Eb (Clara united with Robert Schumann).

(b) that the F is an appoggiatura to the Eb and therefore the chord is to be interpreted

as a(â with fundamental note Eþ. This would mean that we have a more

expanded wedding formula, such as we find in the songs of 1840: C-Eþ-F-Bb-Eb,

Clara Schumann united with Robert Schumann.
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By comparing the situation of the second full beat in each bar from bars 9-12, we shall

see that in each case the initial quaver is an appoggiatura to the next note. This would

give interpretation (b) greater credence.

Bars 13-16 are a repeat of bars 1-4 though in the bass clef there is a slightly different

treatment in the "terì.or" part; in bars2-4 the "tenor" line reads: EblDIEblF but in bars 14-

16 the "tenor" line has: FlEblDlC/D/Eb with a dissonance of a major second (C) and a

minor Zú (RU) against the Bb at the beginning of bar 15. The hope, expressed earlier in

the more extended wedding formula, is not going to occur without discord!

The rest of "Eusebius" is basically a repeat of all that we have heard so far, although the

treatment is different for the most part, texturally and rhythmically. Further, the pedal is

engaged for the first time and the new performance instruction Più lento molto

teneramente mightbe seen as a plea for understanding, even forgiveness, since the piece

itself elaborates Schumann's prior romantic loyalties, exclusive of any rivals. As he

said to Clara: "You're my oldest love; Ernestine had to come along so that we could be

united".

"X'lorestant': Bb Major/G Minor

"Florestan" is the other pseudonym or "double" which Schumann invented for himself.

As he wrote of Florestan: "Florestan the wild one", the'Jealous" and "artgry" one. He

might also have said "the humorously posturing one". As the essay which Schumann

wrote, entitled "shrovetide-speech of Florestan", begins :

Florestan stood on the grand piano and spoke: Assembled Davidsbändler, that is

youths and men, who shall strike the Philistines to death, musical and others

Ûeginning with the tallest.12

t' Schumann, G.S., I, 64.
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The fact that at that moment, by standing on the piano, Florestan was the tallest of the

assembly, is typical of Schumann's self-deprecatory humour. But in Carnaval, as

elsewhere, the prime target is Clara's father, who was to become the Philistine par

excellence.

"Florestan" is the most disturbed and erratic piece we have encountered so far, as befits

the nature of Florestan's personality as well as the content of his concerns.

Florostan.
tî ^l

2

ßbz E1 nii
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Bb:

To begin with there is the perfonnance marking: Passionato. Then the occurrence of

the Asch motif is almost obsessively present, being heard, with repeats, l7 times.

Though supposedly in Bb major, "Florestan" begins and ends on the dominant minor 9û

of G minor. The wedding formula begins to emerge (at bars 6-7 and again at bars 16-

17) but it is abruptly intemrpted by the dominant minor 9th of G minor, a chord of

considerable dissonance. Meanwhile, in the midst of this harmonic battle for

supremacy, there is the well-known quotation ftom Papillons Opus 2:l (atbars 9-10 in

part and more fully, at bars 19-22):
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Since we have claimed earlier that the "Papillons" motif has something to do with

Schumann going forth to his first (love) battle, the idea is resurrected here in the context

of a harmonic battle between Robert (Bb) and \Mieck (G). The "Papillons" motif is

harmonized by F7, in the midst of an intemrpted wedding formula. There are no further

wedding formulas, indeed the piece concludes with the dissonant expectation of G

minor. Why then the multiplicity of Asch motiß? Because, in anticipation of the likely

opposition of Friedrich Wieck to the idea of Clara being Robert's fiancée and wife, and

the fact that Clara needed to indicate more clearly her own interest in that regard before

Robert could say or do anything, he had become enmeshed with an alternative lover.

Once again, as Schumann said:

If you hadn't gone to Dresden, E. and I would never have expressed our feelings
for one another.

He might also have said in writing, as he does musically in "Florestan":

If I had believed that your father would willingly accept our mutual love, E and

I would never have expressed our feelings for one another.
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It was a big "if'.
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6úCoquette": Bb Major.

In "Coquette", before any statement of the Asch motif occurs, there is a regaining of a

Bb major equilibrium after the somewhat disturbing conclusion to Florestan. In the

process, there is a new motivic element (in the "terìor" at bars l-3 and also at bars 57-

59) which recurs in the treble clef in "Replique". Indeed, these two pieces are closely

interrelated. Then, from bar four, "Coquette" proper begins with a statement of the

Asch motif:

Coquette.
l-rvo. t

tô.

There is a great deal of repetitive music in this piece (for example bars 4-19 are repeated

from bars 20-35 and then again bars 4-16, at bars 44-56) therefore all that is necessary is

to state the main points:

(a) the Asch motif occtus (with repeats) six times;

(b) the wedding formula (ii-V7-I, C-F-Bb or ii-iv-V7-I, C-E'-F-Bb, if we count the

harmony in bar 13 as a separate entity) occurs once in the aþove format at bar

12-22, is incomplete at the repeat (beginning bar 28) and occurs again, in a

different context (IIB-V?-Ð at bars 43-46 and then occurs again at bars 52-57

where the third partial repeat joins with the repeated opening music of the first

three bars (bars 57-59 equalling, more or less, bars 1-3). Therefore, there are

five complete statements of the wedding formula; the only incomplete formula

occurs when it is intemrpted by VII (G) in the move to the middle section at bars

36-37.
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(c) At bars 17-19, the chromatic motif of union (Bb/B/C) occurs in the bass, within

the context of the wedding formula, and is repeated again at bars 33-35.

(d) The middle section (bars 37-43) involves a more marked presence of chords III

(D) and vi (G), but these lead to II (C) on the way to spelling out the wedding

formula over bars 43-46.

There is therefore hardly anything new, as we shall increasingly find for the rest of

Carnaval. Perhaps the most mysteriously allusive aspect is the introduction of the

extraneous motif in bars l-3 and at the end, bars 57-59. We shall wait for a possible

explanation of this motivic fragment when we deal with "Replique".

Schumann has chosen the title "Coquette" for this piece, which is basically concerned

with his relationship both with Ernestine and Clara, reflecting, to some extent, the

choice he has to make. The word "coquette" is usually used of a woman seeking

admiration on the basis of mere vanity, without serious affection, and is co-terminous

with "flirt". Nevertheless, its etymological derivation in French comes from the

diminutive of coq - and alludes to the cock's tendency to attract all hens with his

resplendent plumes or comb. Since there is no suggestion that either Clara or Ernestine

were "flirts", aÍrd since the piece is in Bb major (Robert's key) we can only assume that

the "Coquette" is Robert himself, encouraging the affections and aspirations of two

women at the same time.
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"Replique": Bb Major/G minor and "Sphinxes"

"Replique" is the second piece, so far encounteredin Carnaval. with a title that does not

involve a person but rather an activity, that is, a reply, which is what replique means in

French. The "sphinxes" merely spell out letters which may be represented in musical

notes; in the first instance those of Schumann's family name (SCHA) and then the

letters ASCH, the town from which Ernestine von Fricken came. As has been stated,

the first (SCHA) does not appear throughout Carnaval.

Sphlnxos

Nqt Nq? Nq3.

This may be "sphinxes" only puq)ose, to provide a clue as to what most of the pieces in

Carnaval are based on. Nevertheless, since the "Sphinxes" appear immediately after

"Replique" (or facing "Replique", to put it another way) and since it is the role of the

Sphinx to ask the riddle, one may suspect that a further purpose ofl "Sphinxes" is to ask

a question to which "Replique" provides the answer. Kaminsky suggests, on the other

hand, that:

In a less obvious way, the Sphinxes strongly influence the long-range tonal and

formal structure... The cycle divides into two parts according to Sphinx and

k.y.t'

He then provides a chart \Mith the dividing line between "Papillons" (with the AlEblClB

version) and "Lettres dansantes" (which begins the sequence of AÞ/C/B versions). The

"sphinxes" themselves, nevertheless, stand between "Replique" and "Papillons", not

between "Papillons" and "Lettres dansantes" which latter marks the change to the 
^blclB

motif. Secondly, "Lettres dansantes" is only the sub-title of the real title of the same

piece, which is A.S.C.H. S.C.H.A. Why then the superfluous "Sphinxes" and why

13 Kaminsþ, "Formal Structure", 2l I
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inserted after "Replique" rather than "Papillons"? Because "Sphinxes" asks the

question and "Replique" is the answer, to which we must now turn:

Roplique
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As we can see, at face value, the "answer" is almost a complete riddle in itself.

Although "Replique" takes up the motivic fragment (and basic treatment) of the first

three bars of "Coquette", there appears to be neither the Asch motif nor the wedding

formula (except perhaps in the process of retuming to the beginning of the repeat) nor

the chromatic motif of union. lndeed, it would seem, from a harmonic point of view,

that the answer (what ever it may be) lies in the hands of the father since the piece

begins in Bb major but moves to, and ultimately cadences in, G minor. On the other

hand, Schumann puns with the diminished 7ú just before returning to the beginning
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again: the cadential expectation is for closure on the tonic of G minor; instead what

follows is a diminished 7ú, which in context, would be in G minor,IS rather than i. Yet

it is this same diminished 7th that can be interpreted as BbB and thus it resolves within

itself (as 16 Bb major) in order to repeat the music once more. In the process, a variant

wedding formula occurs either as intemrpted by G (as C-D-G) or as achieved through

Bb (as C-D- BÐ.

Perhaps we are to understand that "Coquette" and "Replique" are to be taken as one and

that the element of indecision revealed in the former can only be resolved (in the latter)

at the hands of the father no matter how surreptitiously Robert (Bb) may have made a

tentative connection (through the punning diminished 7ú) with Clara in the first

instance. This may be all that there is to it. On the other hand' . . .

If we take a second look at "Sphinxes", we will notice that they contain three

anangements of the Asch motif making, in total, 11 letters of which the middle

letter/note is C. Perhaps this is a hint, of a more subtle kind, to make "the future the

higher echo of the present" as Schumann might have said; in other words, to transpose

"Replique" a tone higher and see what happens then.

Firstly, the Asch motif appears as G*(AbyA/CÆI, albeit with an added letter/note, A.ra

Secondly, the original cadential formula in D minor (bars 5-6), spelling out E-A-D, now

spells out, in E minor: F*-B-E, the wedding formula. This is repeated at bars 6-8. The

move to G minor would now become A minor and in the process, from bars 8-10 and

ra This observation (only) was made by a student (Stewaf Fraser) in a seminar on Schumann held in the

Department of Music Studies, Universþ of Adelaide, in the early 1980s.
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also from bars 12-14, there are two instances of a variant of the wedding formula: C-F-

A-D, Clara united with Schumann in marriage.

This also means that the primary focus of the piece is now between Clara (C major) and

Robert (E minor) Schumann (A minor). The diminished 7ú, discussed above, now

becomes either AB or CB, which constitutes no barier or harmonic struggle for

sgpremacy with the parent. Nevertheless, in the proposed transcription, the C major

section (bars 1-4) contains all the elements of conflict in so far as the Asch motif occurs

twice and Clara is hemmed in by her dominant father (G7). It is only when the Asch

motif is left behind and Clara moves out of her own key into those of Robert Schumann

that the right connection can be made, as we have seen in the Sonata in Fü minor, Opus

11. Whether or not this transposed suggestion should be taken seriously, the fact is that

both suggestions involve the concept that the decision which is required will involve the

father. In the first instance, that the preferred union between Robert and Clara is

dependent on the father, and in the second, that the union can only be achieved by the

removal of the father's influence which is then supplanted by the initiative of the

husband-to-be. If, as Schumann claimed, the titles of each individual piece came after

their composition, then the titles "Replique" and "sphinxes" \¡rere surely added in the

light of the impending developments favouring Clara rather than Ernestine.

"Papillons": Bb Major

"Papillons" is the last piece in the series to use the Asch motif based on the notes

NEblClB. Like "Pierrof', the Asch motif continues on to Bb. With all the repeats

(including da capo) the motif is heard 14 times.
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lDitpillons.
l'¡cstissi ---------,

Since the Asch motif continues on to Bb the chromatic motif of union is also heard 14

times. This is supported by other instances of the chromatic motif of union:

(a) at bars -10 (and its repeat at bars 13-14) in the "tenor".

(b) from bar 27-28,also in the "tenor". Here, there is a sequence of dominant 7th

chords which arc orgarized in such away that the "tenor" line spells out the

tritone doubles:

I

Clara united with Robert Schumann
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Added to this are the pedal points on Bb (in the "alto" at bars 17-19 and2l-24), on F (in

the "bass" at bars 25-26) and on Bb (in the "alto") and on C (in the "tenor") atbarc29-

31a. This latter occurrence is especially significant for the reason that it is a repeat of

bars 17-19 except for the alteration of the "tenor" line to include the pedal on C. Pedal
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points are not without symbolic signihcance in the music of Schumann, as we have seen

in the songs of 1840. It is also interesting to note that the pedal on C, containing five

repeated Cs (Clara?), is accented and since a further accent is on D, the line would

follow from D to F then Bb: Clara (doubly) united with Robert. These accents do not

appear in any former statements of the original material (that is, bars 17-19 and2I-23,

which, as has been observed, do not have the C in the same position).

The harmonic wedding formula occurs 10 times: four times (including repeats) as C-F-

Bb-Eb at bars 10-12 and l4-16 and six times (including repeats) as C-F-Bb at bars 19-20,

23-24,28-29 and3l-32.

a >
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It would seem, on average, that Ernestine is not doing as well as she had once done!

Perhaps "Papillons" describes Schumann's diary entry: "Disengagement from Ernestine

in the suÍtmer and autumn -Ah!". In that case, the title "Papillons" may indicate not

only the "flighty" nature of the style of the music but more importantly, the concept of
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metamorphosis through which butterflies must pass in order to reach maturþ. (This is

also one of the reasons for Opus 2 being called Papillons.) lnCarnaval it is Robert (Bb

major) who is undergoing the primary metamorphosis (of a romantic kind) yet Clara

and Emestine will have a metamorphosis of their own as loyalties begin to change,

hence the pural: Papillons.

The idea which Kaminskyls propose. that the "tenor" line from baú7 constitutes a

"chromaticized Papillon" motif (as he also claims for bar 3 1 of "Florestan") and

therefore is the basis of the title of "Papillons" in Carnaval, is rejected on the grounds

that (especially aurally) a scale based on a dominant 7ú is entirely different from that

based on the chromatic scale.

*A.S.C.H - S.C.H.A (Lettres dansantes)": Eb Major

It is from this piece until the finale that all subsequent pieces which contain the Asch

motif utilize "sphinx" number 2,thatis AblC/8. The most remarkable aspect of

"Lettres dansante" is that it is almost all harmonized over a dominant pedal (Bb). This

causes the arrival on the tonic @b), in each case, to be in the six-four position, thus

waiting for resolution via the dominant to the fundamental position.
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Meanwhile, the wedding formula occurs (bars 4-6) as C-F-Bb with progression to IÍ,

awaiting the final resolution. Along with repeats (includingda capo) the wedding

formula occurs in this way a total of six times.

The piece is in A-B-A-C-A-B-A form (with da capo sin' al Fine senza replica). The

"B" section contains no wedding formula although there is what might have been the

chromatic motif of union in the bass when the harmonies tum to bII at bars l3-15. (In

symbolic terms bII is the double of V in Eb major):
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In the "C" section there is no wedding formula either, though the final chord (or more

correctly octave) prepares the way for a retum to ii in bar one thus VI then ii-V then If

(C-F-Bb then perhaps Eb). This would add one more occurrence of the wedding formula

to our former total of six:
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It would seem then that the harmonies of this piece indicate that, although there is

certainly a connection between Robert and Clara, the wedding, which might evenuate

from this connection, is yet to be realized - signified by Eb (Schumann), the family name
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which marriage would impose on both Clara and Robert as man and wife. This hope is

not yet realized, hence the tonic six-four chord. The same would be the case with the

incomplete chromatic motif of union between bars 12-15 if the harmony following bIIÍ

was iiÍ instead of äøt (or IV6 instead of ivó)

The Asch motif occurs (with repeats) 15 times which is far in excess of the wedding

formula, not that that would be, in itself, a determining factor. Nevertheless, it would

seem that until Clara's connection with Robert (C-F-BÐ embraces the further prospect

of becoming a "Schumann" (Clara's stated "one little word more") then Schumann

himself is in the position of having to settle for Ernestine, which is not what he really

wants.

"Chiarina": C Minor

Chiarina , the diminutive of Chiara, the Italian equivalent of Clara, is clearly a portrait

of Clara herself since it is also in her key, though in the minor (latent) mode. As has

been mentioned several times, C major/minor, though symbolic of Clara, is dominated

by G7 and therefore unless there is, for example in the minor mode, a modulation to the

relative major, the wedding formula cannot be expressed without being hindered by the

need to cadence with its dominant 7ft. In this piece there is no such modulation, though

there might have been in the middle section.

The form of "Chiarina" is A-B-4. In the A sections the wedding formula is absent and

the chromatic motif of union is absent whereas the dominant is all-pervasive, mostly as

the chord of the dominant minor 9th, though not always heard as a simultaneously struck

dissonance:
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In the B section there is the potentiality of a modulation to the relative major (from the

tonic at the end of bar 16) since, for five bars, the harmonies are occupied with

dominant Tths on F and Bb:
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However, this is intercepted by bII (Db is the double for parent) and the music returns to

the situation of the A section. Thus Clara remains, rather miserably, under the dissonant

control of her father although the chord of the dominant 13th lat bars 15 and 39) does

contain some consideration of Schumann (Eb)!

The Asch motif (with two Cs; compare the two As in the proposed transposition of

"Replique") occurs six times and indicates that Clara's troubles are further compounded

by the presence of a female rival.

"Chopin": Ab Major

Along with "Replique" in its original and untransposed form, "Chopin" is the only other

piece in Carnaval which does not have the Asch motif. The key is Ab major, a wedding

key, and one might ask: what has Chopin got to do with weddings or for that matter Ab

major? Perhaps Schumann, with mischievous insight, recognizes that the only two

letters which can be expressed in music in Chopin's name are C and H and, combined

with the name of the key, we have Asch! But this is probably not the reason.

Given the fact that all the pieces of Carnaval were originally composed without titles, it

is not diffrcult to imagine that a piece influenced by the style of Chopin might emerge

from Schumann's mind and hands without necessarily being exclusively a portrait of

Chopin or for that matter Emestine. Chopin was, for Schumann, one of the most

invigorating of contemporary composers but the content of the piece indicates

something more.
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The piece opens in Chopinesque style but there are no indications of wedding or union

factors until bar 9:
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From bar 9 through to the end we have:

(a) the chromatic motif of union (expressed in the doubles: GbÆÆ) in the bass at

bars 9-10;

(b) the wedding formula from bars 10-14 as C-F-Eb-Ab: Clara united with Schumann

in marriage;

(c) the section in small notes þerhaps drawing our attention since there appears no

other reason for the reduced notation except as a parody of Chopin's tendencies)

in which the chromatic motif of union (CiBlBÐ occurs in the treble clef at bar

l0; and

(d) the fragment in the treble clef (bars 13-14) which could be seen as a fragment of

the Asch motif but actually spells out Robert (Bb) Schumann (Eb) united with (B)

Clara (C). This fragment is identical in pitch (but not in note-values) to part of
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the opening motif of Eusebius where it is also suggested that the meaning is the

same.

Therefore, one assumes that Schumann was preoccupied with the wedding issue in

relation to Clara when this piece was composed (hence also the wedding key) even

though he chose to approximate the style of Chopin in the process. Thus, when it came

time for a title, "Chopin" was the most stylistically appropriate, but this then masked its

true inner workings.

It may be worth pointing out, in terms of number symbolism, that there are actually only

13 bars (albeit multiplied by two) in this piece - the last half-bar substitutes for the first

half of the first bar, as part of the repeat. As well, the vital information about union,

expressed both motivically and harmonically begins at bar 9. Is this another way in

which Schumann can indicate Clara's birthdate: the 13û of September?

"Estrella": F Minor

V/e know from Wilhelm von Wasielewskiló that Schumann regarded "Estrella" as a

portrait of Ernestine; but for what reasons? Harmonically, the piece is almost

exclusively based on cadential idioms but because of the twist and turn of passing notes

and appoggiaturas one does not immediately feel the blandness that cadential idioms

might produce. In other words, there is a considerable amount of dissonance.

Perhaps one of the reasons for the appropriateness of title is that the wedding formula

does not occur in this piece, though there are two instances of the chromatic motif of

union: one in the bass at bars 4-8 and the other in the treble at bars 10-12.

16 Vy'asielewski, Robert Schumann,94, footnote, bottom of page.
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Estrella
Con affctûr.

r
J

q Piri presto molto espressivo >> >>

The Asch motif occurs twice (though that would be no reason in itself to identiff

Ernestine, since her presence is endemic throughout the pages of Carnaval).

There is a pedal on C throughout the middle section (from bars l3-28) which is the

primary cause of Ernestine's concern (perhaps even distress). Though in hindsight she

had declared to Robert: "I always believed that you could only love Klara and still

believe that."

The key of the piece is somewhat of aptlzzle. F minor is meant to be a wedding key,

from everything else we have considered so far. Is it to be trnderstood here as F equals

von Fricken as a particular exception to the rule? It is more likely that Schumann

retains his symbolic meaning for F major/minor and therefore in using the minor mode

for Estrella he is expressing the disappointment which Ernestine had to accept in regard

to her own marriage hopes vis-à-vis Schumann. After all, Schumann gives the

performance instruction Con affetto (with feeling, or passion), which, in the light of

what we know from Schumann's letters to Clara, might indicate some regret in terms of

his own behaviour over the issue. Certainly, Schumarur was anxious not to forget the

friendship he had enjoyed with Ernestine and continued to consider her with respect and

affection, as his letters show. The performance instruction would seem to indicate that
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this title, at least, was appended after the breakdown of their special relationship, that is

after the suÍrmer of 1835, even after the complete separation of January 1836 when the

situation with Clara had already been favourably resolved, though it had taken almost

16 months.

Interestingly, in contrast with the outer sections of the piece, the performance

instruction of the middle section is Più presto, molto expressivo. This is the section

with the continuous pedal on C.

"Reconnaissance": Ab major/B Major/Ab Major

In a letter to Moscheles mentioned above, Schumann stated that "Reconnaissal:ì.ce"

meant "recognition", but this is still an open ended explanation since, in his current

environment, the question arises: "recognition of whom?" He posed the explanation to

Moscheles as an overall description of a masked ball which involved "Aveu" as an

"avowal of love" or "confession" and "Promenade" as "the walk taken at German balls,

arm in arm with your partner". This is all rather ambiguous; was he obliquely referring

to Clara or Ernestine or both?

The piece itself is in A-B-A form, though the material of both sections is similar, the

choice of key being the main contrast. The A sections are in Ab major and the B section

is in B major. Since these are, according to the system outlined elsewhere, both

wedding keys, one might conclude without looking any further that one is for Clara and

the other for Ernestine, and therefore they express the dichotomy in which Schumann

had found himself. As usual, the music reveals all.
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The A sections begin with the Asch motif which occurs (with repeats) six times. From

bars l3-16 the wedding formula is spelt out:

Clara united with Robert Schumann in marriage.
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In the B section, in B major, there is only a transposed Asch motif (B/D[/D) and a

somewhat contrived wedding formula at bars 29-34:
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Here, the wedding formula is created out of two tritone related pairs occurring between

the dominant of B major. This is somewhat unusual, since the wedding formula in B

major is usually created from the cadential formula V-I-IV, F*-B-E. In this case, as we
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can see, A$ and E are the "doubles" for Robert and Gf and D the doubles for union.

Thus:

AüEG*DR
Robert united with Clara.

which is one of the very rare occasions the wedding formula is expressed in harmonic

progressions the other way round.

One can only conclude that "Reconnaissance" is about the growing recognition that

Clara was beginning to experience of her own romantic attachment to Schumann (as

opposed to close platonic friendship) which he first noticed when she retumed from

Dresden for the baptism of her step-sister in July 1834. Therefore the "recognition" is

two-fold: Clara's recognition of her feelings for Schumann and his recognition that

Clara had at last reciprocated something of the feelings which he had had for some time

Hence the two wedding formulas, one in reverse.

The use of the Asch motif (Ernestine) in the context of the specific manipulation of the

wedding formula (in Ab major and B major) may indicate: that while Schumann was

still attached to Ernestine, the recognition of the connection between Robert and Clara

was being clarified and intensified at the same time; this latter connection being

expressed through harmonic progressions. As Schumann once wrote, before or around

the same time as Carnaval was composed:

Music is like playing chess. The queen (melody) ha.s_the highest power but the

final decisiorralways rests with the king (harmony).17

tt Schumann, G.S., I, 3l
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"Pantalon et Columbine": F Minor - Dl Major - F Minor/l\{ajor

Choosing "Pantalon et Columbine" as the title for this piece was a special act of irony

on Schumann's part. Columbine, as has been stated, is the sweetheart of Arlequin but

here she is in the company of Pantalon who is also a figure from the commedia

dell'arte. Pantalon is a feeble old man, who due to the weakness of old age, shows

excessive fondness, no doubt here, for Columbine, representing Clara herself. We do

not need to ask whom Pantalon represents.

Perhaps Schumann gave this title to this particular piece because of the running two-part

texture of the music:

Pantalon et Coloml¡ine.

1l \ I1vr\1i1f

The form of the piece is A-B-4, the A section being in F minor (which is itself in

A-B-A format, with a passage in C minor in the middle) arid the B section is in Db

major. As well there is a coda in F major attached to the A section, second time round.

The Asch motif appears (with repeats) l0 times though it is absent both in the C minor

sections (bars 5-8 and25-28), and the Db major section.

There is no wedding formula in the F minor sections but the middle section, very

briefly, hints at it in bar 16. The progressions here may be open to dispute, because of

the linear three-part textue. As well, there is a slight ambiguity in analyzing the first

"chord" of bars 13 and 17; is the Bb in the first instance to be taken as an appoggiatura
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to the Db chord or does it spell out a chord in its own right? If the latter, then from bar

12-13 there is the possibility of the wedding formula across the two sections, though

this suggestion is immediately wrested from Robert (BÐ by the father (Db):
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The imitative nature of the section in Db reinforces the "chasing" or "flight" that is

f

appropriate to Pantalon's unwanted fondness for Columbine (since she is the

sweetheart of Arlequin not Pantalon) and the chosen key (Db) tells us that Pantalon is

the father; all of this in the context of Arlequin's cr¡rrent detour of attachment to

Estrella (Emestine from Asch). Such is Schumann's inner sense of irony and humour

in setting to music "the circumstances, the complications".

F minor, the key of the A sections, is a wedding key, though since it is in the minor

(latent) mode, whatever possibilities are being hoped for, they are not yet able to be

realized. On the other hand, since the F minor sections are harmonized with cadential

idioms, that is i-II-V?-i(F-C-G-F) or, from bars 5-8, VI-II-v (D-G-C) over a dominant
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pedal combined with the absence of the wedding formula, we might regard F minor here

as representing the unsatisfactory and unhlhlling link between Clara and her father, the

relationship between whom was seen by Schumann as a type of marriage. Therefore F

minor is to be deemed here as a key of (unfulfrlling) union. In the Coda, however,

which suddenly emerges in the major mode, the wedding formula, albeit in variant form

using 5th-related pairs, is unambiguously sounded out (C-F-A-D), even if, for the time

being, the father will determine the marriage outcome (G-C-F):

a

IF

{'fF I1 rEYi
C- F - A 
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!tr
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"Valse allemande": Ab MajoÍ "Paganini": F Minor

"Paganini" (in F minor) is the middle section of two complete statements of "Valse

allemande" (in Ab Major) and as such it bears the sub-title "IrtteÍmezzo". Once again, as

in "Reconnaissance", both keys are wedding keys.

The first eight bars of "Valse allemande" are harmonized with cadential idioms in Ab

maJor:

l r¡tr¡¿rrtoI 7t1
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The title of "Valse allemande" (as opposed to Ernestine's "Estrella" - the once-

contending "Bohemian Waltz") is most probably influenced by what happens next,

because from bars 9-12 Schumann quotes four bars from Clara's ov¡nValse

romantique¡ Opus 4, through a semitone lower than the original:
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From that point (bars l2-14) a variant of the wedding formula occurs
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combined with the tritone doubles of the chromatic motif of union in contrary motion:
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Gb/F IF.IE,b
AiB'IBIC

Clara united with Robert Schumann

Schumann Robert united with Clara

This is the second occasion in Carnaval where the reverse and complimentary

statements of their union are spelt out in music, though this time through motivic means

(compare "Reconnaissance" for a similar phenomenon, expressed through harmonic

means).

Another, more extended and variant formula, occurs from bars 16-20

iiiIIIVTT
CAbBbEAb

Clara united with Robert Schumann in marriage

Some of these harmonies could have been repeated to cadence on the tonic at bar 24

and have kept the positive hopes alive but at bar 21b the dynamic marking changes

frompianissimo toþrtissimo to emphasize the intemrption (chord IV-DÐ of what

might have continued to be a further statement of the same. This is not necessarily a

"spoiling" intemrption; it could simply be the realization that any "wedding" ideas

must inevitably involve the parent. This is the more complete story of the "German

waftz".

"Paganini" opens with a complete cycle of 5ths plus a cadential gesture to V. These

four bars are repeated (except for the last Ab in the bass in bar 8) and in the process the

wedding formula occurs across bars 4-6.

A new approach is made to very similar texture (bars 9-12) and this is also repeated

(bars l3-16 equalling bars 9-12). From bars 17-30 there are several statements of the

wedding formula:
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bars

bars

bars

bars

18-19:

20-22:
26-27:
28-29:

C-AI-Eb
C-F-Bb_E}-Ab

C-F-Bb
C-F-Bb

and in the middle of all of this, the Asch motif occurs once, at bar 25, almost

unnoticeably:

I A

> 3

f , E it lî tll {r

Finally, what might have been a continuation of successive wedding formulas is

disrupted by insertions of VI (Db) and ii (G) in a somewhat dissonant environment

leading to four sforzando statements of the tonic (bars 35-36) at a rather low register.

At this point Schumann plays with piano harmonics in introducing the dominant 7th of

Ab major, which, in contrast to the sforzando of the F minor chords, sounds out in

pianissimo.rs
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It is almost as though the wedding idea, expressed in the minor (latent) mode has

frustrated Schumann enough to conclude "Paganini" with an element of violence and

r8 The chord is to be held down before the pedal ofbars 34-35 is taken up and then the pedal is put down

again without any further striking of the chord, so that it emerges from the now cancelled wash of sound

of the four tonic chords in F minor.
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then, quietly, his better sense (Eusebius?) recaptures the patient hope which is expressed

againwith the wedding formulas by a repeat of "Valse allemande".

The title "Valse allemande" is perfectly easy to understand - a wedding-key waltz with a

romantic quote from the secret beloved, combining simultaneously one of the most

convincing statements of both wedding formula and chromatic motifs of union. But

what of "Paganini", in F minor, another wedding key? The same answer could apply

here as is claimed for "Chopin"; the style of the Intermezzo approximates to that of

Paganini who, for Schumann (and many others, including Wieck), was a greatly

admired contemporary performer. Schumann had heard Paganini perform at a concert

in Frankfurt-am-Main on 1l April 1830.1e By this time Paganini was as famous as Liszt

would become. Just over ayear later, Schumann entered in his diary a wry comment

about Wieck:

V/ieck on 23'd [May, 1831]: In ¡wo years I [Wieck] have revealed the whole of
Hummel's [style of] piano playing as schoolmaster playing. His [V/ieck's]
journey [or so V/ieck claims] will be a European triumphal way for him,
surpassing Paganini.

By 19 August 1831, Wieck had allowed his "Paganini delusion'to affect his own

appearance and style of presentation.2O

Thus, reading between the lines, the combination of the two statements of "Valse

allemande", within which "Paganini" is embedded, may be yet another "wr¡r

observation" of Schumann, expressed in musical terms. This would also account for the

insertions of VI (DÐ and ii (G) in a somewhat dissonant environment leading to four

sþrzando statements of the tonic (bars 35-36) at a rather low register; Wieck's main

tn Tgb I, 282,n.259.
20 For the relevant diary entry, see Chapter 16, "The Mad Musician"
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"triumphal way" being expressed in spoiling others' wedding aspirations! "Paganini",

then, is a face (Wieck) beneath a mask (Paganini).

The Asch motif occurs (with repeats) eight times in the Valse but only once in Paganini.

The singular occurrence in "Paganini" emerges just before two statements of the

wedding formula and the somewhat dissonant environment leading to the four

sþrzando tonic chords. The dilemma for Schumann was as follows: even though he

may have preferred Clara, there was the obstacle of her father to overcome; if that

proved insurmountable then perhaps Ernestine was the best second choice, hence the

minor mode, the harmonic disturbance and the low-pitched tonic chords with the

sforzando marking; for this was not his preferred choice. As Schumar¡r later wrote to

Clara about this romantic conflict:

. . . I was already so deeply involved in yow life through art, habit and deep

affection. . .21

"Aveu": Ab Major

Schumann gives this piece the French title "Aveu" which is avowal, confession or

admission in English. The question arises: confession of what to whom?

Aveu.
,/-S\
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The piece is in A-B-A form; the key is Ab major, a wedding key; the Asch motif occurs

(with repeats) four times, each time going to C; the wedding formula might have

occurred (bars 2-4) if it were not intemrpted by chord IV (Db); the chromatic motif of

union occurs twice (in the bass at bars 5-6 and in the treble at bar 8) in complimentary

fashion:

bars 5-6:
barS:

BIIBIC
CtBIBb

Robert united with Clara
Clara united with Robert

Therefore, if the Asch motif is to be taken as representing Ernestine, a better title for

this piece would have been "Confusion". On the other hand, it may be interpreted: that

even though Schumann was outwardly attached to Ernestine, his secret preference was

for Clara but he could not declare his love for her (Bb/B/C) until she "confessed" her

love for him (C/BiBb). In the meantime, the intemrpted wedding formula indicates the

immediate and, as yet, inconclusive outceme of this initial "confession".

"Promenade": Bb Minor/Db Major

As has been stated, "Promenade" was explained to Moscheles as "the walk taken at

German balls, arm in arm with your partner". The question is: which partner? The

Asch motif occurs (with repeats) three times only. On the other hand, the piece is

teeming with "wedding" symbolism involving the trnion of Robert and Clara and the

overall key-structure indicates the persons between whom a conflict or obstacle may

:El=t=-:
IU

-

r-l- lr
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arise: Bb minor (Robert) and Wieck (Db major). There are many, often small, details

that must be observed in order to obtain the complete picture.

Promennde .
Con moto.

Àb ï t

€bc
I
F

f"ttt1\lll
llr

fi
E

The piece opens as though it were in Db major (bars l-4) but this is followed by att

equally valid closure in Bb minor (bars 5-8). Thus the combatants are poised. In the B!

minor section the harmonies spell out the wedding formula, and this is "the issue". This

"issue" is reinforced by the bass-line at the same place: GbÆ/Bb, Clara united with

Robert. And what of the little notes in bars 3-4 þaralleled in normal-size notes in the

bass)? Apart from the constant "Db" present throughout these chords, the only other

notes (in fuIl size) are FIEßlCjblF which look highly suspicious. Is Schumann asking us

to count these notes as more important than the little notes? It would seem that "the

issue" is expressed here also: Robert united with Clara (F/EÆ/Gb/F) enmeshed within

NlGlAblDb/Al (the marriage issue to be determined by the father) and in the bass:

/'l.lclNlBb/Ab indicating problems between Wieck (Db and G) and Robert (Bb) over this

proposed union (Al).

Bars 9-12 return to the Db harmonies but they are followed by a repeat of bars 5-8 (bars

13-6) which involve almost everything that has been observed so far except the

omission of the Asch motif (bar 9-10).
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The following observations arise from bars 17-32
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(a) at bar 19-20, the little notes are now occupied with Clara and her father

(G/F+/G/G/G); the first group of normal-sized notes, occupied with Robert

Schumann concerned about marriage (EtDt'tEßlE); C is common to all the

chords; the notes in the bass spell out: Clara (FÐ and Robert (A) separated by the

father (G).

(b) At perhaps the most climactic moment in the piece, the wedding formula appears

again (barc22-25) and at bars25-28 the chromatic motif of union (B/C/C). The

little notes (tritone doubles of the ones in bars 19-20) and accompanying chords
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at bars 27-28 say nothing really new. Finally, the wedding formula occurs once

more (bars 29-3I) before the music returns to the beginning again.

The next section (bars 33-48) is, in a sense, more in Bl major than minor, though it

retums to B¡ minor on the way to Dl major in order to reintroduce a frrther repeat of the

opening bar (bars 49-55 equalling bars l-7). The chromatic motif of union occurs again

(bars 35-37) and the wedding formula across bars 37-43. At bar 49 the Asch motif

occurs for the last time but with an acciaccatura (Gr) attached to the A¡. This may be no

more important than pre-empting the Gb of the dominant 7ú of the Db chord, however, if

at any time it is possible to interpret the Asch motif as Scha, representing Schumann,

{s t

bacs l- f

then the Gb, in its own right, with the Asch motif, might spell out: Clara Schumann.

Since bars 1-7 are repeated, as has been stated, the wedding formula occws again and,

as well, in the bass-line, the notes: C¡ßlBç.

From bar 56 the piece is clearly moving towards Dl major and neither the wedding

formula nor the Asch motif are heard any more. However, combined with the

chromatic motif of union (at bars 6l-62 and 69-7 0), there is a sequence of notes in the

bass (bars 56-61, repeated from bars 64-69) which spell out the following:

iu lg¿r vìl 1 tll

_+
Gdín.
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From bars 7l to the end, the piece concludes, over a tonic pedal, with cadential idioms

in Dl major and even the motivic material (for example bars 7l-73) indicates that

whatever Robert's hopes are, the "wedding issue" will, for the moment, remain within

the perogative of the father: DblF.l,ßlGblGlA.

Schumann may have been openly promenading with Ernestine (Asch) but in his heart,

Clara was the preferred one. If any real link with the latter was to come about he would

have to deal with the one about whom he had written, after he had first met him in 1828:

Wieck is ... a Vesuvius planted with flowers but the flowers die, he breaks them
off and his lava rises forth.
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"Pauset': Ab Major

The music of "Pause" is a direct quotation of 27 bars (bars 87-l 13) of "Préambule" and

the main performance instruction Vivo is common to both, but what are we to say of an

instruction such as precipitandosi in a piece entitled "Pause"? This section in

"Préambule" contains one of the occurrences of the wedding formula which is followed

closely by the Asch motif (the latter for the only time in "Préambule") and there it was

suggested that "schumann is found to be in a situation, divided between Clara

(represented by the wedding formula) and Ernestine (represented by the Asch motif) ...

this subsequently caused the conflict of which Carnaval is a true confession".

Now, after a long story, the issue is brought to our attention again, as had been

foreshadowed in the "Préambule". "Pause" therefore refers to a restatement of the

orginal issue which has become an urgent one: Clara had come into the picture again,

with enthusiasm and agreement. This resulted in a "pause" in the progress of potential

marital linkage to Ernestine. The element of urgency is expressed in the performance

(?) markin g: pre cipitandosit

There is a firrther reason for "Pause": it introduces the so-called "Marche des

Davidsbündler contre les Philistins", in which the ambivalent romantic situation is

resolved, once and for all. We begin with a schematic overvlew:
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Marche des Davidsbündler contre les Phìlßtínes: Ab Major

Bar Key Theme Comment

1-8
9-16
t7-24

Ab major Asch

Asch

repeated
repeated with
repeated

25-44

45-50

5r-58
58-65
66

67-81

C minor

Eb major

C minor

G.Dance
related

Grandf. Dance
G.Dance. related

G. Dance
related

pedal on G

modulation from C minor to
V of Eb major

pedal on Bb

modulation from Eb major to
V of C minor
pedal on G (basically parallels
bars 25-39)

82
83-98

99-120

modulatory

Eb major

Animato

Vivo

V ofC
from the V of C to Et major
Parallels bars 7l-86 of
"Préambule".
two bars (repeated) parallel
"Préambule" bars 87-88
the rest, a fifth higher than in
"Préambule" (thus no Asch
motif) plus some fui'ther
material to modulate to F minor

t2l-140

t4t-146

147-154

t54 -r6t

t62

163-177

178

F minor

Al major

F minor

G. Dance
related

Grandf. Dance

G. Dance
related

G. Dance
related

Pedal on C

modulation to V of Ab major

pedal on Eb

modulation to the V of F

pedal on C (basically parallels
bars l2l-135)
V ofF

179-194

t95-204

205-224

modulatory

Ab major

Animato molto

Vivo

from the V of F to Ab major
(a fourth higher than at bars 83-
e8)
a fourth higher than at bars 99-
108

concluding material
leadins to Più stretto

225-241

242-283

Ab major

Ab major

Più stretto

Coda

tonic pedal. Parallels
"Préambule", I14-130
cadential idioms
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There are firrther comments to be made here which are crucial to our understanding of

this piece, and the work as a whole. First, the Asch motif occurs (with repeats) eight

times within the first 24 bars and then we hear no more of it for the rest of the

"Marche". If the "Marche" is a musical outworking of the love-battle which must be

fought between Wieck and Schumann on Clara's behalf, then we might take the Asch

motif as representing Schumann's current attachment to Ernestine, which ultimately

must be left behind if anything concrete were to come of his attachment to Clara. At the

performance instruction Vivo, Schumann quotes a few bars, at the same pitch, from

"Préambule" but the music continues in such a way that the Asch motif which occwred

twice in "Préambule" (bars 92-98) is missing in the "Maxche". This would indicate that

the removal of Emestine (Asch) from the scene is intentional, as a necessary

prerequisite.

Secondly, the Grandfather Dance occurs once in the dominant and once in the tonic

areas and with the Grandfather Dance-related material on either side, almost half of the

total music of the movement is taken up with this thought. It is not really necessary to

explain that the Grandfather Dance is a symbol of wedding considerations.

The wedding formula occurs throughout the piece:

bars 7-10:

bars 14-16:

C-F-Ab-F-B'-Eþ.

Bb-Eþ-Cb-Gb-Eb-Ab, this as a variant in the context of a

harmonic digression and, together with the first, gives us

the complimentary statement: Robert Schumann

united with Clara Schumann in mariage.
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bars

bars

bars

bars

86-94

100-2

1 10-14:

179-90.,

C-F-Bb-Eb

C-F-Bb-E}

C-F-Bb-Eb

C-F-Bb-E}-Ab

as in "Préambule". (Animato)

repeated at I 04-106 .(Vivo)

bars 196-8: C-F-Bb-E,b-Ab,

(Animato molto - we can see

why the molto is added)

repeated, at bars 200-2

There are a few intemrpted wedding formulas, and the formula is not heard beyond bar

202,bttby this time the music is engaged with concluding gestures (surely the point

has been made, now that the complete formula has been declared: C-F-Bb-Eb-Æ,Clara

united with Robert Schumann in mariage) and from this point the wedding formula is

replaced with the chromatic motif of union, to which we now tum.
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The chromatic motif of union occurs throughout the work:

bars 99-100 in the bass: AlBblBlC leading to Eb

bars 103-4 in the bass: AlBlblBlC leading to Eb

bars 213-14 in the bass: ClCblBb

bars 247-48 in the tenor: ClCblBb

bars 250-51 in the treble: BblBlC

bars 255-60 in the tenor: ClCblBV repeated three times.

Seven out of the nine occurrences appear after bar 202, from which point the wedding

formula does not appear, mainly for reasons connected with cadential idioms; the

fundamental C in Ab major is chord iii, some way from the goal.

In Ab major the father is also a long way from the goal:

IIVviiiiiviiiVl
AbDbGCFBbEbAb

and cannot normally intercept. But there are some occasions:

bars 40-51 C-F-Ab . . Db . . Bb-E leading to the first statement of the

Grandfather Dance.

bars 136-44 C-F . . Db . . Gb-E, leading to the second statement of the

Grandfather Dance

bars 210-15 Bb-E -Ab . . Db . . Gb-E but this is the last time we hear

from either chord IV or vii for the rest of the piece.
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Bars255-266 stimulate Peter Kaminsky to observe:

The "Marche" transposes motif x fby which he is referring to the subsiduary

motif in Pierrot:EbiClBbl to the tonic pitch level Ab-F-Eb (mm.255-266). As in
"Pierrot", motif x generates an arpeggiated descent of the tonic triad as a closing
gesture [he is talking Schenkerian!], only here it receives far gteater dramatic
emphasis: it is repeated three times in the right hand (to dispel all possible
doubts as to its importance, Schumann helpfully supplies crescendo marks as

well as accents!); it spans four octaves instead of three; and it is imitated
canonically in the left hand, which is also set offby accents and the marl<rngff

,,, 22posstote.

But let us look at the passage again:

x69 +
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The accents are, in the first instance, placed above the three chords in bar 255-6

(repeated at257-8 and259-60) and not on the transposed x motif until bars 263-4 and

by this time the x motif has become part of the descending arpeggiated chord of the

added 6th: F Eb C Ab which is what is "imitated canonically in the left hand", and "which

is set off by accents and the markingff possible". Schumann is not accenting the

transposed x motif of "Pierrot" but the main ingredients of his story. It has been noted

above that the three accented chords contain the chromatic motif of union, in the "bass"

partClCblBb three times (bars255-256, 257-259,260-262) over an Eb pedal, but they
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22 Kaminsþ, "Formal Structure", 216.
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contain something more; that is the reason for the conflict that will result from

Schumann's preference for Clara, the presence of the father: EhlDtDblFj or Eb/F/G/Eb in

the same bars, and that is why they are accented. Once that point is made, the accents

shift to the bass-line, to the chord of the added 6ú FlEblC/l+blFlBllcl1,J. which finally, in

the context of Ab major (a "wedding" key) spells out the abiding hope: Clara united with

Schumann.

The choice of keys (and the pedals that go with them) indicates:

(a) Ab major as a wedding key, to which all other diversions ultimately return;

(b) the keys surrounding the Grandfather Dance in each case are the relative minors

of the key of the Dance itself, but in both cases they are in the minor (latent)

mode and contain intemrpted wedding formulas. In the first instance the

Grandfather Dance occurs in Eb major (Schumann) surrounded by C minor

(Clara) and in the second instance, Ab major ("wedding"), surrounded by F

minor (also "wedding"). It is as though the issue between Robert and Clara has

been raised to a higher plane; and

(c) the pedals are exclusively occupied with the three "combatants": G (parent), Bb

(Robert), C (Clara), Eb (Schumann) until the final pedal on Ab ("wedding") in

bars225-241. There is a further six-bar pedal from bars 255-260 on Eb (as the

dominant of the concluding Ab major) but this is where Schumann's issue or

conflict is spelt out in the above mentioned chords containing the chromatic

motif of union among other things.

It has commonly been assumed that the title of this piece refers to the struggle of the

Davidsbündler against "Philistines, musical and others" as Schumann (through
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Florestan) had stated. Thus, for example, Daverio, in talking of unities in Carnaval

says

... the concluding "March" , actually awaltz in which the masked Davidsbündler
effectively rout the Philistines, represented musically by the Grossvatertanz,
draws on the introductory Préambule, a boisterous variant of its coda neatly
rounding off the whole work.23

"Davidsbtindler" was the name given by Schumann to a group of people, both real and

imaginary, who joined with him in opposing the banal and flashy in contemporary

music and in encouraging new music of quality. This approach could also be applied to

literature and life in general, hence "musical and others"

By the time Carnaval came to be composed and certainly before the titles were applied,

the bond between the real figures of the Davidsbund, (many of whom were editors

along with Schumann, of the Neue Leipziger Zeitschriftfür Musik) had, to some extent,

become disrupted.

Strife with Wieck and the other editors

Schunke's death on 7 December [1834].

Complete disintegration of the whole circle

Wieck and Klara on trip to Braunschweig 2a

and so on. Eventually, for Schumann, the Davidsbund consisted, at least in

compositional terms, of the imaginary figures (Florestan and Eusebius) and Clara and

himself. The ultimate Philistine was 
'Wieck, 

as Schumann wrote (albeit in April 1838):

Well, I have become quite resentful of your father now that he's begun to
grumble and growl again. I'm beginning to think he's a Philistine who is
rigidly adhering to his materialistic thoughts and pursuits; he's become quite
unfeeling and regards our young love as a childhood sickness, like measles,

etc., whiòh everyone has to get over, even if they die in the process.2s

23 Daverio Schumann, (1997),l4l.
'n All four entries, TgbI,420.
2s Weissweiler/Fritsch'/Crawford, I 37
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Schumann knew this from the beginning and his music tells us so. Hence the title for the

general public: "Marche des Davidsbündler contre les Philistins" but in private (that is,

in the score), a much more personal struggle against a more formidable opponent. The

role of the Grandfather Dance, as elsewhere, is to emphasise the "wedding" hopes

which Schumann entertained regarding Clara, but the excitement which that prospect

engendered had to be weighed against the toll it might exact. Of cowse Schumann was

aware of the Philistine nature of the Grandfather Dance, as of other aspects of his music;

as he wrote of Papillon¡ Opus 2:

Early yesterday Carl (Schumann's brotherl with the Schneeberg Philistine -
nowthese are just the kind of people for which Papillons was written.26

Papillons, Opus 2, also features the Grandfather Dance in the last movement but not in

a derogatory sense; after all, Schumann had already been practising:

with me and you into the feather bed

with me and you into the straw

though this is not the section of the Grandfather Dance quoted in Carnaval. The

section quoted indicates his real concems

As the grandfather took the grandmother
Then the grandfather was a bridegroom
and the grandmother was a bride.
Then they were married together

The question which Carnaval asks is: which bride?

Conclusion

Let us retrace the steps concerning the composition and publication of Carnaval:

(a) Ernestine von Fricken arrives to study piano with Friedrich Wieck on 21 April

1 834.

(b) Clara goes to Dresden in May 1834 to study theory and singing.

'u Tgb r,387 .
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(c) Clara writes a letter to Schumann2T for his birthday on 8 June 1834, signing it

"your friend Clara Wieck, Clara Wieck, Doppelgänger". She is to tum 15 on

13 September 1834.

(d) On 10 July, Schumann replies to Clara's letter.28 The letter to Clara contains the

statement concerning the chord of the thirteenth, quoted above, as well as such

statements as:

You [Clara] my one and only Doppelgänger.

Do you think "About your friend in good times and bad, Emestine, a sparkling
jewel who can never be appreciated enough?"

the discursive part [of Schumann's letter] should come next, [it doesn't] the

serious, probing passage of this composiiion using letter notation...2e

the final greeting: "Adio, clarissima Cara, cara Clarissima" [Farewell, most

illustrious beloved, beloved most illustrious Clara].

(e) Clara returns to Leipzig for the baptism of her step-sister (25 July 1834) and

finds Robert and Ernestine are the god-parents.

(Ð Clara's letter (213 March 1838) explains her own reactions:

When we [Clara, Ernestine and Robert] went for a walk, and you only talked
with Ernestine - and played around with me - I had the strangest feeling in my
heart (as young as it was, it was already beating very wannly for you). Father

therefore sent me to Dresden where I regained some hope. At the time, I already

thought that it would be quite nice if you would become my husband one day.

But when I came back to Leipzig, my hopes were dashed! Ernestine was tight-
lipped with me, suspicious, and she really had no reason to be that way. Mother
told me of a wonderful letter that you wrote to her on the day Cäcilie was

baptized, and finally I heard that the two of you were engaged.'u

(e)

(h)

(Ð

Clara returns to Dresden on 7 August 1834, sad, dejected.

25 October 1834 Schumann visits Asch with his sister-in-law Therese.

Schumann's diary sunmary:

27 Weissweiler/Fritsch/Crawford I, I l.
28 WeissweilerÆritsch/Crawford I, 12- 14.
tn Note the comparison: writing to Clara with the chord of EÈt3 with two Cs, and composing the letter to

Clara in letter notation.
30 Weissweiler/Fritsch/Crawford, I I 3.
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The year 1835 ... continued work on Karnaval which was already begun rn
December 1834 in Zwickau... written in fair copy in the winter months

fJanuary/February 1 83 5].3 
1

This, however, most probably contained no titles, nor was it necessarily the final

version before publication.

C) Schumann sends the manuscript copy of Carnaval to Mendelssohn who writes to

Henriette Voigt about it, in March 1835, mentioning No I I in F minor - there

appear to be no titles.

(k) Clara returns to Leipzig from a concert tour to Hambtug in March 1835, from

which time Clara and Robert are in daily contact and problems begin to arise

between Robert and Ernestine.

(1) Somewhere between March 1835 and mid-1837 the final "putting together" of

the pieces was completed and the "superscrþions" attached to each.

There are two issues here: first the original composition of the music (mainly December

1834 - January/February 1835, that is before any serious, open conflict between

Ernestine and Robert); and secondly, the placing of the titles afterwards, which may

have been influenced by subsequent events, even ifthe content ofeach piece had

secretly spelt out in musical notation (and even musical letter-notation!) the conflict,

before it became known to the parties concerned.

In March 1838, Schumann wrote to Clara:

You haven't looked deeply enough into my Davidsbündlertcinze;I think they are
quite dffirent from Carnaval and are to the latter as faces are to masks ... One
thing I know; they were conceived in joy while the other one was often difficult
and painful.32

It is hardly likely that Schumann, in stating that the conception of Carnaval was "often

tt Tgbr,42r.
32 Vy'eissweilerÆritsch/Crawford I, 130.
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difhcult and painful" was referring simply to compositional difhculties. It is more

likely that he was referring to the muddled circumstances of his personal romantic life

during the composition and ultimate amangement of Carnaval, and the way in which

Carnaval reflects these mixed circumstances.

The reference to masks (Carnaval) as opposed to faces (Davidsbandlerttinze) is also

intriguing: Carnaval is Schumann's first work to use individual titles. The masks of

Carnaval hide something which is not so much to be found in the titles as in the music

itself. By contrast, Schumann claims that the Davidsbündlertdnze are much clearer, like

faces, and contain "wedding thoughts", even though in this latter work there are no

titles. What he really means is that the absence of titles in Davidsbündlertrinze prevents

any distraction of meaning - the music is able to speak for itself - whereas Carnavalhas

been widely misunderstood or at least not properly understood because of the titles.

Hermeneutic Validity.

It is clear that Carnaval, as we might have guessed, reflects not only Schumann's

involvement with Ernestine but also his continuing love for Clara. The thought might

arise, however, that in choosing the keys of Bb major/minor, Eb major and Ab major it

would not be unusual for the so-called wedding formula to occur in the normal course

of events:

B¡: ii-V-I
El: vi-ii-V-I
Ab: iii-vi-ii-V-I

C-F-BI
C-F-B'-Eb
C-F-Bb-E[-Ab

However, one can also argue that this is the reason why Schumann chose these keys in

the first place. Once again, it is the permutations and manipulations which reinforce

what might otherwise be taken as progressions of a purely structural nature, for

example:
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(aReconnaissancett

C-F-Bb-Eb-Ab

A*-E-G{-D-F+

'6Valse allemande"
C-Ab-F-Bb

Gbtptp,rp¡

AIBIIBIC

Clara united with Robert Schumann

in marriage

Robert united with Clara

Clara united with Robert combined with

the tritone doubles of the chromatic motif

of union in contrary motion:

Clara united with Robert Schumann

and the reverse.

"Marche des Davidsbündler contre les Philistins"

C-F-Ab-F-Bb-E Clara united with Robert Schumann

Bb-E -Cb-Gb-Eb-Ab Robert Schumann united with

Clara Schumar¡r in ma:riage

In some cases these occur as significant harmonic digressions from the more regular

progress of harmonies surrounding them. This is very similar to the asides or smaller

digressive techniques which Jean Paul uses in his novels. Indeed, it is these

permutations or manipulations which give validity to the symbolic meaning of more

regular progressions such as portions of the cycle of 5ths or cadential idioms which may

otherwise be deemed to be harmonically inevitable and therefore hermeneutically

neutral. Apart from that, there are many other (sometimes small) details, throughout

Carnaval, which would indicate support for the elucidation given here.

Carnaval, from a hermeneutic point of view, builds on the techniques seen throughout

the Sonata in F{ minor not only by a continuation of the use of the wedding formula and

symbolic use of keys but also, in addition, by the wide-spread utilization of the

chromatic motif of union. This probably arose, not only from the logical consequences

of the wedding fbrmulas, expressed in melodic terms, but also from the need to off-set
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the Asch motif, indicating Ernestine, with a complementary motivic device indicating

the prior and continuing link between Robert and Clara.

So far, in the piano works, we have encountered the "Papillons" motif, the Grandfather

Dance, the wedding formulas, and now the chromatic motifs of union. There are still

several significant motifs to come, the most important of which are Clara's Andantino

motif and the motif of spiritual and physical union, both of which emerge in a consistent

way after Robert and Clara's initial commitment to one another in November 1835.

The next Chapter, whilst carrying forward all that has been noted thus far, will introduce

these two motifs in considerable detail through a study of the two works composed in

1836: the Concert ohne Orchester, Opus 14, and the Phantasie in C major, Opus 17.
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Ever since Litzmann,the biographer of Clara, wtote:

One must visualize what the Ff minor Sonata signified for Schumann's inner life
- "a lonely cry from the heart for you", he later said of it, "in which your theme

appears in every possible form" - implying how deeply it must have distressed

him that every echo of this work, borne out of his passion for Clara, failed to
materialize.l

scholars have unforhmately followed suit and mistakenly attributed Schumann's words

("a lonely cry from the heart" and so on) to the Ff minor Sonata. It is clear, however,

that Schumann had another work in mind; as he wrote to Clara in February 1838:

I wrote a concerto about you ... a lonely heart's cry for you ... By the w-ay, you
never did figure out that your theme appears in every possible form ... 2

This was the Concert ohne Orchester in F minor, Opus 14, composed in 1836. Once

the right work is brought into focus, Litzmann's comment concerning Schumann's

distress stilt holds true. In 1836, subsequent to the break with V/ieck and his ban on any

contact between Robert and Clara, "under pain of death",3 Robert did not see or have

any communications with Clara except for a letter from her on his birthday (and his

reply), and the occasional encounter at a distance in the streets of Leipzig, or as a

member of the audience at Clara's concerts. As Schumann wrote in his diary summary:

"Troubled year I836".4

In the same year Schumann also composed the Phantasie in C major, Opus 17, of which

he wrote:

I Litzmann I, 109-l10.
2 Weissweiler/Fritsch/Crawford I, 105.

' From a letter to August Kahlert quoted and translated by John Daverio tn Schumann, (1997), 148.
o Tgbr,422.
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I've also completed a fantasy in three movements which I sketched out in June

'36. The first movementis probably the most passionate thing I've ever done - a
profound lament for you.)

Thus once again Schumann buried his sorrows in creative activity, resulting in the

composition of one of his greatest works, the Phantasie inC, and a lesser known work,

the Concert ohne Orchester. Since these two works represent similar autobiographical

concerns, they are discussed in some detail.

CoNcnnr oHI\tE Oncrmsrnn, Opus 14

"Your theme", to which Schumann refers, is an Andantino by Clara herself and

Schumann verifies its prior existence in the title of the middle movement of Opus 14:

Quasi Variazioni. Andantino de Clara lilieck, although apparently there is no surviving

autograph.

First Movement: Allegro brillanle

The first movement opens with a melodic fragment of Clara's Andantino theme in the

bass clef:

Allogro bríllante.(j = re)

F-f:!. ivb

ÞbFc

a)

s Weissweiler/Fritsch/Crawford I, 129
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The primary key of this work is F minor. In this key, the harmonic wedding formula

will only normally occur with a modulation or chordal progression from V(C) through

I(F) to IV (Bb), as occurs here from bars 1-4. This is the issue, or Schumann's hope,

though not entirely the current situation. Schumann later reminded Clara of the

occasion when they had both met clandestinely in February 1836, while she was in

Dresden:

Two years ago today I said farewell to you in Dresden, at this very hour.
"Remain faithful to me", I said - you were sad and bowed your head a little, and
you kept your word.

It was because of this illicit meeting that Wieck banned all further contact between

them, and thus their union of the heart was intercepted by the parent, as the following

harmonization of bars 7-10 would indicate:

f,i It
1

F Gr

Indeed, any subsequent attempt to assert the wedding formula is intemrpted (or

incomplete) until bar 31.

!t
Þb

T fotl' >Ë-->

tf tî
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V/ith the introduction of a new idea (variant?) on a supertonic pedal at bar 26the piece

would seem to be moving in the direction of the dominant, perhaps to introduce the

tonic once more.

senIDA

{: tr
t
¡t I

reda\ ¿r^., G c- F

At this point, however, the harmonies begin to move in the direction of Eb major

(Schumann's key) and in the process the wedding formula is unequivocally spelt out:

Bb Eb

More importantly, a variant of Clara's Andantino theme appears across bars 32-33:

¡olto oooe

q 4

v

FC

lrr

This variant encapsulates, for the first time, what we have elsewhere called the motif of

spiritual and physical union:

in Al

that is, a motif beginning a minor third below the final note and traversing four other

notes with the following intervallic relationships:

tone/semi-tone/major 3td/tone/tone

f,E
Eb: g !i

Þb_
vllIt

Eb

-l +ltIt -La
F-Bb ì Eb

E
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Though not clearly isolated here6, this small fragment plays a signifrcant role in the

Phantasie, Opus 17, through to the songs of 1840 and beyond.T It is important to note

that in this occurrence the motivic variant appears in the context of an extended

wedding formula: C-F-Bb-Eb.

In bars 38-45, the texture changes to that of dotted notes in both clefs, and, since this

passage is in Eb major, the wedding formula occurs at bars 4l-42 (C-F-Bb-Eb) and in its

repeat an octave higher at bars 45-46a. At bars 46b-54, the texture changes to one of

chromatic imitative counterpoint, where there are four descending chromatic scale

fragments: two in the treble clef (bars 46-49) and two in the bass clef (bars 47-49).

Eb: I rT:

c

l|rií ri
.F-Bb

ut
Db'

t

t I

GEb
!!

c
iri -lr T

?- Þb-+sU

These can be interpreted as three variants of the chromatic motif of unión:

(a) GbtFlElFllD (bars 46-49), Clara united with Robert Schumann in marriage, and

its tritone equivalent;

(b) ClCrlBlblNAb (bars 46-49);

(c) C:il.lFlBlE]. (barc 47-49), and also

(d) ClcblBlb (bars 48-49).

All of this ultimately leads to or is incorporated by the wedding formula (bars 49-50):

C-F-Bb-Eb.

6 The motif occurs here within the parameters of Eb and G, and can be compared with the ASCH motif
found between the parameters of Bb and D in "Pierrot"of Carnqval, mentioned earlier.
7 

See also Schumann's Piano Concerto in A minor, Opus 54.
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Finally, the Exposition turns to Ab major, the relative major, at bar 62. Schuma¡n

emphasises this arrival by retuming to the opening motto, though nôw in more lyrical

mood. Needless to say, this Ab major section again involves both intemrpted and

complete wedding formulas, for example, in bars 66-70 (C . . Db . . Eb-At), and in bars

88-90 (C-F-Bb-Eb-Al). Eventually, the Ab major section traverses the cycle of 5ths (bars

100-110) from VII (over a G pedal)-ilI-vi (over a C pedal) followed by two bars of the

German 6th on G (the II of F minor) in readiness for the Recapitulation.

{

CT -" F "or"f,
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The Recapitulation does not repeat the opening harmonies exactly; bars 113-l 16

(paralleling bars 1-4) no longer have the progression v-I-iv, and there is now an

augmented major 7th chord in bar 113, where there had been none in bar l. Thus

Schumann makes a fleeting comment to reinforce his message: that is, the conflict

(dissonance) regarding marriage.

î

.f
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Immediately following these opening bars of the Recapitulation, there is a digression,

first to Gt major (bars 117-118) and then, through the enharmonic change of Gb to Fil, to

what might have been E major/minor (or more correctly A major/minor). But atbar 126

this proposal (Fil-B-E-A) is intemrpted by four bars of G major harmonies, and instead

of Clara united with Robert Schumann, Clara's hopes are ignored, indeed opposed, by

the interference of her father(G).

ttt
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In the Exposition, the wedding formula had first occurred as C-F-Bb and then (in Eb

major) as C-F-Bb-Eb. Here, the possibility was the tritone parallel: Fil-B-E-A, but this

was not to be. After this digression, the tonic (F minor) is regained. Eventually the

section involving the motif of spiritual and physical union occurs for the second time,

PP
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but in the context of Ab major, with an even more extended wedding formula (C-F-Bb-

Eb-Ab): Clara united with Robert Schumann in marriage.

In the parallel chromatic section (bars 166-169) which follows the dotted-rhythm

passage, now in Aü major, the descending scale fragments reappear, presenting the

chromatic motif of union in two forms:

(a) ClCblP/ÞlAlAb (bars 168-169), and its tritone equivalent

(b) GbtFtFb/F¡ro(J67-169):

(c) ClcblBblNAb (bars 168-169) and

(d) ClÞßlFbtBb (bars 168-169)

Meanwhile, the harmonic wedding formula (bars 168-170) is now also extended to read:

C-Ab-Eb-F-Bb-Eb-Ab, Clara,united with Schumann, united with Robert Schumann in

marriage.

It is interesting to note that whereas the Eb major chromatic section in the Exposition led

ultimately to the lyrical treatment of Clara's Andantino motif in Ab major (from bar 62),

in the Recapitulation the chromatic section in Ab leads to the lyrical treatment in Db

major, beginning at bar 182. This, together with the intemrpted wedding formula of

opening bars of the Recapitulation, and the digression via F{7 beginning at bar 118 and

involving the interception of the father at bar 126f., shows that the Recapitulation

reflects, with even greater intensity, the conflict that Schumann's wedding plans have

brought. Thus, "Break with Wieck"; thus the total ban; thus the "troubled year 1836".

The Coda (bars227-end) involves the third statement of the opening motto, with the Ab

dissonance for the second time, and with the same intemrpted harmonies as in the
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Recapitulation. There is no resolution to Schumann's dilemma: although Clara's

Andantino motif appears, it is not accompanied by the wedding formula. Indeed, the

first movement concludes with a reinforced, and much less hopeful situation: lI(Gl) and

Vt(C) to i(F). In whichever guise Claruis presented (Gb or C), the wedding concept,

i(F) does not lead to iv(Bb) nor on to VII(E[), and certainly not further to III(Ab).

The occurrence of Clara's Andantino motif throughout the first movement clearly

identifies the female component of this ménage à trois. The variant labelled as "the

motif of spiritual and physical union" occurs only twice, first in the Exposition in the

context of Eb major, and secondty in the Recapitulation in the context of Aü major, and

both are reinforced by the wedding formula. With characteristic humour, Schumann

shows, in two keys representing himself (EÐ und marriage (Ab), not only what he can do

with Clara's Andantino motif, but also what he would like to have done with Clara, if it

were not for the father . . .

Quasì Vøríøzioni. Andantíno de Clarø Wieck

The basic theme of the Quasi Variazioni, as has been stated, is from an untraceable

Andantino by Clara herself. The setting of the theme in2l4 time resembles a funeral

march, and is thus appropriate to the issue at hand: the death, temporarily or otherwise,

of a relationship.
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Here the wedding formula is absent, being intemrpted by chord VI(DÐ at bar 9, and the

continuing barc (17-24) emphasise the presence of the parent with the occurrence of

chords V(DÐ and II(G) on the way to V(C). Variation 1 initially provides the wedding

formula at bars 26-27 and in the parallel bars 30-31, but for the rest of the variation

there are no further indicators.

Variation 2 is more fruitful. Perhaps more certain than the opening bars (45-52) are the

occrrrence of a variant wedding formula at bars 53-55 and 57-59 (C-F-E -At, Clara

ll
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united with Schumann in marriage) and above all at bars 70-72a, and74-76a.
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This latter occurrence contains the Andantino theme in counterpoint from C to F but the

lead-up to the theme involves the ascending notes F/G/A which, combined with the

descending motiv, ClBllN, gives the allusion of the motiv of spiritual and physical

union, even though the third note is in major: FlclNctBllrlN.

In the first eight bars of Variation 3 the wedding formula occurs unequivocally from

bars 79-81 but is subsequently intemrpted or intercepted. We note especially bars

89-92:
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Variation 4,the longest and most free of the variations, is almost entirely bereft of the

wedding formula, attempts to form it being blocked by:

(a) chord VI(DÐ at bars 105-106; and

(b) chord II(G), for example, at bars 107, and bars 115-l18.

The only time, in this last variation, that the wedding formula occurs is in bars 129-130,

just before the Coda:
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The Coda (bars 131-145) is notable not so much for its harmonies, which consist of V

and I exclusively, but for the notes which the melodic line, in octaves, delineates:
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From bars l3l-36, Db, G and C are the most prominent resting points; then Clara's

Andantino motif follows (bars 137-end) "without the presence of the father" (the G of

the motif is omitted) so that there is a leap from Ab to the F of the concluding nine,

somewhat ominous, tonic chords. The overall dramatic effect of these nine chords in

forte is almost palpable: they sound out a paradox, both of finality and expectancy.

Apart from the fact that the number nine is especially symbolic for Schumann in that it

represents Clara's birth month (September), these nine chords in the minor (latent)

mode, preceded by the dominant 7'h, seem to reach out as though there is a question or

issue yet to be resolved; since C and F form the first two chords of the wedding formula,

we know what this issue is, and that it is certainly as yet unresolved.

Before we turn to the final movement of the Concerto, there is one observation which

Linda Correll Roesner makes of the last variation which requires further comment. She

draws attention to the melodic and harmonic content of bars 120-l2l:
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This theme, which enters out of the blue and in the unexpected key of Gb major,

links up directly with the cadential gesture in C major (which in turns prepares the

return to the F-minor tonic in m.I24). The melody that appears in m.120 in Gb

major recurs in other Schumann works and seems also to have symbolic

associations with Clara. . . Its striking appearance here in an trnusual key that then

"resolves", in even more striking manner, a tritone away (C major) provides a

powerful point of reference, both symbolic and structural. Gb major, which had

made only one brief appearance toward the end of the first movement (m.190), and

I¡llI v.. 1. t- te7' \"'/
/ÊÆ
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which makes only this one equally brief - but arresting - appea.rance in the Quasi
variazioni, will in the finale go on to become a tonal pillar."

First, to be more accurate, there is an implied modulation to Gb major only, within the

context of not so much C major but the V of F minor which, in turn, results in a retum

to the opening bars of the variation. However, the point is taken regarding the

þotential) tritone relationship, representing Clara's doubles, C and Gb. Secondly, the

theme which Correll Roesner says "recurs in other Schumann works" seems remarkably

similar to the "quotation" of Beethoven's An die ferne Geliebte at the conclusion of the

first movement of the Phantasie in C major, Opus 17, also "sketched out" in June 1836,

as Schumann claimed.

Phantasie in C major,bars295-291;

transposed to Gb major (see bracket over bars ll9-121, above)

If this latter observation is correct, we can see the irony involved: Robert is separated

from "the distant beloved", Clara, and not able to communicate personally or through

letters. We are reminded of the statement that Schumann made in a letter to Clara in

1 834:

Your letter was you. You stand before me speaking, smiling, as always,

springing from seriousness to mirth, playing with veils like diplomats - in short,

the letter was Clara - the double (Doppelgdngerin).

This would explain the implied modulation to Gb major, since there was no

Doppelgdngerin inthe form of letters - correspondence was banned; thus also the

evocation of the An dieferne Geliebte fragment.

+-

t Roesner, "Parallel" Forms', 271
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Schumann often uses the tritone-double concept to indicate an altemative location or

psychological orientation. It is as if he were to say: "I am talking here (that is,

composing) about this person (Clara equals C) who is nevertheless apart from me and

over there (Clara equals Gt)".e h addition to the comments made above, we note that

the digression in question falls within the parameter of chords v (bar 118) and IV (bar

121). Thus, if we include these two chords in our consideration, we have an intemrpted

wedding formula: C - At . . Db . . Bb. It is combinations such as these which reinforce

our thesis regarding the symbolic meaning of chordal progressions, since here they are

so obviously consciously contrived.

Third Movemen tz Prestissimo poss ibile : passionato

Apart from the overall structure of this movement, the clue to its interpretation can be

found in the concluding bars, beginning with the "cadenzd' atbar 649.

The chordal trill begins with the diminished 7û on B over a tonic chord. In accordance

with Schumann's practice elsewhere (and Gottfried Weber's practice) this would

normally be a IIE (GB) over i, indicating perhaps Schumann's frustration over the

negative influence Wieck (G) has on the wedding issue (F). The only problem \¡rith this

interpretation is that the so-called IIE does not progress to V, rather, it goes directly to i

in bar 650 and, in so doing, would be a type of chromatic gloss based on the tonic, thus:

9 We can see another example of this practice in Opus 42:2 Er, der Herrlichste von allen in which the

\ryoman in question loves him who is "the most magnificent of all", namely Schumann (Elr), yet claims

that she would happily accept his choice ofanother, even ifher "heart should also break" involving a

temporary modulation to A major, the key of Schumann's double (see bars 52-54). Thus: Schumann (Et)

in her heart, and Schumann (A) in the heart of a potential rival.
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F Ab Cb Ebb. If, on the other hand, we regard the chord (B D F Al) as a diminished 7th in

its own right, then, irrespective of the other notes, this would represent the malriage

issue, because the notes of the diminished Z* (g D F Ab) delineate the wedding keys.

Whatever the interpretation, the " cadenza" seems to function as a statement of total

exasperation.

Coda

In the first instance, the Coda returns to the opening bars of the third movement.
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From a harmonic point of view we can see that the wedding formula, C-F-B!, occurs

across bars 656-661. Clara's Andantino theme apperirs in the treble at bars 654-5 and

656-7, albeit with chromatic addition between C and Bb; this gives us the chromatic

motif of union: C/B/Bì,Clanunited with Robert.
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From the tempo marking Più presto (bars 662) to bar 697 this chromatically altered

motto occurs four times (bars 662-3 ,674-5,689-90, 693-4).
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As well there is a transposition of the motto a fourth below (GlF{'ßlEtO/C) twice at bars

666-7 and 678-9 which also incorporates the chromatic motif of union: Fü/FÆ. A

further reinforcement of the chromatic motif of union is at bars 665-7 and 677-9, in the
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bass; this is actually still part of an augmented version of the chromaticized motto. A

still further addition to this accumulated evidence is the note-pattern CIDIEß (part of

the ascending scale from C to C that opens the movement) which spell out: Clara united

with Robert in marriage. So much for unity; now for the disunþ, to be found

decisively in the harmonies, frombar 662.

No matter how much the wedding formula tries to assert itself, from now on it is

thwarted by the intemrption of chord II (G) or chord VI (DÐ, for example:

barc 662-664: V-I-il

bars 667-671: V-I-ii-I-iv

bars 689-692: V-I-VI-iv

Indeed, from bar 662to the end of the work the wedding formula is consistently

intemrpted, as befits the real situation in Schumann's life. Schumann does try to have

the last word, but he is not entirely successful:

In the final arpeggiation, now in the major mode, the chromatic motif of union appears

in the treble clef from barc 699-702: ClBlB¡blA,Claraunited with Robert Schumann, in

defiance of all that has happened both in the Concert and in real life. However, we

notice that in the bass clef, tucked away underneath this no longer latent conviction, are

the notes A/N/G and their tritone doubles: fSlOfOV;Schumann bound up with Wieck!

Combined with the absenceof the wedding formula, the situation does not look

promising.
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There are two final points to be made. The overall structure of the two outer

movements has been discussed, with charts, by Linda Correll Roesner in her article

.,schumann's 'Parallel' Forms". The following diagrams represent only a bare outline

taken from her more extensive analyses, though they are sufficient for our purposes.

In the first movementlo

A'
motto motto

we see that whatever the intermediary keys are, the main keys indicate the issue at hand:

F and Ab, the wedding keys, and the main opposition, Db. An overview of the third

movementll

(BÐ

motto motto motto
fF

f f f
Db

f
{

(F)

(EÐ

(BÐ

indicates the primary figure Gb (Clara) in conjunction with her recalcitrant father (Db),

with Robert Schumann (Bb and Eb) as the subsidiary and secondary figure within the

context of the issue of marriage (F). Structurally, it is the same story.

The second point is that whereas the title of the work has been assumed to have come

from Haslinger, the publisher, Correll Roesner has shown that it came from Schumann

himself.l2 There is an innate irony in this, for under Schumann's current circumstances,

he, the "soloist", had been left "high and dry" while the "orchestra" was virtually in

hiding!

to Roesner, "Parallel Forms", 270,
I I Roesner, "Parallel F orms", 2'72.
12 Roesner, "Parallel Forms", 272,n,l1
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Pru¡rr¡.sm rN C M¡.¡on, Opus 17

In spite of Schumann's claim that the three movements of the Phantasie in C major

were sketched out in June 1836, the evidence indicates that the complete work emerged

over a period of about six months. Nicholas Marston, in his Schumann: Fantasie,

Op.17, claims that the first movement was more or less complete in June 1836 and was

intended as a individual work entitled: Ruirtes. Fantaisie pour le Pianoforte.l3 Later in

that year (9 September) Schumann noted in his diary:

An idea for a contribution for Beethovenla

and a few months later:

Sonata for Beethoven, finished down to the last details at the beginning of
December.ls

Schumann had intended that the proceeds from the sale of copies of this now three-

movement work (subsequently named Phantasie) would to be donated towards the

projected monument to be erected in Bonn in honour of Beethoven. From these details,

Marston concludes:

Thus it was Clara who inspired the first movement and Beethoven who inspired
the other two.16

The intended contribution to the Beethoven-monument project may certainly have been

the catalyst for the last two movements, but it would be a mistake to regard the

"inspiration" for them as coming from Beethoven. Even though Schumarur had

nominated the hrst movement as a "profound lament" for Clara, he wrote to her in

further letters:

t'Nicholas Marston. Schumann: Fantasie Op.l7. (Cambridge, Cambridge Universþ Press: 1992) 7
tn Tgb II,25.
tt Tgb II, 30.
16 Marston, Fantasie, 8.
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26.1.39 The Kinderszenenltave come out; tlrre Fantasy (which you're not
familiar with) will also appear soon; I wrote it duriqg our unfortunate separation,

and it's orr.ríy melanchoiy; it's dedicated to Liszt.17

22.4.39 - you can understand the Fantasy only if you remember the

unfortunate suÍtmef of 1836 when I gave you up. I don't hayg any reason to
compose in such an unhappy and meiancholy mann.r now - t*

Originally, Schumann also gave titles to the two last movements, Trophaeen and

Palmen,then changed them to Siegesbogen and Sternbild, though in each case he

retained the orginal tiÍle (Ruinen) for the first. Finally he dropped all these titles and

simply called the complete work Phantasie.

First Movement: D urchaus phantøstßch und leidens ch aftlich vorTutrøgen

Charles Rosen begins the Epilogue to his book, The Classic Style, with the following

sentence:

Robert Schumann's homage to Beethoven, the Fantasy in C major, op.l7, is the

monument that commemorates the death of the classical style."

He then continues to discuss the structural elements, demonstrating that in Schumann's

key choices something other than a typical classical sonata form is present in this work.

Most other commentators (for example, Daverio, Conell Roesner, Marston) spend quite

some time addressing the issue of whether or not the first movement is (or in what way

it might be seen to be) in sonata form. This is not our central concem. The first

movement will be discussed here primarily with regard to motivic profile and to key

and chord symbolism, and only incidentally with regard to the issue of form.

Marston's monograph reveals two extremes of approach as far as motivic profile is

concerned:

17 WeissweilerÆritsch/Crawford II, 32.
r8 Weissweiler/Fritsch/Crawford II, 166
tn Rosen, Classic Style, 451.
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A common element in English commentaries on the first movement of the

Fantasie is the identification of the falling five-note figure at the very opening as

'Clara's theme'. This particular tradition goes back to Robert Schauffler's 1945

book on Schumann which suggested that the three piano sonatas and the

Fantasie are interlinked by their use of the 'single genn- and source-motif C-

Bb-Ab-G-F, derived from a work by Clara which Schauffler nonetheless does not

identifu.2o

Marston himself claims:

... so potent is the alrival of the allusive statement at bar 295 [Schumann's
"quotation" of An die ferne Geliebte] that we may hear this as the single true

'theme' of the movement from which, paradoxically, all previous variants,

developments and transformations spring.2l

The truth, as we will discover, lies somewhere in between.

There are four main motivic elements in the first movement, identified here as Group A,

Motif B, Group C and the An die ferne Geliebte allusion. The first grouP, Group A,

may be simply illustrated by the format atbat 19;22

?

though elsewhere there are variants in terms of rhythmic presentation or chromatic

alteration, for example, when the theme is presented in Eb major atbat 29.

We have seen that the first movement of Concert ohne Orchesterbegins, and relies

upon, a fragment of Clara's Andantino theme, given more fully in the Quasi Variazioni.

This thematic fragment embodies the descending minor scale from dominant to tonic,

which is what the Group A theme does here (NGßlElD) before doubling back on

20 Marston, Fantasie, 891.
21 Marston, Fantasie, 67,
2' The following single-stave musical examples on pages 481, 483 and 484 (except for the last on page

484) aretaken from Daverio's "Im Legendenton", p.157.

tÍ
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itself for two further notes, E/F; thus it can be seen to be a transposed fragment of

Clara's Andantino theme. Apart from the chromatically altered version in Eb major,

there is also another transposition of Clara's Andantino fragment, G/F/EblD lC, atbat

177-179;

15

this can be compared with bar 137, and the slightly altered version at bar 130, in the

bass

The second motif, Motif B, appears in the "alto" voice from bar 31 in the first Eb major

section:
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and also in the return to Et major at bar 229,thoughin this latter section it is shortened.

This is basically the theme of the Im Legendenton secfion (bars 129-224a).23

Im Legondenlon. )- rz.

9,õ.

In Group C, the theme has two versions. We first hear it from bars 4l'47 in D minor

and again from bars 6l-67 in F minor. In the return, from bars 233-239, it occurs in C

minor and from bars253-259 in Eb major. It also occurs within Im Legendentonfrom

bars 1 81 - I 89 over Db major and Eb minor chords. On first hearing, this thematic group

seems quite distinct from anything we have heard so far, yet it has within it Clara's

Andantino fragment, for example, from bars 42-43, transposed to D/C/Bb/A/G.

The An die ferne Geliebte allusion appears at bar 295 inits complete format:

eq5 ñ\

but there are intimations of this theme prior to this particular statement:

t' Berthold Hoeckner claims that this theme is derived from yet another work by Clara' the Romance

variée,Opus 3. Hoeckner, "Distance", l2l.
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(a) as a continuation of the Group A theme at bar 14

(b) as a continuation of the Group C theme atbat 49

and their repeats, and perhaps more especially because the variant at bar 157 opens in

the same way as the occurrence at bat 295l.

within Im Legendenton. Some scholars draw attention to other descending three-note

groupings which emulate the last three notes of the frrst half of the original theme atbar

295,butit is unnecessary to cover every single occurrence here since all we are

concemed with is to illustrate the intimations of the An dieferne Geliebte theme which

are given before it emerges in its final forms. As can be seen from the example above

there are two halves to the allusion; the first half is heard only once, the second half is

heard twice and then for a third time, though altered, to complete the movement. It is

this last occuûence which requires further comment.
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We can see at once that if the G is removed, we have the variant of Clara's Andantino

theme, which is the basis of what we have termed elsewhere as the motif of spiritual and

physical union, and, significantly, in the paradigm position: NB,IC. . G . .ElDlC:

Schumann united with Clara . . . intemrpted by the parent . . . Robert united with Clara.

The issue of whether this was a conscious and detiberate act on Schuma¡n's part will

become clear once the whole Phantasie has been reviewed.

The issue of the "authenticity" of the An die ferne Geliebte allusion has been the subject

of comment. Berthold Hoeckner states

Charles Rosen testifies that he learned of the Beethoven reference from his

teacher Moritz Rosenthal, a pupil of Liszt, who in tum "kned'it from

Schumann himself. Anthony Newcomb, on the other hand, remains more

sceptical, noting that the reference appears in the Schumann literature only in
I 9 L0 with the second edition of Hermann Abert's Robert Schumann (it was

lacking in the first).24

By way of continuation, Newcomb writes:

. . . I was forced to wonder whether the Beethoven reference was made by

Schumann or created by a more recent critical tradition. The possible Beethoven

quotation at the end of the first movement of Op.17 is not extraneous to the rest

of tn" music - it is not embedded in musical quotation matks, so to speak, as is

the quotation from Papillons in "Florestatf' of Carnaval... This passage in the

coda is clearly and progressively derived from previous material in the

movement ... The occrüTence makes perfect musical sense without positing any

reference outside the movement. Given that no one seems to have noticed, or at

least mentioned, the quotation of Beethoven for almost seventy years, might it
be that for Schumann and for the musical culture of the nineteenth century, the

quotation was not there - or at least that it was not for them part of the content

and meaning of the piece, as we now considet it?zs

In spite ofNewcomb's doubts, the probability of intentional and specific allusion is

quite high. Schumann mentions Beethoven's cycle in his diary entry as early as

November 1828:

In the evening: at Caruses -^]'roth her [Agnes Carus] ... An die entfernte Geliebte

by Jeitteles and Beethoven.'o

2a f{oeckner, "Distance", I I l.
2s Anthony Newcomb "schumann in the Market Place: From Butterflies to Hausmusik" in Nineteenth

century Piano Music ed. R.Larry Todd (New York, Schirmer Books, l99o)295.

'u Tgbl,146
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Given the unrequited and unrequitable situation existing between Agnes Carus (a

married woman) and Schumann (her accompanist), the latter could not have missed the

poignancy of the cycle's relevance to his own situation; certainly he had hoped that his

oìwn songs of that time might have evoked some romantic recognition from Agnes and

therefore the words which originally accompanied the musical quotation he used in the

Phantasie, "Take then these songs which I sang for you" would have had a special

relevance. The last song, from which the quotation or allusion is taken, ends with the

words:

Then these songs will soften what separated us so widely and a loving heart will
accomplish what a loving heart ordained.

By 1836 Schumann was in a similar situation but for different reasons. He was

separated from a woman who had actually declared her love for him, but once again a

man had stood in his way - this time the father rather than the husband.

Many others have pointed out that, from a tonal/structural perspective, the key of the

first movement (C major) is not really conclusively reached until the introduction of the

full An die ferne Geliebte allusion, and that therefore all that has preceded bar 295 has

been a gigantic tonal question to which the allusion, with its harmonies, is the answer.

But in autobiographical terms the answer is in the negative:

Clara (C major/minor, the Andantino motif and perhaps her
Romance variée) is the

distant beloved (An die ferne Geliebte), because she is constrained by her

dominant father (G7).

Added to this, the motivic treatment in the last seven bars of the movement,

NB!C... G ... ElDlc,presents an intemrpted statement of the motif of spiritual and

physical union.
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We can see that most of the motivic material in the first movement utilizes pre-existing

material coming from Claraherself which, with Schumann's handling of it, in some

cases bears close resemblance to aspects of the An die ferne Geliebte allusion. Thus he

has brought forth a musical statement which encapsulates not only his obsession with

Clara but also his obsession with the current situation - she is distant; the relationship

has been fragmented, and lies in "ruins".

As far as the keys are concerned, since the unequivocal arrival of C major is only

achieved at bars 295-6, with the introduction of the An die ferne Geliebte allusion, any

reference to C major elsewhere is to be understood in terms of evolving towards a goal

rather than as an established reality.

The main key-areas within the first movement can be expressed, along with the

respective motivic components, as follows:

Group A Group A/Motif B Group C Group A

C major Eb major D minorÆ major C major

(Im Legendenton)
Group A/\zlotif B/Group C &.ferne Geliebte

C minor

Group A/Motif B Group C Group A ferne Geliebte

El major C minorÆ¡ major C major C major(arrival)

Thus, in symbolic terms: the keys of Clara (C major/minor), Schumann (Eb major) and

two wedding keys (D minor and F major).

Whether there can be any firther symbolic elucidation of the keys, taken in conjunction

with the motivic material that falls within them, is complicated by the fact that not only

do so many of the motivic entities relate to one another, but also because all of them

appear within Im Legendenton,the digression in C minor (bats 129'225).
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Having examined the motivic profile and key-areas in the first movement, we now turn

to the harmonic progressions in order to uncover the full extent of Schumann's

hermeneutic message. In the key of C major, the wedding formula can only normally

occur through chromatic alteration (Ffi-B-E or C-F-Bb). Otherwise C is locked into its

dominant G7. Neither of these above mentioned wedding progressions occur, from the

beginning of the movement to the introduction of the El major section (beginning at bar

29),nor in the Et major section itself, nor in the D minor section (beginning at bar 4l),

nor in the F major section (beginning at bar 6l), at least not until the intemrption of the

general flow of the music beginning at bar 72 andculminating with the diminished 7th

chord at bar 80.
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At bar 73 we hear from anFT chord for the first time in the movement; this has been

preceded by Vg and is now almost enigmatically succeeded by IV(Bb), and two forms of

VII(EÐ, all four chords providing a statement of the wedding formula for the first time.

With the treatment it is given, and with its continuation through to the diminished 7th in

bar 80-1, we may regard it as a question: in relation to the wedding hope, what can
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Schumann (IIIE ) expect? The answer is given in one of the most dissonant and

disturbed environments we have encotrntered so far, and infortissimo:
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Only by Schumann (A) being reconciled (D) with Wieck (G) will Clara (C) be united

with (F) Robert (Bb) Schumann (Eb) in maniage (Ab).

The focus comes back immediately to C major and the Group A motif, atbar 97,

harmonized as it is with G7 throughout. From this point to the beginning of Im

Legendenton (bar 129) there is no wedding formula either, though there is a

juxtaposition of V7(G), from bars 105-113, with bVII,7(Bb) from bars 113-118, before the

Group A motif is reintroduced at bar I19, this time with a pedal on C. The harmony

(G7) of this further statement of the Group A motif continues to keep the focus firmly

within the control of the father.
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In Im Legendenton,the wedding formula is almost entirely absent; bars 152-157 are the

only exception:

>
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where the IIe(D) leads to III (EÐ rather than V(G), and the An die ferne Geliebte variant

occurs for the first time in this format. Even though the wedding formula (a variant)

takes place over six bars, we might conclude that, in conjunction with the An die ferne

Geliebte fragment, we are meant to interpret it as indicating not so much Schumann's

thinking of his "distant beloved" but the other way round: Clara (hopefully) thinking of

her "distant beloved", Robert. Indeed, we may take the whole of Im Legendenton as

indicating a portrait of Clara herself (C minor), whose concerns are identical to those of

Schumann (all motifs/thoughts occurring to her as they do to Robert in the outer

sections of the movement). In this sense, the C major of the outer sections represents

not so much a portrait of Clara, as the issue surrounding Clara, which results in the

negative conclusion of the final bars. Added to Clara's dilemma, in her own C minor

(latent) mode section there is the introduction of the Group C motif at bars 181-189,

with its submediant pedal (Ab) and with its bI(DÐ and iii(Eþ) harmonies, representing
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Clara's own anxiety about this conflict between Wieck and Schumann over the wedding

rssue.
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Im Legendenton concltdes with a full cadential gesture II-1Í-V-i (bat 224) and

immediately the Eb major section, which was first heard from bar 29, reasserts itself.

This time, since it follows the cadence in C minor at bar 224,the wedding formula

occurs across the two sections:

C minor i - Eb major vii V7 I

CDBbEb

It is as though Schumann is saying: the only way for Clara to gain happiness and

fulfilment is to abandon her own latent-mode key and make her way to Schumann's

k"y-t'

I

ilb
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" This would be consistent with his practice elsewhere, for example, the Sonata in Fü minor, Opus l1
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From bar 225 (the return of the El segment) urtil bar 273 the wedding formula is again

absent, but it reoccurs a tone lower at bars 274-282, which parallel bars 82-94.

However, we need to go back a few bars to make a satisfactory comparison:

aUl ,t ril.

Eb Ilvg

îaLü ¡iú. PP á.dngio.

Eb: f -l^ 
, -y- L' f'*j.

Since the key-area is Eb major rather than F major there is no wedding formula at bars

264-266whereas there had been at bars72-74. The diminished 7ú "question" is now

poised in such a way (preceding the C major chord) that we may interpret it as VB of C;

therefore representing the question of the father: in relation to the "wedding" issue,

what can he expect?
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The answer is given in the same environment as before without hindrance: Clara (will

be) united with Robert Schuma¡n in marriage. The answer is just as alarming for the

father as the variant answer had been to the would-be husband. One has to see the

humour in this. Nevertheless, in spite of the humour, the father ultimately regains

momentum because the music proceeds via II(D) to reintroduce the Group A motif for

the last time, with the same dominant harmonies as at the beginning of the movement.

The remainder of the music consists primarily of the An dieferne Geliebte motif, with

its unfavourable conclusion in C major.

Second movementz Mòìftìg. Durchaus energßch

In simplistic terms, the form of this movement can be understood as:

bars bars bars

March Al-40 841-91 A92-ll3

Trio 4114-130 Bt3I-157

March - B 157-192 Al93-232

Coda 232-260

There may be some dispute over the apportioning of bars 22-40 to part of the A section

but, since we are not dealing with the issue of form per se, but only where it relates to

hermeneutic issues, the above will suffice. Since there is only one main motif (with a

significant number of variants) in the second movement, the motivic and harmonic

issues will be dealt with simultaneously, section by section.

>
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March I - A

Most of the motivic material in the second movement also relates to Clara's Andantino

motif:

Mässig. Durchaus energisch. u. M. J=ce. 0l cÞ Éb ? rr( ál v cBL

E rifì !b
c- F- Bb

Eb: Í E I vi ii f I
c_Ç_ gb_Eb

In describing the opening four-and-a-half bars Marston writes:

The main theme, which appeafs at bars 1,92 and 193, opens with a fow-bar

phrase ... whose melodic line proceeds downward by step from scale degree 5

lbl'¡, first embellished by an upper neighbour note (c3), to 2 1f '¡.28

Thus he sees the scale as

in which all the bracketed notes above are incidental to the main descent from Bl to F. It

could just as easily be argued that the main notes are:

in which the bracketed notes are incidental to the overall descent from C to F. This

latter way of looking at the scale would be Clara's Andantino motit already noted in

the first movement of the Phantasie and in Opus 14: ClBvlNlGlF. If neither of these

suggestions is convincing, there are other occrurences of this scale, consisting of the

--b----E)- #ffiFft
a)

n¡f
ÞlÊ lÊ' lr J t) ,lr.14

r

4-tt-

28 Marston, Fantasie, 67
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intervallic format: tone/tone/semitone/tone, for example:

Bars 5-6: ClDlEbßlGßlF¡tOlC (within the parameter of Bb), incorporating the

harmonic wedding formula: C-F-Bb, as also occurs with the main opening motif at bars

2-4: C-F-Bb-Eb.

Bars 10-12:

Ê

I .> > >

--\--

c BbÈ! G? G Absfc

Clp¡y¡¡;Gß and the reverse, eventually in counterpoint, at barsl l-12, \Mith GÆ/ErlDlC.

This occurs as a continuation of the motif of spirituat and physical union: ClDlEblGßlEh,

all of which falls agaínwithin the parameter of Bb.

Bars22-25:
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here (bars 23-24 and25-26) regarded as the second main theme of the A section but also

a variant of the Andantino motif, in the bass: a tonally adapted version, EblDlclBblA,

and a majorized version, FtEblDlClBb.

Bars 37-38:

s5

Eb: iitl 
:: l_;

where Clara's Andantino motif, twice authentic and once majorized, occurs first in

cross-handed octaves, then in unison and then in normal-handed octaves. Clara's

Andantino motif occurs at the same pitch as in Opus 14 (CtBrlAb/Gß) over a C chord

and the whole section is harmonized with the wedding formula (preceded by G). There

is an element of humour in the way Schumann draws attention to his double-barrelled

(harmonic and motivic) message by the awkward crossing and uncrossing of the hands

at this point. This passage can be compared with Opus 6:16 (with the markingMit

gutem Humor),bars 14-15 where a variant wedding formula (C-F-A-D) with crossing

lo

Q: IEIE |friCi
¡-D

double-octaves indicates the awkwardness of the issue in which Wieck (the piece is in G

major) has been placed. These are subtle matters which can only be understood by

pianists, and their teachers.

I
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March I - B

Bars 46-47:

2
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The most obvious intemrpted wedding formula occurs here: C-F-D ... G ... Eb-Ab and

this is also true of bars 52-56: C-F-D . . G . . Al-F-Bb'

Bars 54-56:

-

-ì-

5

tl ül! i ri h iv{þ iÎt

Þ Bbc

This has one authentic (ClDlFllGlFlE!,) and two majorized versions of the motif of

spiritual and physical union and, in the bass, the ascendingAndantino motif:

. ,l
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FlclAblBtlC. Since each of the notes of the motif are also the fi.¡ndamentals of the main

chords which harmonize them, there can be no wedding formula.

Trio - A

The main theme of this section, heard in slightly different versions

ilt Efn'as langsamen.

lÀ1

p C
Prdal

Abrv 1? E v¡
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is certainly related to Clara's Andantino motif; this is clear from what happens tiom

bars 122 to 123: BblclDbtBbß lcl Ab, which-involves the first three notes of the motif of

spiritual and physical union, BiblclDb, and again F/G/Ab. If we ignore the Db the full,

ascending Andantino motif, though fragmented, could be formed from F/G/Ab and Bb/C

But we cannot ignore the Db, in the context of a fragmented motif; this is clear from

what follows from bars 124-5: BblClDb. . Ab . .FlBblDb, which is a transposition of the
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f,rnal statement derived from the An die ferne Geliebte allusion which concludes the first

movement: NBIC. . G . .ElDlC. Once again Schumann's irony is most humorously

expressed, in so far as the motif of spiritual and physical union in the first movement,

centred on C (Clara) but intemrpted by G þarent) has been transposed up a semitone,

and is now centred on Db (parent) and intemrpted by Ab (wedding plans).

Surprisingly, in a wedding key (Ab major), the wedding formula is entirely absent from

the A section of the Trio, though there is an intemrpted wedding formula from bars 126-

128: C-F-AI . . Db . . Bb. The A section, at least, although in a wedding key, is about

"marital interference", not "marital bliss".

Trio - B.

tr+l

ar

At bar 141 and in the repeat an octave lower, bar 145, the melodic notes of the treble

clef indicate: ClFlbtDlCbßlBblE¡. Perhaps this is why, at bar l4l, there is a performance

marking: scherzando. These notes spell out:

clara Schumann (c/EÐ united with (D/cbÆ) Robert (Bb) schumann (Eb)

In the sequences which follow, centering on Bb, Eb and Ab then back to Eb (from bars

149-157a) the wedding formula is heard for the first time in the Trio:

,fú
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Perhaps, after the relatively pessimistic atmosphere of the Trio so far, hope may yet

triumph.

March II - B

Ab,
vi¡L +E

The material introduced here is a transposition of bars 54-56 a tone lower. ln the

process, the three statements of the motif of spiritual and physical union are present,

two majorized,andone authentic:BblClDbßlEhlDb. There is also an ascending

Andantino motif, Ebßlc+lNlBb, in the bass. Since each of the notes of the motif are

also frurdamentals of the main chords which harmonize them, they are much more

favourable than at bars 54-56.

Eb - (c) - F - Gb - (EÐ - Af - Bb - (G) -c

Thus: Schumann united with Clara : Clara united with Robert. Even if we take into

consideration the intervening chords, there is no relational or progressional disharmony

until the appearance of G to C.
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No further wedding formulas occur until the re-introduction of the March I section from

bars 193-232. Since this passage equals (with slight rh¡hmic changes) bars 1- 40, no

comment is required.

Coda

ago > Yicl bewegter.
¿

Ëb: ftl ii II I
;- F-Bb-Eb

The coda begins with the wedding formula (bars 232-233), so things look very

promising. This is repeated several times. There is a stumble at bars 240-241

(c..Db-E-Ab)

lvr T

>>
>:>> > \t >

> >>>
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C-Ê - Bb-Eb c....Þb...E\-

but balance is regained at bars 242-3. Both these phenomena are repeated (bars 244b-

247 equalling bars 240b-243) but whereas in bar 244athere \ilas a IÍ-V?-I cadence, in

bar24&a,there is an intemrpted cadence (IÍ-VD which introduces the last wedding

formula in the movement: it is an intemrpted one:

C F D..G..F Bb EbandthenAl

N
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It is the same story as the first movement and there is one more movement to come.

Tr'* 4nt- It lfr u
Ab?

Third Movenentz Langsam getrøgen. Durchweg leße zu hølten

Nicholas Marston outlines several different approaches to the form of this movement;

he is rather inclined towards Kathleen Dale's concept of "dual" form and Linda Correll

Roesner's concept of "parallel" form. He is nevertheless adamant:

However unsatisfactory the sonata-form paradigm may be in relation to the first
movement, its terminology cannot responsibly be applied to the third."

There are at least two main ideas which are continually juxtaposed throughout this

movement. First there are the arpeggiated chords, characterized by the first three bars:

2e Marston, Fantqsie, 80.
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Lnngsanr getragen. Durchweg leise zu h:tlten. M,M. i.= 60

P¿ilu1.

I

For the pu{pose of brevity, this idea will be referred to as the "arpeggiation" motif

annotated as (a). Then there is a motivic fragment, subsequentþ expanded, which is

first heard at bars 34-35;

ã+ Etwar berregter.

Peilut.
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We should note that this motivic group contains an incomplete version of the motif of

spiritual and physical union: what might have been CtDlFllGßÆb is here only

E lGlFlFJ. This motivic fragment will be referred to as the "broken union" motif,

annotated as (b). There is also a third idea, annotated as (c), (actually heard before the

"broken union" motivic segment) which appears first from bars 15-29 and then at bars

72-86.
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These three motivic profiles seem to mark out a basic form:

Introduction bars l-14

A-l bars 15-29 motivic Profile (c)

B-l bars 30-71 motivic profiles (a) and (b)

A-2 bars 72-86 motivic Profile (c)

B-2 bars 87-122 motivic profiles (a) and (b)

Coda bars 123-142 motivic profiles (a) and (b)

It would be more helpful, however, to see the structure of this movement as bearing the

closest resemblance to E.T.A. Hoffrnar¡r's Lfe and Opinions of Kater Murr- The

preface to this work, written by Hoffrnann, tells of a literary colleague who wished

Hoffrnann to arrange the publication of an autobiography of his cat(Kater Murr). In

explaining the unusual nature of the presentation of the material in the "autobiography"

Hofimann writes:

The printing began, and the first proofs came to the editor's view. How alarmed

he was when he noticed that Murr's story breaks off now and then and that

strange interpolations occur which belong to another book containing the

bio graphy of Kapellmeister Joharure s Kreisler.

After careful investigation and inquiry, the editor finally leamed the following.
When Kater Murr wrote his life and opinions, he trnceremoniously rþed up a

printed book which he found at his master's and simply used the leaves, partly as

under-pad, partly as blotting paper. These papers remained in the manuscript

and, by mistat e, were printãd as if they belãnged to it.30

The result is that the cat's story, which follows logically, wherever it surfaces, is

intemrpted by fragments of Kreisler's story;these latter often begin and end with

incomplete sentences that do not follow on from, or to, the fragments as they appea.r.

The motifs, harmonies and form of the third movement are discussed tmder the headings

and according to the order of the sections. It was Schumann's original intention to

30 E.T.A. Hoffrnann The Life and Opinions of Kater Murrwith thefragmentary biograplry of
Kapellmeister Johannes Kreisler on random sheets of scrap paper from Selected Writings of
n.f.,l.no¡mann, Volume II,lrans. Leonard J.Kent and Elizabeth C.Knight (Chicago University Press:

te69) 6.
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complete this movement with the last 15 bars of the first movement,3l that is, the An die

ferne Geliebte segment at bars 295-309). Since that segment concluded with the

intemrpted motif of spiritual and physical union, we should keep this in mind in relation

to the fragmented motif heard at bars 34-35 and then continuously, throughout this

movement. At the last moment, Schumann removed the An die ferne Geliebte segment

from the last movement and substituted it with the last f,tve bars that we now have.

Introduction

The arpeggiated chords (or their harmonies) tell us what Schumann's own hopes are,

fromthefirstthreebars:I-VI-V...,(C-A-F...)ClaraSchumannunitedwith...,but

this is followed by ii-V?-I(D-G-C) and thus there is no wedding formula, but rather the

present reality: what might have been Clara Schumann united with Robert Schumann

(there is an attempted modulation to A minor in the following bars) is broken offby the

ii-V?-I cadence, placing Clarafirmly within the realm of the father.

tt-

1',I v

Cz ii gt I1 nr lv rlt', ¡t¡
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-Ê
It is at this point (bar a) that the straightforward "arpeggiation" motif is abandoned, for

the time being, and replaced with a textural approach that, in many respects, continues

into the A-l section.

3 r See Wolfgang Boetticher's Henle edition of lhe Fantasie Opus 17 , afrer the conclusion of the third
movement, for Schumann's original intention'
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From bar 5, several attempts are made to modulate to the key of A minor (Schumann) at

bars 5-6 and 8-10 and this is almost achieved at bar 13, but the progressions continue on

to II in preparation for V7 which marks the beginning of the A-1 section. There is no

wedding formula in the Introduction: there might have been from bars 5-6 on the way

from the tonic (C) to the half-cadence in A minor (B-E), but this potentiality was

intemrpted by Vu at bar 5.

Section A-I

This section is first harmonized in C major with V7-I7-IV(augmented), which might lead

us to expect the wedding formula. However, the IV(augmented) chord (bar 23) is

followed by v minor (G) on its way to VI(A); once again, an intemrption. Section A-l

concludes on the dominant 7th (G) atbar29.

-^C'- vt i
-l

tl Tl+Ab
This is abruptly followed by a "stray page" of the "arpeggiation" motif in Al major;

Clara (C major) and/or her father (G7) are suddenly confronted with the "wedding"

issue at Bar 30.

Section B-l

This section combines, at first, fragments of both the "arpeggiation" motif and the

"broken union" motif in the following order:

bars 30-35 Al major (a) then (b)

bars 36-39 F major (a) then (b)

bars 40-43 G minor (a) then (b)
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In the Ab major arpeggiated segment there is an incomplete motif of spiritual and

physical union (bars 32-33), the version centered on Db (BlrlclDbßlF;b-?) which by its

presence, hovers ominously over the wedding issue. This is the same motif at the same

pitch as in the second movement (barc 124-25), there occurring with intemrption rather

than here with incompletion. It is as though the wedding issue is complicated by the

almost wholly negative thoughts of the father.

A further, more extended statement of the "broken union" material occurs from bars

44-65. In this last segment the wedding formula is heard several times:

bars 44-45 C-F-Bb-E-A-D

46-47 c-F-Bb-E-A

48-49 C-F-Bb-E-A-D

50-52 C-F-Bb-E-A-D

63-65 c-F-Bb

leading to a different style of arpeggiated chords at bars 66-67 (harmonized with three

sonorities of V), where the chromatic motif of union (Bb/B/C) occurs in both clefs.
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After the climactic conclusion, cadencing on F, the mood changes and with it the

harmonies, which move to the dominant 9th of D minor (bar 7l)'

Section A-2

This section parallels A-1, though it travels from the dominant 9ú of D minor to the V

of F minor (the A-1 section had gone from the V7 of C to the V7 of C and had suddenly

been confronted by the wedding issue - Ab major). Here, the cadence on the dominant

of F (C) is abruptly followed by the "arpeggiation" motif in Db major.

Section B-2

This section basically parallels the first B-section, although it is six bars shorter and

occurs a fifth below, and there is one other exception:

B-1 (bars 30-71) B-2 þars 87-122)

Ab major Db major

V of F - F major V of Bb - Bb major

V of G minor - G minor V of C (six bars short)

F major C major (instead of Bb major)

With the move from the V of F major (bar 86) to the Dh major segment, the wedding

hopes (F major) and/or Clara (C7) are confronted by the father (Db). By the joining of

the two segments, the harmonies spell out an interrupted wedding formula:
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From bars 89-90, the incomplete motif of spiritual and physical union occurs again in

the same position as it had done in the Ab major segment previously, but now a fifth

below (EbÆ/Gt/Bb I N . . ) . This is one of only two versions of the motif that can spell

out, unequivocally, Schumann united with Clara : Robert united with Clara. Appearing

in the key of the father (Db) we can see that the incomplete motif, so potentially

favourable to Robert and Clara, is nevertheless negated by the harmonies, namely an

intemrpted wedding formula: if Db equals Wieck, then the motif represents his thoughts

about the proposed union of Robert and Clara, and the intemrpted wedding formula

across bars 86-90, represents his negative reaction. There is nothing encouraging in the

following Bb major segment either.

In the final C major segment, the extension of the "broken union" motivic material, the

wedding formula occurs at

bars 99-100 C-F-E-A-D

101-103 C-F-E-A-D

103-104 C-F-A-D

but the final bars of this segment, being transposed down a fifth from that of B-1, no

longer spell out the wedding formula, but rather: G-C-FI

C: dtWu'n¡^^l ?Qddr
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and the climactic moment of B-2 is now on the dominant (G) leading to the tonic chord

at bar 119. This time, within the arpeggiated chords (with the dominant harmony), at

bars 117-118, what had been the chromatic motif of union (Bb/B/C) in the previous

parallel segment, now becomes FÆü/G, a far more disturbing prospect.

Coda

The "arpeggiation" motif returns and there is no sign of the wedding formula, though

Schumann redresses the negative FÆf/G above, with the descending chromatic motif of

union: Fü/F/E, in the treble clef at bars 125-6 and in the bass clef at bars 129-130.

taî

The rest of the music doubly separates (Db and G) Schumann (A) from Clara (C) from

bars 130-134
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As we know, Schumann intended to follow bar I37 with the last l5 bars of the first

movement. Having changed his mind, he concluded the last movement with the five

bars we now have; as a result he allows Clara to have the last word, albeit with

decreasing hope:

> >

C.. T7
Eiua
F major-F minor C

In the structural management of this movement, there are two important distinctions to

be made

(a) The Introduction, the A sections, all the arpeggiated fragments in the B sections

and the Coda are devoid of wedding formulas; the Dl major arpeggiated segment

(preceded by the C chord), at bars 86-90, rejects the wedding idea totally.

(b) The extended passages (in the B sections), which have as their motivic basis the

"broken union" motif, contain the wedding formula exclusively.
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There are, therefore, basically two stories, just as there are in Kater Murr:

(a) one of Clara and her dominant father and the latter's denial of, or opposition to,

the wedding hopes, as expressed through the absence or intemrption of the

wedding formula; and

(b) Schumann's own story, represented by the "broken union" motif segments,

involving also the presence of the wedding formulas leading to ever heightening

hopes which are ultimately crushed by C major realities, dominated by the father

(G7).

These two stories interweave in successive fragmentation throughout the last movement

of the Phantasie, and in that sense the movement is one of the closest in technique to

that of his literary model, E.T.A. Hoffinann's Kater Murr; this is the real "fom" of the

movement.

Within the Kreisler sections of Kater Murr,there is the story of the Invisible Maiden,

the little Chiara, who has been kept in a box and used as the invisible and fraudulent

oracle in the service of a travelling charlatan, Severino, her owner and master. Severino

dies and his friend Meister Abraham gains the keys to his house and subsequently seeks

to find the secret of the Invisible Maiden. When he goes to Severino's house, Meister

Abraham records:

Then it suddenly seemed to me as if the gentle sighs that echoed through the

room came from a container in the corner that seemed to me to be far too small

to harbor a human being. But I leaped over, slid open the bolt, and there, curled

up like a worrn, lay a girl who stared at me with large, marvellously beautiful

eyes... Without further delay, I took the little girl gently by the shoulders, pulled

her out of her dreadful prison, and there stood before me a delicately built,
charming object about the size of a twelve-year-9^ld girl, but to judge by her

physical development, at least sixteen years old'"

The fact that Wieck had escorted his daughter (Chiara/Clara) around the concert

circuits, as Schumann would say, primarily to earn money, and that Schumann himself

32 Hoffrnann, Kater Murr, 144-5
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had renewed his acquaintance with Clara in the year she turned twelve (1831) and had

formed a special bond with her soon after her sixteenth birthday (1835), reflects

elements of Hoffrnann's story in Schumann's real life'

From the study of Opus 14 and Opus 17 it is clear that the motif of physical and

spiritual union derives from Clara's Andantino motit which was used as the basis for

much of Opus 14 itself. With regard to the Phantasie some final observations should

be made.

(a) It is certain that by the time Schumann came to compose the Phantasie,he

already had a resource, based on Clara's Andantino motif, by way of variation,

which involved the ascending three-note prefix, but also, that portion of it

which spells out the six-note format (for example FlGl$lclBrlN) which we

have nominated as the motif of spiritual and physical union.

(b) There is a conscious and deliberate strategy in Schumann's use of the motif,

where in the first movement of the Phantasie, it is confined to the last seven

bars, and then with intemrption, developing out of the An dieferne Geliebte

allusion, which in its fullest expression is also left to the end of the movement.

(c) In the second movement, the motif is somewhat endemic, but the most tell-tale

occu¡¡ence, and the one which gives a particular cogency to all the others, is its

presence in the Trio as a transposition: Bb/c/Db . . Ab . . FÆb/Db. The

combination of these two occurrences in the first and second movements appears

conclusive in terms of Schumann's conscious manipulation of the motif.

(d) In the third movement of the Phantasie, the motif is, in every case, incomplete,

and if Schumann had decided for his original conclusion, there would have been

a reinforcement of the intemrpted motif, NBIC..G. . E/D/C, to conclude the

movement. Thus Schumann's concern is not simply to use the motif of spiritual
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and physical union as a compositional resource, but to use it as part of an

overriding narrativ¿ strategY.

The purpose of this Chapter has been to identi$ and note the use of Clara's Andantino

motif andthe motif of spiritual and physical union. Although in many of the songs of

1840 these motifs appear with utrnost clarity and without alteration, the two works

discussed here reveal that they often appear as variants in order that Schumann may

express his preoccupation with the characters and events in his personal life. Despite all

his troubles, however, he appears to have remained optimistic, and it is the events which

were to follow that provide the subject matter for our next chapter.
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Cril¡prnn 15

Solnnrx AS THE Pnusn

The year 1837 was one of the most important for Schumann and Clara, since it was the

year in which the couple became engaged. For almost eighteen months there had been

no real communication between Robert and Clara and then, on 13 August 1837, on her

return from a concert tour elsewhere, Clara gave a concert in Leipzig in which she

played, among other things, three movements of Schumawt's Etudes Symphoniques.

This was a bold step, to say the least, considering her father's afiitude to Schumann.

From this, as well as encouragement from Ernst Becker, a trusted friend of both of

them, Schumann wrote to Clara:

Are you still faithfuI and steadfasfl Although my faith in you is unshakeable,

even the most courageous man will doubt himself if he hears nothing at all from
the one who is the dearest to him in all the world. And that's what you are to
me. I've thought it all over a thousand times, and everything tells us. "It has to
work out if we want it to and if we act." Just write me a simple "yes" as to
whether you will give your father a letter from me on your birthday, September
131h.... Don't say a word about this letter to anyone; otherwise everything could
be ruined...l

Clara's reply is well known:

A simple "yes" is all that you want? Such a little word - so important! Still -
shouldn't a heart so full of indescribable love like mine be able to say this little
word with all my heart ... Perhaps fate will let us speak soon and then - Your
plan seems risky to me, but a heart that is in love is not very mindful of danger.

So I'll say "yes" once again. Would God make my eighteenth birthday a day of
mourning? Oh, no, thalwould be too cruel...2

It is the letter to Wieck, asking for Clara's hand in marriage, that is the most significant

factor for an ultimate understanding of Opus 6. Before her birthday, Robert sent a copy

of the letter to Clara for her approval. She replied:

I Weissweiler/Fritsch/Crawford I, 19.
2 Weissweiler/Fritsch/Crawford I, 20.
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I am returning the letter; it will undoubtedly make a favourable impression on

Father ... Oh, how I'll tremble when Father reads the letter! - but I trust in his

love for you and for me ...3

Schumann's letter to'Wieck is as follows:

It is so simple, what I have to say to you - and yet, many times, the right words

escape me. A trembling hand cannot guide the pen steadily. If because of this I
am deficient here and there, in form and expression, you will forgive me.

Today is Clara's birthday - the day on which the most loved in the world, for
you as for me, first saw the light of day - the day on which I have always

reflected about myself, since you had become so much part of my life. I admit
it, I have never thought so calmly of my future as I do today. Protected against

need, as far as human insight can predict, beautiful plans in the head, a young

heart, passionately dedicated to all that is noble, ready for work, conscious of a
brilliant sphere of action and still hoping to achieve everything that might be

expected of my abilities; honoured and loved by many - I thought that would be

enough! Ah, the painful answer, I must give myself. What is all that against

the pain of being separated from her, towards whom all this effort is directed,

and who loves me againfaithfully and intimately. You know this person, you
lucþ father, only too well. Ask yourself, whether or not I have spoken the

truth.

For eighteen months you have tested me, a difficult fate in itself. How dare I be

angry with you. I had deeply offended you but you have also allowed me to
make amends. Now put me to the test one more time. If you don't demand the

impossible, perhaps my abilities will keep pace with your wishes; perhaps I
might win your trust again. You know I persist in the higher things. Then, if
you find me resolved, true and manly, bless this union of souls which, for the

highest happiness, lacks only the parental blessing.

It is not the excitement of the moment, not passion, nothing extemal, that holds

me to Clara with all the threads of my being; it is the deepest conviction that a
union can rarely occur under such favourable agreement between all parties; it is
this highly esteemed young woman herself, that, above all, disseminates and

guarantees happiness for us. If you have also come to this conviction, give me

the certain promise that you want to determine nothing about Clara's future in
advance, as I assure you, on my word, not to speak to Clara against yoqr wish.

Just permit one thing; when you are on long joumeys, allow us to exchange

news of one another.

... Trustingly, I place my future in your hand. To my position, my talent, my
character, may you be obliged to give an indulgent and complete answer. Best

of all, we should speak with one another! Solemn moment until then - when I
hear of a decision - solemn as the pause between lightning and thunder in a
storm, when one does not know whether it will pass over, destroying or blessing.

3 Weissweiler/Fritsch/Crawfor d l, 2l -22.
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rffith the deepest expression of which an anxious, loving heart is capable, I
implore you: Grant you blessing to one of your oldest friends, a friend once

-oì", and to the best child of the best father.a

D¡.vmsntïNor,nnrÄNzn, Opus 6. (First Edition)

Schumann's Davidsbündlertrinzs is so full of symbolism that it is difficult to know

where to start. However, in terms of hermeneutic strategy, Schumann is here

preoccupied with two main issues, namely, his desire to mary Clara, and his hope that

on her eighteenth birthday he would gain permission to do so.

First, there is Schumann's statement to Clara that

In the Tänze there are many wedding thoughts lHochzeitsgedanlcenl... I will
explain them to you sometime')

lMithout touching on the meaning of Schumann's claim about "wedding thoughts",

Charles Rosen, for example, points to the central tonality of Opus 6:

The Davidsbündlertdnze are divided into two books with nine dances each.

Both books end in C major, yet the basic tonality of the whole work is clearly B
minor.6

Thus also John Daverio:

Although B minor is the controlling tonality of the collection, this is by no
means clear at the outset, where G seems to have priority.'

We might interpret Daverio thus:

Although the "wedding" issue (B minor) is the controlling factor within the
collection, this is by no means clear at the outset, where the father (G major)
seems to have priority.

However, the situation is more complex than this, and there are other factors to

consider.

o Litzmannl,123-125.
s Weissweiler I,75.
u Rosen, Generation, 229.
7 Daverio, "Reading Schumann", 34.
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Davidsbündlertdnze consists of two books of nine pieces each, and both books conclude

with a piece in C major (numbers 9 and l8). Schumann first met Clara in 1828, when

she was to turn nine in the September of that year. In the year that she turned twelve

(1831), Clara showed Robert her diary where she had recorded her birth-date as the 13ú

of September 1819. Now, in September 1837, she would be eighteen, and Robert was

to ask Clara's father for her "hand in marriage" on her eighteenth birthday.

Since Clara's birthday is on the 13û of the 9m, it is not surprising to find that Opus 6:2 is

based almost entirely on 9ú and 13û chords. Further, of the last movement (number

18), Schumann explained to Clara:

In the Davidsttinzø the clock strikes twelve at the end, as I've discovered.s

But this should not necessarily be taken at face value, representing the chimes of

midnight, for example. Rather, it could have the deeper symbolism (in C major) of

Clara's name-day:

Do not forget sometime to look at the calendar for 13 August where an Awora
unites your name and mine.e

as Schumann wrote under the pseudonym of Eusebius referring to St Clara's Day (12

August), St Awora's Day (13 August) and St Eusebius's Day (14 August) in the Saxon

calendar. It was this last date (in 1837) that Robert and Clara regarded as their

engagement day and Schumann noted the anniversary of this day each year in his diary

from 1836 onwards.

Opus 6 was composed between the months of August-Septembe4 1837, therefore,

taking all these factors into consideration, it can be seen to be inspired both by wedding

thoughts and (18th) birthday celebrations. Since Davidsbündlertrinze has 18

I Weissweiler/Fritsch/Crawford I, I 07
n Schumann, G.S.I,195.
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movements, to covsr all of these in detail would prove repetitive. The following

movements have been chosen for detailed discussion since they illustrate most clearly

the two main issues outlined above:

Opus 6

Opus 6:1

This opening piece begins with the motto of Clara V/ieck taken from the Mazurka of her

Soirées Musicales,also Opus 6.10

tebhaft.
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7
9
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t7
18

G major
B minor
G minor
only the Ab major section
C major
Bb major/Elb major/Bb major
B major/minor
C major.
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But that is not the most important factor in the first five bars. It is the harmonic

progressions which are the more significant. Beginning in G major, by bars 3-4 there is

a half-cadence in E minor:

Fil - B ? Clara united with ....?

By bar 5 the harmonies return to G major, thus: an intemrpted wedding formula. At

bars 14-18 there are two potential wedding formulas:

ViiÍi
€:l

r0 For further clarification, see Reich, Clara Schumann,239
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E-BandA-B toD..G C

but they are also intemrpted.

I
mü

'7n ! ir+
É-B_ A_D...G.

Nevertheless, so that we can get some idea of what this is all about, there is a full

progression to E minor at bars 34-37

ilì- ger
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which in a three-fold way states the "wedding" thought:

(a) In E minor: i - V - i with fundamentals E-H(B)-E which in German spells

"matïiage", at least, the state thereof.

(b) The wedding formula (F#-B-E): Clara united with Robert.

(c) The melodic figuration in the treble clef, with accents on Df and E (Schumann,

Robert) and F* and Dü (Clara Schumann):

DVB/E/B/FTICIDI'IB,IE

Schumann united, Robert united with Clara: Clara Schumann united with Robert.

This is the issue of the moment but there is one huge hurdle to overcome: the father.

Therefore this ambiguous situation, both "intemrpted" and "complete", continues (by

P

--1.-*- @
I
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way of repeats) and finally, for the moment at least, remains under the control of the

father, G major, in which key the movement ends.

Opus 6:2

The second piece expresses Clara's birth-date from the perspective of the above stated

event in 1831 when Schumann first learnt of it.

lnlrrg.

No .)

t3
tl

In the first section (B minor - latent mode) the harmonies are only V and i but the

opening bars elaborate the chord of the dominant 9th and 13ú; and at bars 3-4 and

6-7 Clara' s Andantino motif appears.

The second section (now in B major) begins with the chord of the dominant 13th lwith

9ù¡ of E major:
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There are many reinforcements to the proposal that Schumann first thought of Clara as a

possible future wife, even as early as 1831, and this is one of them. Not only is the
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birth-date enunciated, but also shown is Clara's linking with Robert by pointing in her

diary to the correct birth-date (in response to her father's claim that she \ilas one year

younger) with all the implications, at least from hindsight, which that linkage would

bring; hence the key (B minor) and the wedding formula across bars 7-11.

At this early stage, there could be no immediate resolution of the issue, and the piece

returns to the earlier B minor section with its conclusion on the minor (atenQ tonic.

When this piece comes back again in Opus 6:17,itwill have a significantly different

conclusion.

Opus 6:3

Etwa¡ haù¡büche¡r.

N9 8.

k:f I !tbr iit gr -Ð -tl![Jr
dc-D..-G-...4-)"'.' c

With this piece Schumann goes back to the beginning of the whole affair, that is, 1831.

A title for this piece might well have been "in the studio of Friedrich'Wieck" with its

opening runs of thirds, its subsequent double-octaves, imitative counterpoint and finally,

ten bars of arpeggios. But again, there is more to it that that:
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G

(a) In the temporary modulation to B minor (bars 7-8) Clara's Andantino motif

appears: F$/E/D/C$/8, and in the process of leaping to the key of D major, there is

a variarrt wedding formula, F+-B-A across the two sections'

(b) The double-octave ascending scale, especially in the bass clef (though in

counterpoint with the treble clef) at barsg-12, is reminiscent of the ascending

"Papillons" motif (Opus 2: I and 12) inthe same key:

AIB/CüIDIE/FilIG

with its "love battle" associations, in the key of D major in both past and present

instances.

(c) At bars 45-48 this same "Papillons" motif (the scale now based on the dominant

7th of Bb major) appears in the bass

Bb' 17 T

which leads (at bar 47) to the quotation of a fragment of "Promenade", fromCqrnaval,

Opus 9, bars 33-37 (but especially bars 34-35). This section in Opus 6: 3 also provides

an unambiguous statement of the wedding formula from bars 5l-57:
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though this is followed suddenly by a retum to D major via chord iv(G) in bar 58 and

then after eleven bars, the music returns to a re-statement of the opening bars (bars 69-

76 equalling bars 1-8). At this point (bar 76)the modulation to B minor, with its

Andantino motif, continues on for another four bars of B minor tonality with a further

statement of the Andantino motif (not Clara's Valse Romantique motif previously

appearing in Carnaval's "Valse Allemande", as is often assumed), though now in the

treble clef. G major suddenly intemrpts again, in which Clara, now represented by a C

minor chord (iv), is firmly brought to heel, V (D) by her father (G) and is to be found

under her father's tutelage, practising arpeggios.
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This is not only an extremely amusing movement but it also outlines the various details

ofthe story up to the present:

(a) Clara (IV) and Schumann (ii) are both in the studio of Wieck (I) learning the

various techniques that make for good pianists - runs of thirds, parallel double-

octaves, counterpoint and so on.

(b) This association between a pubescent child and a virile young man leads to

"wedding" thoughts (B minor). Schumann is quite specific: the pubescent child is

Clara (Andantino motif).

(c) Schumann decides to engage in a love-contest (D major and the "Papillons" scale)

for the said young woman.

(d) This ultimately leads (while still associated with Wieck and in his own house) to a

"frrst kiss in November" (1835) and "lovely hours in her [Clara's] arms in the

evening", hence the "Promenade" quote, since Schumann specifically claimed that

"Promenade" expressed "the walk taken at German balls arm in arm with your

partner".

(e) This event (and its implications) has not yet been divulged to the father, hence a

return to the status quo of the opening bars, where Clara and Schumann continue

as though nothing has happened, whilst keeping their private wedding thoughts or

intentions (the modulation to B minor) to themselves (note the Andantino motif,

now in the bass (bar 76) and the treble (bas77-78) clefs. There can be no

wedding formula now, only intimations thereof (Fü-B), since there is no parallel

modulation to D major, instead the V of G major interposes (obviously Wieck has

learned of the unacceptable situation) and

(Ð from bars 81 to the end, Schumann (ii) is removed, Clara is in disappointed mode

(iv) and remains alone with her father (V-0, as has been said, practising her

arpeggios.
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This is the stuff of opera buffa. This is also what Schumann meant when he wrote to

Clara: "The Davidsbündlertdnze are quite difFerent from Carnaval and are to the latter

as faces are to masks". Once we accept Schumann's uni$ing symbolic schema, the

Davidsbündlertcinze are indeed "quite different": Ernestine von Fricken is now absent,

and there ¿re no longer any potentially misleading titles, as was the case with Carnaval.

In Opus 6 the meaning is within the music. Perhaps the performance instruction at the

top of Opus 6:3 characterizes Schumann's rather caustic view of Wieck's musicality, or

perhaps even his personality: Etwas hahnbnchen, which in the 19ft century meant

"somewhat coarsely or clumsily".

Opus 6:7 (middle section Ab Major)

The issue of the chord of 9th and l3ú has been raised before through the quotation from

Schumann's letter of 10.7.1834:

So then ... when I truly think of you, I sit at the piano without delay and

write to Dresden, that is, to you, preferably with chords of the 9tn [and]
for example, the familiar chord of the l3th.

He gives the example:

and it is this example that appears in Opus 6:7.

The Ab major section of Opus 6:7 begins with an allusion (rather than a direct quotation)

to the music of Opus 14, first movement,barc 26-32, which led there to the variant of

Clara's Andsntino motif, subsequently identified for purpose of differentiation, as the
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motif of spiritual and physical trnion. Here, in Opus 6:7, at bars 37c-39, the motif of

spiritual and physical union occurs (focussed on the father: BlblclDrlFlEb/DÐ in whose

key (G minor) the Ab major section is embedded:

This is followed by contrary-motion chromatic treatment:

til.ç

T

C I Db I DI E}I E/ F I F[ I G I Ab

pedal on B

A' GIF$ IF / F}

which provides, in the treble, the ascending chromatic motif of union (EÆlFÐ through

to the obstructing G and on to Al and in the bass, the descending chromatic motif of

union (F+1FÆÐ leading to Eb and then Al, thus the altemative moves illustrate the two-

way possibility of the marriage issue. These bars lead to the last two bars of the Ab

major section where the chord of the 9th and l3th (mentioned and illustrated by

Schumann) occurs, with its tonic - Eb (Schumann), its 5tr and 9th - Bb and Fb (Robert), its

13th - C (Clara) and its 3'd and 7th - G and Db (the father).

In this sumptuously dissonant "ménage à trois", the hope is for resolution to Al major
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(marriage). Nevertheless, this Ab major section (originally intended to stand on its
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own)lr is embedded within the parameter of G minor, in which key, Opus 6:7

concludes.

Opus 6:9

This movement has a superscription:

Hereupon Florestan stopped and his lips quivered painfully.

Peter Kaminsky says of this:

Here the introduction of the bass tremolando (bars l5-16) makes obvious
programmatic reference to the trembling of Florestan's lips, described in the
inscription ...t2

But there is more to it than that:

Ç:TI g

c

tïvh EC: t{¡

A F$- B

From bars 9-12 the wedding formula occurs:

C-F-B-E-A: Clara united with Robert Schumann.

rr 
See Linda Correll Roesner "The Sources for Schumann's Døvidsbündlertdnze, Op. 6: Composition,

Textual Problems, and the Role of the Composer as Editor" in Mendelssohn and Schumann: Essays on

Their Work and lts Context, ed. Finson and Todd. (Durham, N.C. Duke University Press, 1984), 60
12 Kaminsþ "Formal Structure", 220.
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Then (at bars 12-16) there is first another (different) wedding formula (F+-B-E) and then

yet another wedding formula begins but is cut short by the intercepting father, at which

point Florestan's lips quiver - after all he intends to ask V/ieck for permission to marry

his daughter. Schumann's subsequent experience proved more than lip-quivering:

The conversation with your father was terrible. Such coldness, such
maliciousness, such confusion and contradictions - he has a ne\M way of killing;
he plunges the blade and the hilt into your heart. I've received so little for my
devotion, my great patience. Now what, my dear Clara? I don't know what to
do. Not at all. Reason fails here. And I can't appeal to your father's feelings,
either. What now,'What now?"13

Opus 6:15

The first eight bars of this piece are in Bb major with two statements of the wedding

formula (at bars 2-4 andT-8):
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Bb: Eä Ï1
c- ç - Bb

The rest of the piece is in Eü major, in continuous arpeggiation:
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From bar 12-24 Clara's Andantino motif is expressed twice:

GßlEblDlC and then CtBblNlGß

the latter being the original motto, at the same pitch, of Opus 14, first movement, and

occturing here mainly in the inner part of the treble clef. The harmonies from bars 9-24,

as can be seen, are occupied with cadential idioms.
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Bb

At bar 25 chord III? (G) prepdes the way for chord vi (C) at bar 29. Therefore,

beginning at bar 24,the harmonies ftom24-29 constitute an intemrpted wedding

formula: Eb . . .G . . . C. Perhaps with the arrival at C (in bar29) there may yet be a

complete wedding formula, but this is not to be: barc29-41reveal yet another
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intemrptedweddingformula: C-F-Ab... G... Bb-Et. Thereisatritone-relatedtrill

between the bass and treble: on F, bars 26-27 and on B then Cb, bars 35-38. This latter

continues to Bb and then Al. The tritone-related trill is a "wedding" (anxiety) indicator

and this juxtaposition will be presented in (not necessarily anxious) harmonic/structural

terms in Opus 6:17 (B major-F major - B major). The trill in the treble clef going from

B to Bb and then Al constitutes an incomplete chromatic motif of union which, if it had

been complete (with the addition of Ab), might have read: Clara (C) united with (B)

Robert (Bb) in marriage (Ab). Schumann redresses this sense of incompletion with a

complete chromatic motif of union in the bass clef (bars 43-45), that is BllBlC:

lÞr

Ebr
Êb

There is even an Ah in bar 48 which, with the previous BbtBlC, spells Robert (BF) united

with (B) Clara (C) Schumann (A). This melodic feature was lacking in the section (bars

25-40) involving the chord of the father (G).

Opus 6:17

The Trio (in B minor) of the previous movement leads directly into Opus 6:17 but the

Trio is more a Trio of personalities in the sense that the octaves withþrte markings

between the chords spell out Fil (bar 26) - G (bar 28) - Gü (bar 30) - A (bar 30) and then

in similar manner, but in reverse, to F{. This would indicate that something needs to be

resolved between three certain people, and this is more or less what happens in Opus

6:17, providing we wait for its conclusion.
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Wie aus iler Ferne.

N9 t7.

g

3 vi l,

G*
I1
Ffl

This first ten bars are harmonized with V(FÐ over a tonic pedal (B) which might lead to

the supposition that the wedding formula is about to emerge but the VT leads to chord vi

(Gil) on the way to II (C$) and thus the potentiality for a wedding formula is denied. At

the top of the movement there is the marking l(ie aus der Ferne (as from a distance)

As Charles Rosen explains it:

This is marked "As from a distance" ... and sounds doubly so because each phrase

has an echo, and the pedal necessary to enforce the sustained notes casts a
mysterious blur over the soft and deliberate sonorities. The creation of a sense of
distance is an extraordinary innovation, but what follows is the greatest stroke. To
the distance in space is added a distance in time, as the slow Lrindler of the second

piece begins again, directly from the echoing sounds of the repeated F*'s. A
distance in time of more than twenty-five minutes separates the second from the
seventeenth piece, and within the context of a work like the Davidsbündlertrinze
this is a genuine return of the past - not a formal return or a da capo or a
recapitulation, but u rrr"-ory.fo

Nevertheless, we have to wait for 50 bars before the second piece emerges (at bar 51).

In the meantime there is another memory indicator, related to a period much frlther

back: the "Papillons" motif
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The "Papillons" motif, in its fullest statement involves a scale based on the dominant

7th; hence in B major: Fü/Gü/Ail/B lc|nlDillB. In Papillons Opus 2:l,the scale is based on

the dominant 7th of D major and is presented in both an ascending and descending

manner. When it comes back in Opus 2:12, the motif becomes fragmented, f,rrst by

dropping its descent, then gradually the top notes of the motif are removed one by one

until finally only A is left (out of what has been NBlCilDlEÆVG). All of this happens

in the treble clef while the Grandfather Dance occurs in the bass clef and as the six

notes (A) begin their "chiming". It has been suggested, in the chapter dealing with

Papillons, Opus 2, that, since Clara turned twelve in the September of 1831, the twelve

movements of Papillons might honour that event and that, with the addition of the six

"chimes" (t'welve plus six equals 18), Schumann might have forecast the age at which

he might have been allowed to marry Clara (if she also wished it). The "chimes" in

Opus 6 occur in the last movement, which will be dealt with in due course. What does

occur in Opus 6:lT,between bars I and 50, are fragments of the "Papillons" motif:

(a) In bars 5-6 (and repeats) the ascending and descending top seven notes:

BICl'IDf'IEIDil/Cil/8.

(b) In bars 35-36,the ascending notes only: F{/G{/A$/B/Cil/D*Æ, in the bass clef.

In the light of these fragments, ï(ie aus der Ferne might be a confirmation of

Schumann's prophetic gesture in late 1831 when Papillons, Opus 2 was composed, and

therefore it might refer to the six long years it had taken for his relationship with Clara

to develop to the point of engagement. Now the marriage goal is in sight.
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Between these two occrilTences of the "Papillons" fragments, with their "love battle"

reference, there is a modulation to the tritone-related key of F major. This is not only

done to re-visit the "wedding" issue but also to reinforce the negative side of the issue,

because among the progressions within the F major section, an intemrpted wedding

formula occurs (C-F-D..G) even though it takes eight bars to do so.

Both wedding formulas here are not so much intemrpted as unrealized (Fü-(B)-G[..Cü..Fü

and C-F-D..G-FÐ or, to put it another way, they express Clara's union with her father,

which is the current situation, in spite of the engagement. What Schumann is looking

for is permission. The B major and F major sections have dealt with past and present

possibilities and restrictions; now at bar 51, the music of Opus 6:2, in B minor, retums.

As Charles Rosen has commented about this event:

Schumann does everything possible to make the return of the Ltindler sound like
the involuntary resurfacing of a buried memory, the rediscovered existence of
the past within the present.

However much the return of the L¿¡ndler might "sound like the involuntary resurfacing

of a buried memory", the fact is that Clara's birth-date (first noted in 1831 and in Opus

6:2), onthe principle of "the future should be the higher echo of the past", has now

acquired a higher and critical significance: she will be eighteen and hopefully

marriageable.

The re-statement of Opus 6:2is almost identical to that of the first, though with some

differences:

(a) the instruction beginning at bar 67, Nach und nach schneller, both a performance

instruction and an autobiographical indicator - the birth-date is looming.

(b) Whereas Opus 6:2 has an open ended aspect (one could keep playing it over and

over again), the second statement leads to an all-important Coda.
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The Coda is occupied with cadential idioms which are nevertheless vital for our

understanding of the hermeneutic strategy of Opus 6:17. Having begun on II(Cf,) over a

pedal on F{ (bar 75), the only other chords occu:ring are V(F*) and i(B) until bar 90.

Then there are several repeats of two cadential idioms, one intemrpted:
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These two cadential idioms express Clara's union with both Robert and her father - that

is the issue. (It is interesting that in Schumann's hands, what is commonly understood

as an intemrpted cadence, V-VI, becomes a symbol for an intemrpted relationship!)

Finally, hope prevails, because the piece ends with the V(F$)-i(B)-iv(E) formula (Clara

united with Robert) before concluding with If-V-i. Rosenr5 obviously regards the single

F{ (in bar 96) as part of the B minor chord since he declares that the piece ends with a

plagal cadence - this would then give the statement: Clara united with Robert in
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ma:riage: V?(Ff-I(B)-iv(E)-i(B). So then, after the long story (17 pieces) the music is

poised for the last movement.

Opus 6:18

Above this last piece, Schumann has written:

Quite superfluously, Eusebius thought the following, but at the same

time his eyes spoke of bliss.

In spite of Schumann's "superfluously", this piece is a necessity, for several reasons, if

only to make up the l8 that are needed for Clara's lSth birthday celebrations.

Celebrations? We know by now that Clara was wrong when she supposed that God

would not "make my birthday a day of mourning"'

The fact that the superscription contains the suggestion of an ambiguity, between what

follows (that is, the music) and what, at the same time, emanated from Eusebius's eyes

(bliss) will become apparent as the music of number 18 is studied in detail.

Gr¡¡ ¡r¡ ütc¡?h¡r ¡¡l¡lc E¡¡rùl¡¡¡oc! fo¡!r!..t¡d¡ùtl ¡Pt¡cl lD'rvltl Frllalaltl¡¡ .!¡Èr! l¡fr!.
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Opus 6:18 opens with the dominant 7th of C major superimposed on the tonic, which is

not a unique chord in Schumann's hands, although in 1837 the concept of G7

superimposed over a C chord had a particularly poignant relevance. The meaning is

obvious.
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Surprisingly, in a piece for such an occasion, there does not appear to be any wedding

formula, at least not for the first 40 bars, in spite of the fact that every chord represented

by the chromatic scale is presentapart from bII, fiIV and VII. Even in the last 19 bars

the wedding formula is hidden among diminished 7ú chords, superimposed over a tonic

pedal:
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Schumann in his inimitable way puns, for three chords at least, on both the flat and

sharp side of C major. Even the spetling tells us that there is more to the phrase than

meets the eye, for example, in bar 44 the Ab in the bass clef goes correctly to the

following G but in the treble clef, at bar 45,the Cü goes to C natural and so on. Without

going into a laborious explanation of harmonic practice, the phrase (from bars 4a-4b)

has several interpretations. . .

Positively:

IIV bVIIB bIIIB

Bb Eb

bVIB

Ab

IIB

or IIIE

E

F

IV
F

C

I
C

IIE

D
VIE

A

Clara united with Robert Schumann in marriage
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or negatively:

IIV .bIIE

.Db

bVE

Gb

V3 I3 IVB

CF
br3

Cb

II3

IIEorI IV

CF GCF
Clara's hopes for ma:riage denied by the father

Thus Schumann, as in the letter which was to be sent to Wieck, puts both possible

options, "Solemn moment until then - when I hear of a decision - solemn as the pause

between the lightning and thunder in a storm, when one does not know whether it will

pass over, destroying or blessing".

From a motivic point of view, the main theme is Clara's Andantino motif: NGßlElD,

sometimes going on to C and sometimes not:

bars 4-7, fragmented but the next occurrence shows that this is

what Schumann intends.

bars24-32 NGßlElD, with a continuously repeated E/D (or FÆ/D)

before finally settling on C at bar 33.

al

Because Schumann must conclude the piece in C major via its dominant, he uses the

last three notes of this motivic resource (Andantino motif plus C) to reinforce his

message. As he wrote to V/ieck: "I implore you: Grant your blessing to one of your

oldest friends, a friend once more, and to the best child of the best father". Thus:

ElDlC, which spells out: Robert united with Clara.
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This is the very last message of the piece (occurring at bars 54 and 56b to the end) after

the dominant 7th (under and over C) has been heard for the last time (bar 52). Now for

the "chimes".

When Schumann wrote to Clara pointing out that "the clock strikes twelve at the end",

he was no doubt referring to the twelve Cs in the bass clef from bars 4l-53. These

could certainly signifu :

(a) midnight chimes (at the end of the l2th day of September), heralding the dawn of

Clara's 18ú birthday (on the l3ú); or

(b) more probably the twelve Cs may refer to the 12 days of September which

precede the fateful 13ú, on which day the letter was to be handed to Clara's

father; or even

(c) a third, remote, possibility, namely that Schumann may have been referring to the

number twelve which represents the date of Clara's name day: 12 August.

What ever the case, clearly this last piece is all about Clara's 18th birthday and the

ominous event which she was to initiate by the giving of Schumann's letter of request

to her father, hopefully with a satisfactory outcome. Schumann was to be disappointed.

He actually said, after his encounter with Wieck over the issue, (apart from what has

been quoted above):

The very foundation of my existence has been attacked.16
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As far as Eusebius is concemed, the superscription of number l8 has three elements: his

thoughts (encapsulated in the music), his blissful eyes (radiating a fond hope for Clara?)

and the phrase "Quite superfluously". We now know that the thoughts (the music), like

the letter, represent two possible outcomes, one positive, one negative. "Quite

superfluously" may be Schumann's ironic comment concerning the ultimate outcome of

his letter (and his interview with Wieck, which followed). Both proved to be a waste of

time, that is, superfluous!

Schumann managed to get a manuscript copy of Davidsbündlertdnze to ClaralT just

before she left (in October 1837) for another concert tour which culminated in her

triumph in Vienna. He actually hoped that she would take this copy with her on tour.ls

It is most probable, therefore, that the superscriptions above numbers 9 and 18 were on

this manuscript copy, because the motto "Alter Sprach" (Old Saying), appearing at the

beginning, above the title of the work, is most apt for the situation in which Clara now

found herself:

In each and every time
Pleasure and suffering occur together.
Remain innocent in pleasure and
Meet suffering with courage.

What is placed at the beginning of the work is actually a postscript!

While Clara was away on tour with her father for approximately seven months,

Schumann composed three important works: Novelletten, Opus 21, Kinderscenen, Opus

15 and Kreislerianø Opus 16. Since there is an overlap in the composition of these

three works, only Kreisleriana is discussed in full because, as the most substantial work

of the three, it expresses Schumann's hermeneutic system in the most comprehensive

way.

tt Tgb II,39.
18 Weissweiler/Fritsch/Crawford I, 3 5.
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Trrn MAD MUSTCIAN

At the end of 1837, Clara and her father left Leipzig for a grand concert tour whose high

peak was to be Clara's unprecedented success in Vienna. She and her father did not

return to Leipzig until May 1838; Clarawas therefore, from Robert's point of view, the

"distant beloved" on two counts, both by prohibition and by geographical separation.

During this period, Schumann occupied himself with composition, among other things,

and from the beginning of the year until about April of 1838, he had produced both

Novelletten, Opus 2l and Kinderscenen, Opus 15. These two works were closely

followed by Kreisleriana, Opus 16, which Schumann claimed to have written in four

days, though this is not entirely true. The best way to obtain an insight into the

atmosphere in which Kreisleriand was composed is to follow Schumann's diary entries

from the beginning of April, 18381:

from 1-10 April: A letter from my lass [9 April] - wann spring day - her picture
- fugues and canonical spirit in all my fantasizing - but otherwise yeamings
enough.

On 11 April: a magnificent day, most magnificent morning - heavenly life -
wandered to Möckern with blessed heart - Aftemoon, much love composed
"Come my Clara, come, come, give me a hearty kiss". [Possibly Opus 16:6]

14 April: Easter Saturday. Began letter to Clara - composed nothing - to
Rosenthal, walking in wind and weather - very cheerful inside.

15-18 April. Easter holiday. Quietly worn out in writing to my Clara, Nothing
else happened. On 17th letter from Frischoff that Liszt was in Vienna -
considerably more annoying day on which I was depressed - beautifully lived,
however.

IJntil22"d, Sunday ... hoped in vain for a letter from Clara whom I have never
loved more beautifully nor more strongly.

1 All quotes from Schumann's diary from 1.4.1838 to 9.6.1838 can be found in Tgb II, 53-57
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To 25 April. Mid-week. Yesterday I heard from Pfundt fClara's cousin] that
Clara was at Grätz, as a result I spent two miserable days in waiting, achieved
nothing great, though much fragmentarily good.

to 27. Friday. A Presto made for Major Serre's wife in Dresden in the visitor's
book [ultimately Opus 16 l]'- always many thoughts - excessive longing for
Clara.

To 3 May: Three wonderful spring days - spent in expectation of a letter - and
then the Kreisleriana completed in four days - completely new world opened up
to me - Kreisler piece in G minor in 6/8 with Trio in D minor composed in fire
[Opus l6:8].

In order to provide a full picture of the issues that confronted Schumann and the

thoughts that he might have had leading to the composition of Kreisleriona, it is useful

to continue the diary entries until the day after his birthday in June, 1838, even though

he had basically completed this work by early May.

To 6 May: still no letter.

To (including) 9 May: sad day. Finally, on the 9ú, a letter from
Clara.

On l0ú - I have stayed away completely from Poppe [Schumann's
reference to the Kaffebaum, the proprietor of which was Max Poppe]
for some time and for always - I want to get the better of these Jews

finformers] from father [Wieck].

In the light of Wieck's imminent retum, Schumann did not want to be seen drinking at

the Kafeebaum wherc friends of Wieck might provide unfavourable reports; however,

he still continues to drink:

On 13. Sunday - finding no-one in the evening, have to drink over a flask of
wine and [thus] a day before Clara's arrival, must do the dumbest tricks.

Monday [14] a great hangover [!] yet bundled myself together. - a day full of
events - I heard she is there - God guide everything.

Tuesday 15. Clara is still not there - she will have arived by the evening -
excited and sick the whole day - much fantasizing.

2 It seems that Schumann composed the Presto for Fredericke Serre at an earlier time and then asked for it
back in order to send a copy to his friend Karl Krägen as a binhday present, which he did on 26.4.1838.
Apparently this copy of the Presto is now in the Royal Ontario Library and is closely related to Opus
l6:1. (see Tgb II, 477 n. 193 and 478 n. 195).
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To Friday 18. Painsday - longing to the point of anguish - otherwise no trace of
them...

To Monday 22lsícl. The oddest despair - on Monday [21] at Schubert concert,
Claru seen for the first time - is it possible? Am I alive? - spoke with the Old
Man which calmed me down-

Tuesday 22. The sky cleared up. The Old Man was with me. For the first time.
Have I then to love the old fellow as my father! - I have not seen her yet fto talk
to, he means]. Meanwhile quietly worked on the Kreisleriana with a view to
sending it away.

Thursday 24. Good day - early Nanni [Clara's friend and maid] with blissful
letter. At MÊirtens, the Old Man, who was very friendly, about which I was very
happy.

Sunday 26. Evening at Glaßbrener's soirée - Clara from a distance - conquered
me-

Srurday 27. Beautiful day - meeting again by accident - my Clara, that is.

Monday 28.- toLützschena - I live - I dream - these people - I - Clara - ?

Tuesday 29. Beautiful co-incidence in the evening, to see Clara, to speak, to
kiss - so inwardly - yet she appeared to me to be holding back - though perhaps
not - something remained back - the magnificent farewell.

To Monday 4 June. Have seen nothing of Clara - strange mixture of blissfulness
and concealed rage ... finally, through Nanni, a letter and to see [Clara], and to
speak and to go walking - she was magnificent, so beautiful, so happy, so
completely mine.

On 8 Jwre, Friday. My 28ft birthday, never had a more blissful, calm one - Early
Friday Nanni with flowers and letter.

The following letter does not come from Schumann's diary, but from the collected

correspondence:

Be at our window at 9 sharp. If I signal with a white handkerchief walk slowly
towards the o/dNeumarkt. I will follow then and go with you, since I have to
pick up Mother from her mother's. If I don't signal, it means she hasn't gone.
You can even come a little before nine.

But walk very slowly because I have to get ready first. Of course, you can turn
around againall of a sudden.3

The diary entries continue:

I am happy, - evening in Auerbach's cellar with Vehulst and drank house-wine.
And then, and then I met my young woman and she called to me - we played

3 WeissweilerÆritsch/Crawford I, 186.
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like children - a too great happiness - this yotrng woman - tears welled up in the
eyes from love for me - Never forget, what Clara has endured because of you.

But within a day:

On the 9'h - as Reuter said to me, it would most likely have turned out badly for
Clara on account of yesterday - the old-ones [Wieck and his wife] are so dumb
and bigoted - she [Clara] must loose herself from the common riff-raff.

And so the frustrating story continues. Schumann once wrote to Clara 3 August 1838:

Play my Kreisleriana sometimes! There's a very wild love in a few movements,
and your life and mine and many of your looks . . ."

but perhaps his comment concerning his current mood, in the diary entry of 4 June, is a

more accurate explanation of the content of Kreisleriana; "4 strange mixture of

blissfulness and concealed rage".

Dtrring the time that Kreisleriana was composed, Schumann's diary entries reveal that

on the one hand, he was torn between longing for Clara's return and frustration over the

tardiness of her letters; and yet on the other hand, he experienced an almost manic

preoccupation with composition. From 1831-1840 Schumar¡r composed most of his

greatest works when Clara was absent; for example, Papillons, Carnaval, Concert ohne

Orchester, the Phantasie, Novelletten, and Kinderscenen. Tlte diaries show that when

Clara was present, though inaccessible, composition seemed to grind to a halt; indeed,

the frustration and anger seemed to come to the fore. In fact, the diary entries from 21

May 1838, when he saw Clara at a Schubert concert in Leipzig, until the day after his

28th birthday on 8 June, reveal not only his increased delight stemming from Clara's

neamess (the "bliss"), but also the "concealed tage" due to the difflrculty of access to

her because of her father. He also had to be as diplomatic as possible with V/ieck,

because there was the slim possibility that V/ieck might change his mind, hence the

rage was "concealed".

4 Weissweiler/Fritsch/Crawfo rd l, 225
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Knnrsr,nRrANA, Opus 16

Many recent scholars (for example, Deborah Crisps, John Daverio6 and Charles

RosenT), have sought to establish the influence of the literary techniques of E.T.A.

Hoffmann on Schumann's composition of Kreisleriana, though their concerns have

primarily centered on a comparison of the disposition of the material in both the

writings of Hoffrnann and the music of Schuma¡n. Thus the emphasis is structural

rather than hermeneutic. It is assumed here that what such scholars say about this

matter is in most cases corect, but it is not our primary concem; the structure or

disposition of the material in Kreisleriana is referred to almost exclusively where it

assists in defining "the inner musical workings" from a hermeneutical point of view, for

example, the overall key-structure:

l. D minor - Bb major - D minor.

2. B¡lø major - F major - Bb major - G minor - Bb major

3. G minor - Bb major - G minor.

4. Bb major - G minor/ Bb minor-Bb minor.

5. G minor, but altemating between G minor and Bb major.

6. Bb major.

7. C minor - G minor - C minor -Bbßjmajor.

8. G minor - Bb major - D minorÆ major - G minor.

From this outline we see a strong emphasis on the keys of Wieck (G minor) and Robert

(Bb major), with Clara (C minor) and the wedding issue (F major/D minor) featuring

less strongly. After the engagement of Robert and Clara in 1837 and V/ieck's adamant

rejection of it, the autobiographical emphasis became much more focussed on the

problems between the would-be-husband and the recalcitrant father. Nevertheless, the

5 Deborah Crisp. "The Kreisleriana of Robert Schumann and E.T.A. HofÊnan: some musical and literary
parallels". Musicologt Australia, 1993, Vol XVI, 3-18.
6 Daverio, Nineteenth-Century Music, 6l -62.
t Rosen, Generation,66g-683.
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internal factors of melody and harmony emphasise all three personalities involved, as

well as the wedding issue, throughout.

Schumann also had this to say about Kreisleriana:

But, Clara, I'm overflowing with music and beautiful melodies now - imagine,
since my last letter I've finished another whole notebook of new pieces. I intend
to call it Kreisleriana. Youand one of your ideas play the main role in it ...8

The phrase "one of your ideas" will be seen to refer, once again, to Clara's Andantino

motif, variations of which permeate the pages of Kreisleriana. Butnot only that; at

times the particular variation of the Andantino motif which we have termed the motif of

spiritual and physical union occurs. Indeed, apart from the "Papillons" motif and the

Grandfather Dance, all the motifs thus far mentioned, including the chromatic motif of

union and the "bestowal" motif, appear in Kreisleriana.

Since the more thorough-going narratival approach has been demonstrated several times

in other works above, it will only be necessary here to discuss selected components in

order to demonstrate what Kreislerianø is about. We begin with Clara's Andantino

motif which, together with its variant, the motif of spiritual and physical union, appears

in every movement of the work.

Opus 16zl r,4,usserst bewegt

The outer Sections of this piece are in D minor (a wedding key) in which the sentiments

are agitated and restless, for good reason. It is in the B-Section of this piece that

Clara's Andantino motif (G/F lEblDlC) appears, beginning with the upbeat to bar 25,

between barc25-26:

I WeissweilerÆritsch/Crawford I, 141
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Opus 16'.2 Sehr ínnig und nícht zu røsch.

The form of this piece can be illustrated as follows:

A bars l-37

B lntermezzo I 38-54

A 55-91

C Intermezzo II 92-lI8

A ll9-r73

.f

tlt ITÉ

Bb major - main idea

F major - fugato

Bb major - main idea

G minor - imitative counterpoint

>

cb: lr l+\ll

c
luíi !¡ ri

F 
-BÞ

but with the return to Eb via D (bar 26) there are intimations of the motif of spiritual and

physical union as well: CD.ßf spelling out Schumann's hoped for union with Clara.

at first modulatory and then
Bb major - incorporating
variation of main idea and then a
repeat of most of the material of
the previous A sections.

The A section, with its meandering treatment, has its own distinct melodic "motto" in

the opening bars:

tl
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Sehr niùt ¡asch.

-

Ultimately this leads to a highly contrapuntal texture (though not necessarily imitative)

which includes Clara's Andantino motif for example, taking only one version of the

motif, (GlFlEblDlC), atbars 13-14, 15-16 and27-28:

This is the Andantino motif utilized in the B Section of the first piece. Because of the

subtle way in which the motif is often embedded in the texture, it could be deemed to be

merely an expression of the minor scale from G to C occurring within the notes that

precede and succeed it, and therefore incidental to Schumann's hermeneutic purpose.

Nevertheless, in bar 28 and later at bar 34, Schumann draws attention to its occurrence

with the marking ritard. The significance of this is reinforced at bars l4l-142, where

the same scale-segment occws with the tempo marking Adagio, immediately after what

hadbeen accelerando.
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Bbr ¡í iifl
c- F-Bb

Schumann has a motivic strategy which will only become apparent at the end of the

movement.

In the second Intermezzo, (bars 92-ll8) the melodic profile is determined by the

descending, dotted, three-note motif EblD/C (in imitation) throughout:

¡t tr.
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This dotted three-note fragment is based upon the last three notes of Clara's Andantino

motif of GÆlEhlDlC (Schumann united with Clara), but the first imitation in the bass

clef spells another idea: A/G/F#, the union between Schumann and Clara blocked by the

father, and thus the battle continues, "musical or otherwise".

SectionA-3 (bars ll9-173) followsthesecond Intermezzo. Clara's Andantinomotif

occurs in bars 140-1, and after this there are further occunences because of repeated

material from Section A-1, until, in the concluding bars of the piece, we have the only

statement of its variant, the motif of spiritual and physical union (bars 170-3):

T--trflflf!......¡4
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These last four bars have already been mentioned in Chapter 8, but it is important to

reiterate their significance here :

(a) the cadential pattern spells out the wedding formula: C-F-Bb: Clara united with

Robert;

(b) this cadence pattem is combined with the motif of spiritual union, heard for the

first time in this movement, though as has been stated over and over again, it is

itself a variant of Clara's Andantino motif: DlClBrlNG reorganised as

GIA/B!,tDlClB¡b;

(c) the chord of the dominant 13tr is engaged, with its symbolic associations with

Clara's birthdate: 13 September; and

(d) the last four bars are given arAdagio marking (as was Clara's Andantino motif

at bars 140-141) but here the Adagio marking functions as a postscript. To

quote again Jean Paul Richter's "Rules and Hints for Novelists":

The reader accepts both the historical digression and the lesser witty or
philosophical one at the beginning and in the middle rather than towards the
end, where all light converges increasingly on the focus of a single interest.

Schumann's motivic strategy in Opus 16:2 is similar to that of the first movement of the

Phantasie, Opus 17,in so far as the motif of spiritual and physical union first appears at

the end of each of these movements, but in the Phantasie it is presented with

intemrption (by G) and accompanied with C major harmonies (with its G7). Here, in
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Opus 16:2 the motif is not intemrpted, (the note G, occurring first, is left behind), and is

accompanied by the best of all possible harmonies: C-F-Bb.

Opus 1623, Sehr aufgeregt

This is in A-B-A form plus Coda, the outer sections being in G minor and the middle

section in Bb major. In Section A-1, Clara's Andantino motif, in variation, provides the

main idea of the piece:

The notes of the motif (D/CtBblNG) are presented in ascending, altemate format:

GlBblAlClBb/D. Though all three characters (G,Bb,A and C) are focussed on the issue

(D) that concerns them, there is no statement of union between Robert and Clara. This

will be addressed in Section-8.

In Section-B, in Bb major (bars 33-84), there is a more straightforward occurrence of

Clara's Andantino motif (GÆlFllDlC) both ascending and descending, for example in

bars 34-35:. ClDtEbtF/GßlF.i.lDlC. Here, there is union between Schumann and Clara

(E,/D/C) and it is hoped that the father (G) will look kindly (F) on it, though the

harmonies accompanying this motif do not support the idea.

Sehr

l¿. r
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Opus 1624, Sehr langsam

Although this movement utilizes Clara's Andantino motif, it is mainly occupied with

the "bestowal" motif and will therefore be discussed later in the Chapter.

t
1EIt

rfa.

I

Opus 1615, Sehr lebhaft

The basic form of this piece is as follows:

A G minor

B Bb major to V of G minor

A G minor

G minor to Bb major

chromatic interlude

refumto G minor

C

bars l-14

bars 15-37

bars 38-51

bars 51-124

B Bb major to V of G minor bæs 124-146

A G minor ending on V of G minor bars 147 -160

The initial A- and B-Sections, and the C-Section require further comment.
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In Section A-l (bars 7-14), Clara's Andantino motif is to be found, in counterpoint, at

bars 3-7

Sohr lobhdt.

r. = =q' tø v'
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tlv trl v
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t

in the "tenor" (bars 3-4)

in the "treble" (bars 5-6)

in the "bass" (bars 6-7)

and repeats. Fragmentation, transpositions and/or permutations of this motif form most

of the material of this A-section.

Section B (bars 15-37) presents a reorganisation of the Andantino theme:

3b:
Bb

which approximates to the format of the motif of spiritual and physical r¡nion:

ir¡

c
GIFIEbIDIC

DICIBbIAIG
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This motivic statement is accompanied by the wedding formula, C-F-Bb, and gradually

the harmonies move down the cycle of 5ths (that is, vi-II-V-I-iv-bVII-bIII, with motivic

elements appropriately transposed) as far as chord bIII(DÐ. Even in Robert's key, with

its potentially favourable harmonic situation, the father has the last word. Nevertheless,

it should be noted that the Andantino motif used here is DlClB¡blNG which, when

metamorphosed into the motif of spiritual and physical union (G/A/Bb/DlclBb) is one of

the more favourable in terms of union.

In Section C (bars 5l-124) there is yet another variation of Clara's Andantino motif

based onD I CtBbl NG, in retrograde/ascending:

g: rv il i

c- D "'G(

c/AlBblC (a/bblÐD

Once again this format is presented at different pitch levels (with some alteration) as it

passes through different cadence points. The wedding formula (C-F-Bb then Bb-EI-Ab)

struggles with its repeated antithesis (C-D-G) throughout.
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The focus retums to Bb major (at bar 8l) and, after approximately eight bars of Bb major

harmonies, Schumann presents a chromatically inflected treatment in which the motif of

spiritual and physical union, based on Clara's Andantino motif GÆÆb/D/C, is

embedded twice, first from bars92-95 and then an octave higher, in bars 100-103:

>

Opus 1626. Sehr langsøm

This movement is possibly derived from what Schumann was composing when he

mentioned in his diary:

much love composed "Come my Clara, come, come, give me a
hearty kiss".

Certainly the words of this phrase fit the music very well:

Schr langsam. tr,x.J'.= m,¡
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Nevertheless, the main motivic element in this movement is a fragmentation

of Clara's Andantino motif (GÆlFltDlC), in reverse with return, in various

formats, for example:

CID/Eb(F/G)D/C barland2

(C/D) lEblF lG lFlEblD bar4(inoctaves)

The first spells out C/DÆb,"ClaÍaunited with Schumann" but in the motif at bar 4b, the

descending notes from GßlElrlD do not continue to the vital C. This non-arival factor

is characteristic of the whole movement as well as the current situation: Schumann was

awaiting Clara's arival from Viennaaftq months of absence, hence "Come my Clara,

come, come, give me a hearty kiss".

After the opening four bars, the music tums to a type of recitativeÆrench overture style,

made up of ominous harmonies, from a "wedding" perspective at least, in spite of the

variant wedding formula (C-D-A) at bars 4-5 and the, surely, intentional fermata over

the B major (wedding) chord at bar 8:
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This "French overture" style continues to bar 10 and then the music re-engages with the

opening material at bar I 1. In the joining of the two sections the chromatic motif of

r¡nion (F;blCblC) appears between bar l0 and 1l (in the bass): Schumann uses the bII

between I and V to achieve it. This "French overture" section (bars 6-10), preceded by

the variant wedding formula and concluding with the first two notes of the chromatic

motif of union, represents the disturbed (as opposed to the resigned) atmosphere of the

piece; disturbed over what might have been (C-D-A and Bb/CblC). Realities, however,

refurn atbar eleven.

In bars 15-16, in octaves, Clara's Andantino motif occurs in fragmented format:

Bar 15: (C/D)EblF lG lF lF;blD

Bar 16-17: (F)/G l1.l'lBrlClBblAblG lF

ttlard Im Tenpo

îb: 1¡r il
F

I
g

åL
F

c

The latter is formed from the paradigm of Opus 14 ClBlblNlGÆ. Over the join of bars

16 to 17 the C-F-Bb wedding formula occurs for the first and only time in the piece.

Since the previous bars (15-16) have expressed the most passionate outburst of longing,

with triple octaves and ornamentation in bar 15 and with the paradigm in bar 16, the

music clearly reveals what Schumam earnestly desires, but with the introduction of the

head-motif at bar 17, with its "Come my Clara, come, come" theme, reality returns.

From the tempo marking Etwas bewegter (bar 19) there is a pedal on the dominant (F)

for six bars, over which there is a motif fragment, repeated in sequence, which has
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several points of reference: for example, the An die ferne Geliebte fragment

GIA/BlClGßÆ originally quoted in the last bars of the first movement of the

Phantasie, Opus 17.

Thus, Phantasie G / A I B I C/ G minus the F and E.

transposed: F I G I A lBb lF minus the Eb and D

V Etwaa boveg{er. ¡lta¡d, ¡íIa¡d.

1f çr¡.

The third occwrence of this motivic fragment begins, one tone higher, in the s¿rme \ilay,

butthereisnoleapof aperfectfourthattheend. InsteadClara's Andantino motif

appears: DlClBblNG (bars24-25) and this is succeeded in bar 26by an incomplete

motif of spiritual and physical union: GlNBblDlC. . . The same juxtaposition of these

two motifs is repeated at bars 32-34

Immediately following this, the material of the opening bars retums, with the marking

Erstes Tempo (bar 35) but there is little consolation:
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Ersles Terupo.

ç,Ð.

A
B
A-2

C fugato

B-2
A

Adagio.

B!, I rL

E! E!

åt

bÏiT-l
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At the Adagio marking there is a fragmented variant of Clara's Andantino motif, in

octaves, based on the C minor scale: GßlEllDlC, but with a Gb instead of G. Hence,

Schuma¡n removes the G (father) and replaces it with Clara's double, Gb. The

statement then reads: EbßlC+ßlFllD: Schumann united with Clara united with

Schumann in marriage. In spite of this fond hope, the harmonies are un-supportive, bII

(Cb) instead of II (C), and in the bass the potential chromatic motif of union (C-Cb-Bb) is

incomplete, lacking a C. Thus, for the last time:

Come my Clara, come, come, give me a hearty kiss.

Opus 16z7 Sehr rasch

The basic form of the movement is as follows:

bars 1-8

9-32
33-40

4t-68

69-80
81-88

C minor
G minor
G minor

G minor

C minor (shortened)
C minor

Bb major
Eb major

Coda 89-100a
100b-1 l6

Only Sections A, A-2 andc will be discussed here.
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The movement begins in C minor with a fragmented, altered and superimposed motif of

spiritual and physical union:

Sehr ¡asoh.

EblDlC over
AIH- IC

In the treble, the notes EblDlC represent the final fragment of the Andantino motif

GlFlp¡lDlC and give the message: Schumann united with Clara. Meanwhile in the

bass, the notes NBIC constitute the same fragment transposed down a minor third, and

reversed, thus producing the same result.

b

>

On the other hand, in bars 5-6, the superimposed motif is BblAblG over E/F/G,

which can be seen to be the reverse side of the coin: the question of Robert's (BÞ and E)

marriage (Ab and F) is dependent on some kind of struggle with the father (G). This is

Clara's two-way concern; on the one hand she is committed to Robert and yet, on the

other hand, she knows that her father is opposed to the idea of their mariage. For

Schumann the issue is more one-sided, and we must wait until the Coda for a musical

resolution.

Section A-2 (bars 33-40) begins in G minor and again has fragmentedAndantino

motifs, deriving from the last three notes ofDlClBblNG and BINGß{'IE.
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Bb/A i G over

E / F$/ G

which would indicate the father's negation of what had first been stated eadier in C

minor, but at bars 37-38 the motif occurs again as F/Eb/D over B/C/D, with tonic-

subdominant harmonies, revealing his concems over the likelihood of Clara's intentions

being realized. Thus, Clara's concerns are also her father's (G minor) concems but

from a different point of view (C minor) and with a differently intended outcome.

Section C (bars 41-68) is also initially in G minor, and the fugato subject is based on

Clara's Andantino motif: GßlEblDlC. Leaving her father behind, Clara is joined with

Schumann (EblDlC):

:>

e,þlevflc

ùl hÞlftlq.

This is two-part courterpoint, with a tonally adjusted answer at the subdominant:

ClBblNG, though with no F (marriage!). The conflict now is not simply between

Schumann and Wieck but also between Clara and her father. After the cadence on the

:>
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tonic at bar 52, the wedding formula follows from bars 53-55:
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but for the rest of the fugato section there are only intemrpted or incomplete wedding

formulas.

In the Coda (bars 88b-end) all the busyness and the turbulence of the previous 88 bars

is left behind once the music turns to Robert (Bb major) Schumar¡n's (Eb major) keys:
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Clara's Andantino motif, though fragmented and shared between the treble and bass

clef, is that of D/C lB/,lNG. At bar 88c-90 we have GÆ/A/Bb in the treble and

EyDlclp¡b in the bass. If we take no account of the F and the Eb, this is really the motif

of spiritual and physical union: GlNB;blDlC/Bb and if we begin with the fragmented

motif, as in the treble clef at bar 88c-90 , GIF lNB;b and keep our eyes on the next eight

bars , we shall see the completion at bars 98c-100a (D/C/BÐ. In between, there has

been the interception of the father: FlGlEblF; hence, the fragmented motif'

'Whereas in most other movements of Kreisleriana Robert (Bb major) and Wieck (G

minor) have been engaged in a "wedding" conflict over Clara, in Opuq 16:7 the tables

have turned and Clara is engaged in the same conflict with her father. In the Coda

however, Robert (Bb major) at first looks on with calm amusement; he has one of the

best versions of the motif of spiritual and physical union (GlAlBbtDlC/Bb), better than

Clara's (EblDlC over A/B/C) because the former can be harmonized with ii-V-I (C-F-

Bb). But Robert's repose becomes somewhat disturbed by:

(a) the dissonant harmony, in the wedding formula at bar 98: Bb-D-F with A and C

(as though the whole issue had become a nuisance and had disturbed his

otherwise nonchalant rePose); and

(b) the intemrpted wedding formula at bars 105-107.

Schumann has the last word, however, both in the final extended wedding formula and

also in the twice-occurring chromatic motif of union (C/CblBb) in the last four bats, even

if the finat tonic is poised in the six-for¡r position, awaiting fulI resolution to the

fundamental position.
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Opus 16z8 Schnell und sPielend.

The basic form of this movement is as follows:

A
B
A-2

bars l-24
bars 25-48
bars 49-72

G minor
Bb major
C minor (4 bars) the repeat of bars
5-24in G minor.

Trio bars 73-80
bars 81-88
bars 89-1 12

D minor to F major
F major
D minor then cycle of 5ú'from
B-E-A-D-G to

A-3 bars 113-145 C minor for 4 bars then repeat of
bars l-23 in G minor plus final five
bars to conclude in G minor.

Section A, in G minor (bars l-24) begins with Clara's Andantino motif in

retrograde/ascending: G I NBbl C lD

Sohnell unt ePiolend.

î

These are the notes which when metamorphosed provide the motif of spiritual union:

GlNBblDlC/Bb with its favourable outcome for Clara and Robert. The texfi.ue of the

music is really two-part, operating over a groturd-bass which occurs several times

throughout, incorporating the notes: GlClAlDlDlG, anóthis is the persistent theme of

real life: Clara (C) and Schumann (A) and the marriage issue (D) encapsulated within

the parameter of the father (G).
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With the move to Bb major in Section B, wedding formulas abound:

Bb: T

Bb: T
Bb

bars 26-29 C-F-Bb

30-33 C-F-Bb

36-40 C-A-D-Bb

and, perhaps inevitably, an intemrpted wedding formula from the end of Section B to

the beginning of Section A-2: E-D . . G . . C. On the other hand, if the motivic profile

in the bass clef (from bars 25-48) is taken into consideration, the following is revealed:

BblClDlE lBblclFllcßß (twice) - bars 25-32.

DIE ßlGlDlB,lGßlFllC - bars 33-36.

Ebß lG I AlEl Cll NGlFllD ' bars 37 -40.

BblclDß]'lBblclBb - bars 4l-44.

DIE!,IFlGlOtEßl" - bars 45-48.

which give both the positive and negative side of the story.
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Section A-2 (bars 49-72) begins in C minor and as s a result Clara's Andantino motif

(retrograde/ascending) is now transposed to C/DÆbÆ/G

lr-,1

This is the motif (in ascending format) that begins on C but focuses on the father. Even

if Clara's most idealistic thought might be CIDÆü, Clara united with Schumann, and

even if she hoped (F) for the blessing of the father(G), the harmonies do not support

her, nor does the ground-bass; CÆID/G/G/C which places Clara's thoughts of union

frrmly where her father thinks it ought to be: with himself. The original A section, in G

minor, (minus the first four bars) then follows the C minor section from bar 53-72

(equalling bars 5-24).

The trio in D minor and F major (both wedding keys) expresses, more than anything

else within Kreisleriana, Schumann's "concealed rage", with its marking "\¡rith all

strength", (Mit aller Kraft), its menacingly dotted treatment and the absence of any

"wedding" resolution. It is the shift to F major that tells us everything.

The D minor section, in the first instance, concludes with chords IV(G) and VII(C) to

prepare for the change to F major; thus the wedding formula is poised for completion:

C - F - ? but all attempts at union between the couple are thwarted, especially, from bars

84-88:

P
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\Mithin bars 85-87, Clara's Andantino motif (C/DlE},ßlc) suffers its most anguished

treatment. This is the same transposition of the motif that was first stated in the A-2

section in C minor, the "marriagehope" par excellence:that Clara and Schumann will

be united with the father's blessing - but the harmonies give no support - quite the

contrary. The key of D minor resumes for a few bars and then the cycle of 5ths from B-

E-A-D to G (an incomplete wedding formula) leads to the introduction of Section A-3.

This Section (bars 113-145) involves the fow bars in C minor of Section A-2 and then

the whole of the original Section A. From bars 140 - 145 the music is occupied with

cadential idioms as it descends into the lower register of the piano and leaves all the

previously expressed issues in limbo, dependent on the decision of the father; therefore

G minor, with its latent possibilities!
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We have now seenhow, in Kreisleriana, CIara'sAndantino motif lends itself to subtle

combination with the motif of spiritual and physical union, and how Schumann is

thereby able to give a musical description of his personal concems with the utrnost

precision. His unerring choice of key centres allows him to manipulate the motifs in

such a way as to achieve a strategic goal, yet all is done with musical discretion and a

sense of humour.

There is one further motif which has symbolic significance and which now needs

further investigation, namely the "bestowal" motif, so named because of its association

with the words "You are bestowed on me from heaven" in "'Widmung", Opus 25:l (bars

19-21). It appears in Opus 16:3, Sehr aufgeregt, at bar s 43-44:

t+Ð

and it also provides the main idea of Opus l6:4, though in the latter case with a more

complex and sophisticated treatment. The "bestowal" motif does not originate,

however, in Kreisleriansbtt rather it emerges first in Novelletten, Opus 2l:l and then

in Kinderscenen, Opus 15:13, both of which were composed in 1838; it also occurs in

Arabesque, Opus 18, (1839). $/e therefore include here a brief summary of the

-

>
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significance of the "bestowal" motif in each of these works in order to give a broader

perspective on Schumann's management of melodic material.

Let us return for a moment to the song "Widmung", Opus 25:.l inAb major, which has

already been discussed under the heading of the wedding keys:

,1
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The motif in question occurs in the context of E major, which is the key of the middle

section of the song. The main notes of the motif here (spelt out in capital letters) are:

A / G* ß* G[tfrteÅtfl) G* / E / G+ / Fil

Schumann tmited with Clara : Robert united with Clara

Even if the little notes (in brackets) are taken into consideration, there is no "presence of

the father". This message is also reinforced by the harmonic wedding formula at the

same place: F*-B-E: Clara united with Robert. Since this particular occurence of the

motif has such an unambiguous message of union between Robert and Clara, both in

motivic and harmonic terms, it will be used as the paradigm for all other occl.¡:rences.
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Novelletten, Opus 21:1

The "bestowal" motif occurs twice: once in the context of F major and once in the

context of A major. Otherwise, it is incidental to the main material of the piece. The

first occrutence is from bars 33-34:
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The motif itself is preceded by Clara's Andantino motif: DlClBt,lNG, the last three

notes of which are part of the "bestowal" motif, which reads:

B¡i,lNG (alglflgl) NFINc

In this case the "bestowal" motif begins on Bb (Robert) and focuses on G (father);

indeed, Robert Schumann (Ð and the father are the only persons present in this version.

The conflict between them is revealed in the harmonies which accompany bars32-34,

indicating an intemrpted wedding formula (Bb-D.'G..C)

The second occurrence is at bars 98-99:

J,;)).ri .. ¡J ¡a- C))
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¡t'tudl. I

Itl

Once again, the motif is preceded by Clara's Andantino motif (F*ÆlDlC{,lB), the last

three notes of which constitute the first three notes of the "bestowal" motif:

D/C$/B (cÅlblalb) C*/A/C*/B

Here, the "bestowal" motif begins on D and focuses on B - both notes being wedding

indicators. The father is now represented by C$ and Schumann (as before) by A. This

second statement of the motif reveals what the issue of the conflict is, and the

accompanying wedding formula gives the identity of the two people who wish to be

ma:ried: Fü-B-E.

Kinderscenez, Opus 15:13: Der Dichter sprícht

This short piece, number thirteen in G major (the poet speaks to the one whose birthday

is the 13û September and who is currently in Vienna with her father) contains the

"bestowal" motif from bars2-4:

Ocr Diehter spriclrt

lv,l

It is clear, from the example above, that the essential notes of the motif are not those of

the first bar but those from bars 2-4:

g
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which also reveal the first three notes (in reverse) of the motif of spiritual and physical

union: NBIC. The motif begins with C (Clara) and focuses on A (Schumann), but the

father intervenes with his G, in little note and main note. At bars 5-6 (in the "tenor")

there is an incomplete version of the motif at a different pitch: B/A/G (aldllf-ldl) which

might have continued to AÆ/A/G thus indicating, perhaps, Schumann's (A) "wedding"

plans (B and G*) intemrpted by the father (note the F* in the little notes of the tum). It is

in the harmonies (bars l1-13) that Der Dichter spricht;in G: vi-IIIe-VIIe-IIE-V

(E-B-Fü-A-D, Robert united with Clara Schumann in marriage).
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Arabesque, Opus 18

The "bestowal" motif appears in the epilogue Zum Schluss from bars 2l2to216:
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The harmonies involve only cadential idioms (IV, II, IÍ and V, the last occtu:ring after

the motif has been heard). The motif has the following profile:

F lE lD (eldlcld) E I C lE lD

in which there is no intemrption of or involvement with, the father.

Kreíslerìønø, Opus t6z4z Sehr langsam

This movement presents a much more complex sifuation as far as the "bestowal" motif

is concerned. The piece is basically in A-B-A form, in which the A sections utilize the

"bestowal" motif as a primary theme, though there are other factors operating at the

same time.

SectionA-I þars I-1Ic)

Sehr 66)

f.ð.
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As we can see, in the first instance, Opus l6:4 opens with an incomplete statement of

one of the most favourable forms of the motif of spiritual and physical union:

(G)/AlB¡btDtclB,b

then the "bestowal" motif takes over:
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A/GlFl(glflelÐGlEb

Compared with the paradigm (A/cü/Ffi (et/flieflfl) G$Æ/G*Æü of Opus 25:l), it is neither

authentic nor complete (its intervallic format involves a tone between the first two notes

- as opposed to a semitone - and it is missing its final G and F) and, instead of the

Schumann united with Clara : Robert united with Clara of Opus 25:1, the "bestowal"

motif here enunciates (with the absence of C or F*) the marital conflict between

Schumann and the father. If we join these two motivic fragments together, the

following emerges:

Andantino motif
G G/F(glflelf)Gl

motif of s and p union "bestowal" motif

Here, then, is demonstrated the close interrelationship of all three motifs, in which the

outer two derive from, or emerge out of, Clara's Andantino fragment and, in the joining

up of all three, prior to the father's interception, we now have Schumann/Robert united

with Clara (A/Bb/D/C) but, as we have seen, the !'bestowal" motif denies this idea. Thus

the stage is set and the characters and their issue announced.

The second occurrence of this tri-partite motivic phrase (bars 2c-3) involves two

versions in parallel thirds (and octaves):

Andantino motif
2.1: (C) lDlEþ/G lFl Eb/D lClBb(clbblalbÐClAb

2.2: (A) I Bt I C / Eb lD I C I Bb lAf i G (ablglfrlg) Ab / F

motif of s and p union "bestowal" motif

in which, in21, after its initial G, Clara's Andantino motif spells out Schumann united

with Clara (EblDlC) and the "bestowal" motif is completely free of the father. The

parallel occurrence (2:2) is a tonally adjusted,,4ndantino motif since the minor scale,
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from dominant to tonic in Ab minor, would be Eb/Db/CblBibl1,J.. With the alteration,

Schumann is able, once again, to spell out Eb/D/C but the "bestowal" motif indicates

that the father will hold on firmly to Clara (ft) if there is any question about marriage

(Ab and F). Perhaps in this parallel situation, Schumann expresses two options here:

that Clara will take independent action and be joined with him (according to her

"heaven-bestowed" obligation) or remain subject to the influence of her father.

The third occurrence of the tri-partite motivic phrase begins at bar 4:

1

Bb: iliÏ urg
C: 17 IlE

11 Gtrï")! ii Er Ei Ebiî (=Eî)
g ï Ii. rt Iþs 11

3: (A) I B I C I E!, I D I C / B I N I G (ablsffls) At / F

This is almost identical with number 2:2 above, therefore, FllDlC is heard again, but the

fl in the fixn of 2:2, has been changed to an f in 3. Clara has been removed from the

"bestowal" motif and the issue of marriage has become the central obsession of the

father. It is not surprising, then, that the key-area of the piece has changed, with the

removal of Clara to her own key (C minor), with its predominating G7 chord.

Between the third and fourth statement of the tripartite conglomerate, there is a short

recitative-like interlude (bars 5b-7):
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Beginning on a diminished 7th chord whose basis is C, travelling through a frirther

diminished 7tr chord whose basis is F (also equals Gb'7) then passing further to a C

chord again (via a Gb chord) the music is poised to begin the fourth statement. Since

the fourth statement is identical with the first (with its V-I harmonies in Bb major), the

first wedding formula of the piece occurs: C-F-Bb between bars 7-8. The recitative

segment picks up again atbar 10, beginning on a D7 chord:
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which would normally expect resolution to G but what actually happens is that the

music proceeds to a singular Bi \r/ith fermata, followed by two crochet rests, also with

fermatas. If Schumann wanted to emphasise an individual note, he could hardly have

made it more obvious than here. It is in the ambiguþ of the meaning of this Bb, that the

whole issue of Section-B is to be understood: does the Bb represent the first inversion of

a G minor chord or the fundament¿l of a Bb chord?
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SectionB þars IIc-23)

Though beginning in B! major, Section-B repeatedly oscillates between Bb major and G

minor. This is a struggle for supremacy between Robert and the father over the

.,wedding" issue, as is fuither revealed in two variant wedding formulas; at bars 13-14

(Bb-A-D.C) and at bar 22 (C-D-E,).
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Section-B concludes with the dominant of G minor but the next chord is subject to at

least three interpretations; it is a diminished 7th chord: C Eb Gb A. This could be

Fil A C Eb, thus a DB chord continuing to G minor, or A C Eb Gb, thus an FB chord

J,
-----)-
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proceeding to the dominant of Bb major (as it does) or even C Eb Gb Bbb as a diminished

7ú in its own right, which would give the wedding formula: C-F-Bb.

Section A-2. þars 24-end)

Since the frfth statement is also the same as the first, it will not be discussed or shown.

The sixth tri-partite motivic occruïence, (from bars25c-26) involves three versions of

the Andantino and"bestowal" motif which run together in parallel fourths and thirds

(and octaves):

>g

6.1: (F)

6.2: (C)

t
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¿¡rl. ¡n-5frùc
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(G) (Ab)

D I E}I
Bb ICI6.3: lc (ablelfle)

motif of s and p union "bestowal" motif

Number 6.1 is lacking the motif of spiritual and physical union but it contains the

paradigm version of the Andantino motif from Opus 14: ClBlbl/J,lGß and this flows into

the "bestowal" motif, as usual. Here the "bestowal" motif (once the G has been left

behind) leaves Schumann (Eb) contemplating the marriage issue (F and D) on his own.

The second (6.2) is, except for the penultimate note, the same as2.l, which has been

discussed above. The third statement (6.3), except for a few notes at the end, is

identical with2.2 and similar to 3, both of which have also been discussed above.

----'_'_
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The final, three-voiced, statement, therefore, at bars 25c-26, gives us two of the

previously occurring statements:

(a) 6:2 from2.l with its EblD/C and its resolution, in the "bestowal" motif,

of the union of clara and Robert schumann in marriage and,

(b) 6.3 from 2.2 atd3, with their EblD/C but with the "bestowal" motif

occupied with the intervention of the father.)

which illustrates the ambiguous situation in which Schumann finds himself. All he can

do is wait (6.1, with its "bestowal" motif, after the G, indicating Schumann's pre-

occupation with the "wedding" issue).

In the two A-Sections of this piece, involving the motivic conglomerate, the harmonic

wedding formula (C-F-BÐ does not appeaf,, excep for the occuffence across the join of

the little recitative segment and the fourth statement between bars 7-8 and then, across

the join of the end of the B-Section and the fifth statement between bars 23-24. Thts

latter exception is not as clear as the former, because the chord in question is a

diminished 7ú with several interpretations. Thus the wedding conflict , in which

Schumann is engaged, is worked out (at least in the A-sections) through motivic means.

In the light of the unresolved wedding issue of Opus l6:4, the ending (whether of the

first or collected edition) sets up an expectation (I7-IV6-VII-IIL Bb-Eb-A-D) for the next

piece (Opus 16:5). In purely structural terms, there is nothing particularly remarkable

about this, it merely suggests continuation, but in hermeneutic terms, it points to the

next stage in, and the location of, the battle (See Opus 16:5 above).

In an environment where Clara's Andantino motif and its variants take pride of place, it

is not surprising that the chromatic motif of union falls into last place. InCarnaval this

motif was endemic, acting as a counterpoint, (representing the link between Clara and
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Robert) to the ASCH motif (representing Ernestine von Fricken). In Kreislerianø there

are two notable occulrences which have been discussed already:

In 16:6, between bars 10 and I I and

In 16;l,between bars 113-4 and 115-6'

It is now clear that the keys chosen in Kreisleriana tllustrate the battle between Robert

(Bb) Schumann (EÐ and Wieck (G) or between Clara (C) and her father (G) over the

wedding issue (D and F). This conflict þrimarily between Schumann and Wiecþ

gathered momentum as the personal circumstances between them continued to

demonstrate Vy'ieck's stubbornness in denying the permission that Robert and Clara

required.

As far as the wedding formula is concerned, no detailed or exhaustive account has been

given, not only because this device has been demonstrated in every work from Opuses

5, through 6,9,1I,14 to 21, but also because sufftcient indication of the wedding

formula has been given within the discussion of the four symbolic motifs of

Kreisleriana itself.

Daverio and Crisp make much of the influence of E.T.A. Hoffrnann's novel Kater Murr

as far as the disposition of the material inKreislerianais concerned; Daverio even

speaks of a"Kater Murr principle".e Nevertheless, when applying this principle one

must keep in mind that, in Kater Murr,the cat's story, if extracted from the whole, can

stand alone as a coherent novel in itself, whereas the Kreisler sections would remain as

miscellaneous fragments. Certainly this "principle" is true of Opus 16:2, with its two

Intertmezzi inserted between Sections A-l and A-2 and between A-2 and A-3. It is also

e Daverio, Nineteenth-Century Music (1993), 6l
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true of Opus 16:8, where the opening material (Section A) could continue with the same

material that occurs in Section A-2 and A-3, without the insertion of Section B (in Bb

major) or the T:iio (Mit aller Kraft), but without these insertions both pieces would be

seriously deprived. On the other hand, there are at least two movements (16:l and 3)

where the form is simply temary, like many parallel piano works of the period.

In overall terms, Kreisleriana begins withthe wedding issue (No. 1, in D minor) and

concludes with the "last word" of the father (No. 8, in G minor) but many of the

intervening pieces merely tell the same story, each in a different way. Kreisleriana,

then, with its collection of eight (almost) independent movements, seems more like the

Kreisleriana section of Hoffrnann's Fantasiestücke in Callots Manier, where this

section of the Fantasiestüclæhas thirteen items, including short tales and satirical

essays.

Over the years, many scholars have believed that Schumann identified himself with

Kreisler and some have assumed that Kreislerianø is, to some degree, a portrait of

himself. Thus Daverio:

That the composer identified strongly with Hoffmann's fictional character is

hardly surprising. Kreisler, much like Schumann himself, alternated between

depressiváphasãs and rapturous flights of fancy.ro

Certainly Schumann's diary at this time indicates an element of distress, drunkenness

and remorse, but he was not depressed to the extent that he could not compose. The

period, from February through to May of 1838, was one of most intense as far as

compositionwas concerned (Novelletten, Kinderscenen, Kreisleriana). Onthe other

hand, the diary entries (see above) indicate that on anival in Leipzig (from Vienna),

though, initially, V/ieck seemed well-disposed to Schumann, by 9 June the old parental

ro Daverio, Schumann (1997),167
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intransigence had resurfaced, so much so that Schumann spoke of V/ieck (and his

second wife) as "riff-raff'.

The portrait of Johannes Kreisler in E.T.A. Hoffrnan's writings reveals a musician with

often tur-informed musical obsessions and pretensions, possessing an impulsive, eccentric

and biza:re character, to say the least. Schumann once wrote to Captain von Fricken

(September 1834)

The latest and most important event is that old Ludwig Böhner gave a concert here

yesterday. I suppose you are aware that in his palmy days he was as celebrated as

Beethoven, and was the original of Hoffrnann's Capellmeister Kreissler [sic.]. But
he looked so poverty-stricken that it quite depressed me. He was like an old lion
with a thorn in his foot. The day before yesterday, he improvised at my house for a
few hours; the old fire flashed out now and again, but on the whole it was very
gloomy and dull. His former life is now avenging itself. He used to jeer at the
world with infinite boldness and arrogance, and now the tables are turned upon
him... His life contains so much that is both humorous and pathetic. For instance,

one day he had arranged to give a concert at Oldenburg. The audience had

assembled, and everyone was on the tip-toe of expectation, when presently he

appeared in the organ gallery, and leaning over announced, "It is not possible for a
fìuis Böhner to piay before such an idiotic audience".ll

This portrait should remind us of the Aruogantia which Schumann intended to compile

concerning V/ieck. Even as far back as August, 1831, Schumann wrote in his diary:

The Master [Raro, that is, S/ieck] often engenders people's astonishment with his
poetic charlatanry. Paganini has had a powerful influence on him; his [Paganini's]
facial expression, the posture of his body, these he [V/ieck] has assimilated,
whether consciously or not, I do not know. Whatever is the case, it shows little
originality or productivþ. And this internal fantasizing, which he wants to
imagine as coming from Clara, is all right for the practical future but it ruins the
flow of imagination; the overflow and the wing-beat of genius does not rustle
r12
nere.

Seven years later, Schumann was to write in his diary (3.7.1838):

Early today I saw the Old Man in Rosenthal by accident - he looked at me like a
toaded pisiol; I must laugh - 13

The identity of "The Mad Musician", Schumann's own "living Kreisler" represented in

Kreisleriana by G minor, becomes obvious.

tt Schumann, Early Letters, 241f.
t'Tgb I, 363.
t'Tgb II, 59.
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What has been demonstrated in this thesis is that from the time that he composed songs

(1S28) for Agnes Carus, until his mariage to Clara V/ieck on l2 September 1840, most

of Schumann's music was inspired by the women in his life, though admittedly after the

break with Ernestine von Fricken the primary inspiration was Clara. As Daverio

reminds us:

Art and life are perhaps more closely interwoven in Schumann's music than in
any other composer of the nineteenth century. Nowhere is this phenomenon

better represented than in his piano music of the middle and later 1830s, much of
it bound up with the young rwoman with whom he fell passionately and

inevocably in love ... Cl.u Wieck.l

The recognition of this fact has been widespread among scholars, almost from the

beginning of Schumann research. What has not been so well recognised in the past is

the impact of the third member of the triangle, Friedrich'Wieck, Clara's father. At least

from the time of the composition (in 1S33) of the Impromptus, Opus 5, which

Schumann originally intended to dedicate to Wieck, the'þresence of the father" and his

opposition to anything other than füendship between Robert and Clara is almost as

important a factor in Schumann's music as Clara herself. This is illustrated not only by

Schumann's manipulation of keys and harmonies (for example, the intemrpted wedding

formula) but even in Schumann's special motifs, which are also sometimes intemrpted.

Harmonies

It needs to be understood that Schumann's symbolic harmonic language is based upon a

structure that was inherent. He did not have to invent new harmonies. It just so

I Daverio, Schumann(1997), 13 I
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happens that there are four keys that represent letters in Schumann's name: Bb, E, Eb and

A. It also so happens that portions of the cycle of 5ths or cadential formulas, leading to

the tonic in each case (taking into consideration tritone equivalents, as occur in Robert

Schumann's name itself spell out "Clara united with Robert", as in ii-V-I in Bb

major/minor and E major/minor or "Clara united with Robert Schumann", as in vi-ii-V-I

in both Eb and in A major. The "wedding formula", as it has been called, is endemic in

these keys and the question is asked: "How do we know whether we are dealing with a

hermeneutic system as opposed to a structural device used simply to compose music?"

Mozart's music, for example, is full of occurrences of the cycle of 5ths, or portions

thereof, but one would not assume that his use of it would indicate a hermeneutic

significance such as Schumann might give to a progression such as:

iii-vi-ii-V-I

in D:
in Ab

which spells: Claraunited with Robert Schumann in mariage.

The only way we can derive the signifrcance that has been given to these progressions is

to note the alterations and manipulations given to such chordal progressions in terms of

strategic placements in particular contexts. ln other words, the hermeneutic

significance, as it were, is "more honour'd in the breach than the observance." This

process is now summarised under the following headings.

Insertions

Where a chord is inserted to spell "Clara Schumann" when such a spelling could not

occur in the normal progression of the cycle:

F+ BE AD
CFBbE}A'
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Opus 25:20, bars l8-20.

A minor: III i ii V i
Clara Schumann united with Robert Schumann

Opus25:24, bars 18-20.

Ab major: III V vi ii V I
Clara Schumann united with Robert Schumann in marriage

Opus 42:4, bars l-2:

Eb major: vi I
Clara Schumann united with Robert Schumann

Schumann can also achieve this formula using 5th-related pairs:

Opus 39:12, bars 1-ó.

F$ major: I VI ii VII iii VI ii
Clara Schumann united with Robert Schumann in marriage

Intetuptìons

Where either a G or C* chord is inserted in (and therefore intemrpts) what otherwise

might have been a complete statement of the wedding formula:

Opts 24'.2,bars 57-62,in B minor: V i....ii....i iv
Fil B .. Cil..8 E

(The..conspiracy" of "cruel alliance" mocks "the loving one's haste")

Opus 24:9, bars 59-end, in D major: III
FI

(The "sweet love in the distant land" - distant because she is with the father)

Opus 25:20, bars 11-13, in A minor: III
C

(Clara separated from her "young man" by the "mountain" of her father)

Opus 36:3, bars 49-51, in C major:

IVV

vi I... IV.. .ii V I
B D...G. ..E A D

..VIIV
.EAD

+iii
.Cü

mviii
E AD

iv ii...V
F D.. .G

(the unity of "body" and "soul" being intercepted by the father)

I
C
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Opus 48:4, bars 14-17, in G major:

Opus 17:3, bars 86-90, sudden modulation from F major to Db major:

InF: V, inDb: ...I.......vi
c............Db.......8t

(involving also the incomplete motif of spiritual and physical union)

0mßsÍons

In some cases the wedding formula is incomplete, the vital chords missing being either

C/Fil or BbÆ. Perhaps the most obvious examples of this are in:

Opus 24:3, in B major where IV (E) is avoided altogether, thus making it

impossible for the wedding formula to be stated in a text which talks of a "little

word" which must not be uttered;

Opus 30:3, "Der Hidalgo", in D major, where, in the outer sections of the song,

the B-E-A-D is missing an Ff in the context of the lover who may "carr¡'home

tomorrow, flowers or wounds"; or

Opus 40:2, "Muttertraum", in D minor, bars 28-35, where in the context of the

raven who will have the little child as his meal, the cycle of 5ths from iv through

to I omits chord VII (C):

In D minor: iv.. ...iii. ....VI tII V I
G......F......8b Eb A D

Both of these songs concem the impending decision of the court over the marriage

issue. The decision involves, in both cases, the question of whether C or Fü will be

joined (B or F) with E-A or, to put it another way, will be joined (F) with Bb-Ef/A in

.IV
.C

ii VI v...I.
A E D...G

(her "I love you" comes to nothing because of interception by the father)

iiv
Eb Ab

marriage (D)
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In other cases the wedding formula is omitted at a certain critical point in a text, such as

in Opus 4814, in B major, bars 34-36b, where the poet, dreaming of a bunch of

cypresses given to him by his beloved, wakes up, and in so doing, "the bunch is gone".

Schumann uses 5th-related pairs at this point to achieve his purpose: V(Ff)-I(B)-IV(E)-

III(DÐ-V(Gü) but this last chord harmonizes the wordþrf (gone) and then, in his

"awakened state", Schumann harmonizes the remaining text, "and the word I have

forgotten", with cadential idioms (ii-V-D in which no wedding formula can occur. It is

the positioning of the wedding formula and its abrupt non-continuation that is

significant in terms of illustrating Schumann's "inner musical workings".

Retro g r ade w e ddin g fo rmula

Perhaps, in combination with all that has been summarized above, the most significant

example of Schumann's conscious use of the wedding formula is in Opus 42:8, bars 9-

10, where the widow declares that her "world is empty" because of the recent death of

her husband; in D minor: bv(Ab)+ii(Eü)-vi(Bb)-I[(F) but no C, as yet. Certainly these

words about emptiness are followed by the phrase "I have loved and lived but I am not

living anymore" which involves a move to chord vii (C) but prior to the appearance of

this chord is a diminished 7th that surely, in terms of logical progression, is a GE. The

wedding formula here is the reverse of what the wedding formula signifies the right way

round: C-F-Bb-Eb-Ab, Clara united with Robert Schumann in marriage but since the

marriage has been terminated by death, Schumann turns it back to front and separates

chord vii (C) from the formula by chord IVB. It is clear, here and elsewhere, that

"separation" is illustrated by chords G or Cü/Db as a kind of topos, though with

Schumann's "inner workings", the death that the widow experiences is the death of a

relationship (between herself and the husband-to-be!), due to the intervention of the
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father, thus also the ironic memories of Robert in the Bb major Postlude at the end of

this song.

This retrograde wedding formula is the most convincing example as far as Schumann's

conscious and deliberate method is concerned and from this, especially, all other

occu1¡ences of the wedding formula, where they might have been presumed to be

"purely structural", fall into place kaleidoscopically.

Clearly, when Schumann takes up a key involving his names (Bb,E,Eb and A), as well as

the wedding keys (B and F, with progression to IV, and especially D and Ab), and when

there is no specific text to be illustrated microcosmically, wedding formulas will abound

in the normal course of events. This is the reason why we have said that Clara needs to

move out of her own keys and the keys of her father and join her husband-to-be in his

keys (or the wedding keys) for anything constructive to occur regarding the marriage

issue. The move to these favourable keys will provide the right message almost

automatically, which means that, on occasion, Schumann required no real effort to

achieve it. Nevertheless, instances such as at the end of the second movement of

Kreislerianq where the ii-V-I cadence in Bb major might be deemed, on any other

account, to be merely structural, is raised to a higher plane by the simultaneous

occruïence of the chord of the 1 3ú, the motif of spiritual and physical union and the

tempo marking Adagio.

The choice of keys, though appearing to have precise meanings, can, nevertheless, have

within them revelations that are contrary to expectations; for example: the significant

absence of chord III (C) throughout Opus 39:8, In der Fremde, in A minor. The words

give us the reason: "The nightingales sing, here in the solitude ... [it is] as though my
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love were waiting for me in the garden, full of white and red roses, but she is long since

dead". There is an expectant Schumann (latent A minor) but no Clara (C). The identity

of the two, and the hope of union, is, however, given in motivic terms in bars 1-2:

ElNBlC,but as we have seen, with Schumann, the harmonies always take priority and

therefore the harmonic progressions that lie within a chosen key are more important

than the choice of the key itself.

The above phenomenon is also true of the last few bars of Kreislerianq, Opus 16:6

where the variant of Clara's Andantino motif is altered from EbÆ/GßlE lD (based as it

is on the minor scale from G to C) to EblF/GblFlE /D, thus removing the father (G) and

replacing him with Clarc (Gb) so that the message reads: Schumann united with Clara

united with Schumann in marriage. On the other hand the harmonic message at the

same place involves the cadential formula, in Bb major: bII?-G6A/-I (Cb-F-BÐ in place of

the normal II7-V-I (C-F-BÐ. There are reasons for these alterations, of course, but there

is one thing that needs to be stressed at this point in relation to the juxtaposition of

contrary messages: quite often Schumann places a "piece of poetry" and a "bucket of

ice-cold wif' side by side, as he once observed of Jean Paul's literary technique. This

can result in the juxtaposition of complete and intemrpted wedding formulas in one

piece, or in a section of a piece, or as in the two examples above, an unintemrpted and

authentic motivic profile spelling out his hopes and longings, harmonized with an

intemrpted or incomplete wedding formula, spelling out current realities.
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Motifs

The special motifs used by Schumann will be dealt with from the point of historical

emergence.

The "Papillons" motìf

First occurring in 1831 in the first and last movement of Papillons, Opus 2, this motif

consists of a rising and/or falling scale based originally on the dominant 7ú of D major:

pyBlCllDlEÆVG. In itself, since it is a motivic phenomenon that could occur in any

composer's music, it would not be particularty remarkable for its symbolic meaning but

for the fact that Schumann gives it a meaning both by assigning the passage from Jean

Paul's Flegeljahre to it;

As he [V/alt] left his little room, he prayed to God that he might find it again

joyfully; he felt like a praise-thirsty hero who goes forth into his first battle.

and bringing it back againin the last movement in conjunction with the Grandfather

Dance which, as has been explained, has wedding implications. The battle, therefore, is

a "love-battle" or even a "marriage-battle".

The issue of "love-battle" associations is reinforced by the song "Die feindlichen

Bruder" (Opus 49:2, composed in Aprit 1840), which speaks of two brothers who fight

over the Countess Latra. The song begins with an arpeggiated G major 7ú chord and

the key is B minor with a middle section in D major. The first verse sets the picture:

Above on mountains peaks lies the castle enveloped by night.

Yet in the valley there are flashes of lightning, bright swords clash wildly.

"Mountain peaks" attractthe wedding formula (F$-B-E) and "flashes of lightning",

"bright swords" a variant: F$-B-A-D. The second verse tells of the source of these

ttflashes":

There are brothers there who fight a grim duel, inflamed with anger

You ask why the brothers contest with sword in hand?
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The harmonic progression under the first line of the second verse (G-B-E-B-C*-FÐ

indicates the identity of the combatants (G/Cü and E) and the person (Fü) over whom the

battle (B) is fought. It is, however, the motivic profile of the vocal part that is

significant in relation to the meaning of the "Papillons" motif' As we can see, bars

l1-l2encapsulate the descending scale of the dominant 7th of D major. G/FilÆ/D/CüiB

though in the continuation at bar 13 there is Af instead of A. Nevertheless, it is clear

that this motivic profile is the "Papillons" motif. Thus, combined with the theme of the

poem and the harmonic "battle-progression"" from bars 10-13, the meaning of the motif

is clear: a "love-battle".

Another song that reinforces the idea that Schumann saw Papillons, Opus 2, as having

"love-battle" associations is Der Hildago, Opus 30:3, though it does not quote the

"Papillons" motif but rather the opening incipit of Opus 2:ll . The words of this song

are fully appropriate to the idea of "love-battle": "it is so sweet to jest with songs and

with hearts in serious dispute". We do not need Schumann to tell us in any other way

how the 'Jest with songs" is achieved, and the reference to "hearts and serious dispute"

reinforces his meaning.

!
Fh
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It may be that these two examples are expressions of Schumann's artistic hindsight

where, by a process of retrospective association, he subsequently imbued the original

motif with its "love-battle" meaning, but hindsight at what point? - Opus 6 (1837)? or

Opus 9 (1S34-5X Since there is a D minor version of the Grandfather Dance in Opus

4:5 (mid-1832, of which Schumann wrote "My whole heart is in you, dear frfth

Intermezzo, which was born of unutterable love"), is this hindsight too? Papillons,

Opus 2, was composed in late 1831 and in the last movement the "Papillons" motif

occurs simultaneously with the Grandfather Dance.

The Grandfather Dance

Also first occurring in 1831, in Papillons, Opus 2:l2,the Grandfather Dance2 was a

traditional German song/dance associated with weddings, as has been shown. It also

appears in the last movement of Carnaval, thoughwith its more ribald second half

missing, and it occurs in several songs of 1840. One of the most significant occurrences

is that of Opus 39:4, Die Stille,bars20-22, following the words "I wish I were a little

bird and were able to fly over the sea". The opening notes of the Grandfather Dance,

both in the vocal line and in the accompaniment, are applied to the next phrase, "indeed,

over the sea and fat away". Since the primary key of the song is G major (the key of

parental location) it is clear that the young woman concerned (that is, Clara) would wish

to escape from her G major prison for one reason above all: wedding resolution, where

she would be "in heaven", as the text continues.

Clørø and Rohert Combinatlons

In 1833 Schumann composed two important works that utilise at the same time motifs

from both his and Clara's works:

' For a more extensive discussion of the occurence of the Grandfather Dance see R. Larry Todd's "On

Quotation in Schumann's Music" in Schumann and His llorld, ed. R. Larry Todd (Princeton: Princeton

University Press, 1994), 84-91.
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Impromptus, Opus 5: Clara's Romance variëe (Opus 3) motif combined with

Robert's bass, CF.GC

Sonata in Fü minor: in the first movement, Clara's motif (slightly altered)

from her Opus 5:4 combined with Robert's Fandango

motif.

The ASCH motíf

In 1834 Schumann began the composition of Carnaval, Opus 9, most of whose

movements are motivically based upon the letters A S C H which, as he has revealed,

not only spell the name of the town from which his then fiancée came (AscÐ but are

also the only letters of his family name able to be expressed in musical notes. After the

break with Ernestine this motif, for obvious reasons, was no longer used by Schumann,

apart from some firrther ideas for possible insertion in Carnaval before it was published

in 1837. Some of these appear in collections with later Opus numbers.

The chromøtíc motif of union

Endemic throughout Carnaval, the chromatic motif of union arises from the need to off-

set the Asch motif (indicating Ernestine) with a complementary motivic device

indicating the prior and continuing link between Robert and Clara. The motif is not

always confined to the notes Bb/B/C (or the reverse) but often continues further, such as

in "Valse allemande", bars 13-16, where the notes CjøßlElFS appear in contrary motion

with A/B!/B/C. Since in this environment the wedding formulas C-At/F-Bb and then

C-Ab-Bb-Eb-Al occur, it is clear, when all is combined, that this is an unassailable

reference to Schumann's usage and meaning.

This motif (and its extentions) permeates the remaining piano works of Schumann (up

to 1839-40), as well as the songs to September 1840, for example, Opus 42,.2 and4,
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once again in counterpoint, and then there is the piano-postlude of Opus 48:12, bars 23-

26, where the message afforded by chromatic step is at its most extensive. When

transferred a minor third above (to Db major), as it is in Opus 48:16, the combination of

notes tells a different story entirely, as is appropriate to the key in which it occurs.

Clara's Andantino motìf

Although occunences of this motif have been indicated in works composed before 1836

(the year that Concert ohne Orchester \¡t/as composed) this study acknowledges

especially the conscious use of the motif from 1836 onwards, for the reason that in the

second movement of the work the fulImotif is given a specific identþ: "Andantino de

Clara Wiecll'.

Like the "Papillons" motif, this motif is a phenomenon that may occur in the normal

course of events, since it consists of the descending minor scale from dominant to tonic.

The Concert ohne Orchester, however, identifies it as a discreet motif (C/Bbl/J,lGlF)

and Schumann, in his letter to Clar4 further reinforces its identify with the words: "your

theme [in the Concert]appears in every possible fom". R.H. Schauffler3 claims that

this motif forms the basis of all thtee "sonatas": Opus l l in Fü minor, Opus 22, in

G minor and Opus 14, Concert ohne Orchester, which, with certain revisions, became

the Sonata in F minor. But this may be extended, in spite of reservations to the contrary

on the part of some scholafs, to the Phantasie, Opus 17 and more importantly, to

Kreisleriana, Opus 16, about which Schumann wrote to Clara, stating: "You and one of

your ideas play the main role in it . . ". Every movement inKreislerianainvolves a

statement of Clara's Andantino motif, most often in some kind of variation and at

different pitches.

, Robert Haven Schauffler. Florestan: The Life and Work of Robert Schumann' (New York: Dover, 1945)

297.
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However much we may be cautious about the independent, hermeneutic validþ of the

Andantino motif, this caution cannot apply to the Concert ohne Orchester, nor to

Kreisleriana, andtherefore we may extend this validity to other works, at least from

1836 to September, 1840. Irrespective of whether in every instance the occurrence is

hermeneutically significant, we have noted the presence of Clara's Andantino motif

wherever the descending (or ascending) minor scale from dominant to tonic occllrs.

The musical context determines its hermeneutic significance.

The use of the Andantino motif appears to arxronnce the presence and identity of Clara,

rather than any statement beyond it. Nevertheless, in accordance with the meaning of

letter/notes in Schuma¡n's system, the motif, ElDlClBlA, would indicate: "Robert

united with Clara: Clara united with Schumann" as would the tritone altemative:

p¡bl¡¡,lc;/,l[Æb. Attempts are made, especially in the discussion of Kreisleriana, to give

each occurrence of the Andantino motif some kind of meaning, beyond its plain, initial

meaning (as representing Clara) but this, in most cases, is often motivated by the wish

not to leave any stone unturned. Nevertheless, in Opus 16:6, atbar 38, it is clear that

Schumann had something more in mind than simply profiling the presence of Clara,

since the fragment of the Andantino motif (EblFlctbßlFltD) which is no doubt based on

the C minor scale from G to C, that is: GßlEblDlC, has been altered in such a way as to

remove the father (G) and replace him with Gb so that the fragment spells out

"schumann united with Clara: Claraunited with Schumann in maniage". In most

instances, however, the presence of the motif is more significant than the meaning of the

individual letters contained within it.
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It is the variant of Clara's Andantino motif, "the motif of spiritual and physical union",

which has a much clearer identity, in the sense that it cannot be confused with a

segment of a minor scale from dominant to tonic. It is to that motif we now turn.

The motif of spirítual and physicøl union

The title of this motit which would seem uulecessarily cumbersome, comes from the

fact that in Opus 425,bars 43b-44, after the temporary and sudden modulation to Gb

major, to the words "But you, sisters I greet with melancholy" the phrase'Joyfully

parting from your company" occurs. At this point in the proceedings, as the bride

leaves the family home to join her husband on her wedding day, the song modulates

back to Bb major. In the process, not only is the identity of the husband revealed (I-IV,

Bb-E ) but also the wedding formula follows, continuing to harmonizethe phrase (ii-V-L

C-F-BÐ. In the vocal part and in the accompaniment, the motif of spiritual and physical

union appeats, illustrating the young woman's parting from her sisters and therefore

also the joining with her husband with the expectation that their previously chaste and

spiritual relationship would now be consummated in physical love. This was for

Schumann, r¡ntil 12 September 1840, only a hope, even to the point of distraction and,

indeed, a large number of occurrences of this motif are either distorted, intemrpted or

incomplete, thus illustrating Daverio's observation above: "it [the fragment]

presupposes a perfectly shaped, but now broken or destroyed whole". Examples of this

are as follows.

In Opus 36:5, Dichters Genesung,the alluring theme that is heard six times in the song

is in fact an incomplete variant of the motif of spiritual and physical union. The Elf-

Queen, though promising the happiness of etemal union, intends to draw the poet into

the ranks of the Elves (illustrated by the sudden modulation to G major). The distortion
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of the motif of spiritual and physical union that occurs here, though alluring, is as false

in its intent as the Elf-Queen herself'

At the end of the first movement of the Phantasie, Opus 17, the paradigm version

occufs but with intemrption by the father: NBIC. . G . . EIDIC and this is

accompanied with unfavourable harmonies: II-V-I in C major; hence, the fust

movement's "sad lament". The second movement of the Phantasie, being in Eb major,

has many instances of the complete motif, for example: ClDlEblGßlBb but in the Trio

we find another intemrpted motif, centred this time on Db, at bars 124-125:

BblClDb. . At . .FlFJblDb. This is a particularly humorous occuffence, since here the

father's equilibrium (Db) is intemrpted by the issue of mariage (A|). The actual and

more depressing situation is revealed, however, in the last movement, where all the

motifs of spiritual and physical union are incomplete, both in the arpeggiated sections

and in the "broken motif' sections. Though there may have been a spiritual relationship

between Robert and Clara, when the Phantasie was composed in 1836, there was no

physical relationship between them; there was not even the possibility of meeting, let

alone anything remotely approximating to physical love, therefore their relationship was

fragmented, as also is the motif of spiritual and physical union in all three movements.

In spite of these sad facts, the complete motif of spiritual and physical union, does often

occur, for example

(a) at the end of the first song of Opus 24,

(b) at the end of the first song of Opus 25 (though a slight variant) and

(c) at the end of Opus 48:16 and, perhaps one of the most obvious,

(d) at the end of OPus 16:2,

and at many other places, too numerous to mention here.
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In some cases the author has made an attempt to decipher the individual notes of the

motif, whatever the pitch, but whether this process proves illuminating or not, the

identity of the motif is clear enough for it to be heard and understood as a separate

entity, whatever the transposition. In other words, the strategic use or manipulation of

the motif is most often more important than the meaning of the individual notes

contained within it.

The "bestowal" motíf

The title "bestowal" motif has been assigned in order to distinguish this from all other

motifs, and was derived from the song "Widmung", Opus 25:1, where it is set to the

words: "You are bestowed on me from heaven". This motif (and its variants) emerges

in the piano works of 1838, such as Novelletten, Opus 21, Kinderscenen, Opus l5 and

Kreisleriana, Opus 16. It also appears in several songs.

As far as the songs are concerned, the "bestowal" motif is revealed in the context of

other-worldly or non-rational considerations (in Opus 25:1, "heaven", in Opus 25l-15,

"tones") or by a hieroglyph of nature (in Opus 42:5,"Ihe sun"). The occurrence in Opus

425 isthe tritone equivalent of that of Opus 25:1. In all three cases, even though the

notes of the motif are not identical in every respect, the bass-line reads a complementary

message in counterpoint. For example, in Opus 25:15,bars26-28, it accompanies the

words "these tones charm it forth"; though the motif has no characteristic

ornamentation, the vocal part has the notes: A/G$/Fü/G{/Fü, indicating: Schumann united

with Clara (unlike the occurrence in Opus 25:1, it has no E between F* and GÐ and the

bassline of the accompaniment reads: F{/G*/A/A$/8, indicating: Clara united with

Schumann, that is, Robert Schumann in marriage. This bassJine is identical with one in
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Opus 25:1 and indeed, parallels the tritone equivalent in Opus 42:5,bats29-30:

CIDIFj'IEß.4

perhaps the most convincing occurrence, by way of contrast, is the "repeat" of the motif

in Opus 25:15,bars 67-69 to the words "with silent watchfulness it was borne for a long

time". In this occrrrence, appearing in E minor as opposed to the E major of the first,

though the motif s profile is still recognisable, the notes spell out an entirely different

message:

The vocal-line: A/GÆ* rather than A/Gü/F{

The bass line: FVG/A/A+/B rather than Fü/Gil/A/Afi/B

These observations indicate that the individual notes of the "bestowal" motif are to be

taken seriously, though in the case of its occrrrrence in the piano music, especially in

Kreislerianø Opus 16:4,it is the derivation of and use of the motif in the context of

Clara's Andqntino motif (and in Opus 16:4, the incomplete motif of spiritual and

physical union), which is the primary concem. Nevertheless, it could be said that in

Kreislerianø Opus l6:4, the "bestowal" motif achieves its "highest power".

Not all occgrïences of the "bestowal" motif are identical in every respect (apart from

transposition) but their similarities provide a stronger interconnection than their

differences and can always be identified when heard or seen on the page of the score. In

some cases, the motif is harmonized with the wedding formula but this is not always the

case. Once againit depends on the context; the "bestowal" motif represents a hope and

this hope can be dashed by the father.

¡F¡tc:ß**¡t

4 It should be stated, nevertheless, that these bass-line accompaniments are not an essential component in

the occurrences elsewhere, as is instanced in the piano music discussed in Chapter 16.
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It is important to understand that such motifs, as discussed above, are indeed what they

are defined to be - "special". They are rarely presented as the most obvious motivic

idea of the individual works in which they occur. There are exceptions to this (such as

Carnaval and the Concert ohne Orchester) but in both of these works the special motif

is often embedded within the ambit of notes on either side, which themselves do not

belong to the motif in question, or they are to be found with a chromatic note inserted,

as in the third movement of the Concerto ohne Orchester (where the previously often

heard ClBblNlGlF becomes C:lBlPib//JllGÆ). Sometimes a special motif is not

complete, such as the motif of spiritual and physical union in the third movement of the

Phantasie. Indeed, the use of special motifs in Schumann's music often borders on

variation technique, even when the work in question is not deemed to be a set of

variations, for example in Kreisleriana where, without detracting from the unique

character of each movement itself, Clara's Andantino motif appears in diversified

formats throughout. Kurt von Fischer, in his article on "Variations" in The New Grove

Dictionary of Music and Musicians (1980) states:

... Schumann used variations in a variety of ways [such as utilising the original
thematic ideal as the guiding principle in works that cannot be called variations
in the restricted sense of the word [he gives the example of Carnavall. ...
Schumann was obviously concerned with the poetic integrity of his work; the
theme did not need to appear always as a whole, and occasional motivic
associations in the course of the piece would be sufhcient to achieve cohesion.s

Von Fischer applies the term "associative variation" to this procedure and continues:

With Schumann the concept of associative variation assumed the significance of
'secret' or veiled relationships.

This parallels the procedure of Schumann's literary models. To quote again Eric

Blackall's comment concerning the techniques of the Early German Romantics:

It was pointed out by several thinkers ... that judgement was a necessary part of
wit, for wit proceeded from a combination of perspicacity and imagination, and

was really the discovery of hidden likenesses. [and]

[Friedrich] Schlegel seems to be using the term lWitzl in this extended sense of
establishing the connections that normally escape the logical operations of the
reason, connections between seemingly disparate and quite unconnected things.

t Kurt von Fischer. "Variations." InThe New Grove Dictionary of Music qnd Musicians. Volume 19

Stanley Sadie, ed. (London: Macmillan, 1980),550'551.
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The above harmonic and motivic symbols were initially ascertained from a study of the

songs of 1840, which, since they have texts, reveal their inner secrets. It is primarily the

settings of the symbols of nature (talking birds, whispering flowers, clouds, snow,

echoes, the sun and the stars and so on) as well as the topics of tones, dreams and love

that reveal Schumann's "hidden" message. It now becomes quite clear what Schumann

meant when he wrote in a letter to Richard Pohl (quoted above) in response to Pohl's

criticisms of Schumann's music:

Humour is the main thing, and then, what you miss in my compositions,

especially inthe Lied "Du meine Seele", is love.

It is now also quite clear what Schumann meant when he wrote to Zuccalmaglio: "The

Myrthencertainly allow a deeper insight into my inner musical workings".

There is still one stone yet left untumed and that is the issue of those songs that have a

mixed reference, or no reference to the relationship between Robert and Clara and yet

use the same harmonic resource to build a musical structure. An example of the mixed

reference is from Dichterliebe, Opus 48:l l, "Ein Jüngling liebt ein Mädchen".

The text of this song involves five people to be accounted for:

(a) a youth,

(b) a girl,

(c) another Youth,

(d) another girl,

(c) the next best man,

(Ð the narrator

The song opens with cadential idioms in Eb major which, with the exception of VI8 in

bar 10, prevail to the end of the first verse:

A youth [a] loves a girl [b] who has chosen another [c]. That other [c] loves another [d]
and this one [d] he [c] has maried.
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At bar 10, to the words "another and this one he has maried" are set to the wedding

formula, in Eb: VI-ii-V-I (C-F-Bb-Eb) and a shorter wedding formula follows in bars 15-

16, in the piano part (C-F-Bb). The text continues:

The girl [b] out of anger takes the next best man [e] who comes running her way.
The youth [a] is down on his luck.
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The phrase "the next, best man who comes running her way" involves an intemrpted

wedding formula (bars 19-23a) which surely has an ironic reference, since with the

combination of the desperate choice of girl [b] for "the next best man"[e] in G minor, it

would seem that impulsive choices or perhaps disastrous choices are illustrated by the

topos of the intemrpting father. Now follows the words of the narator, harmonized at

first with the wedding formula (bars 23b-28, vi-II-V-I):

It is an old story yet it always remains true.

In this song, at least, Schumann appears to use the wedding formula as a topos:

(a) for the marriage of youth [c] to the other girl [d] and

(b) for the phrase "it is an old story"; that is, this type of situation happens

frequently in romance and marriage.

The text continues:

And to whom it is just happening [the narrator], it breaks the heart in two.
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Here, Schumann makes another ironic gloss using !VII(DÐ-bIII(Gb) to harmonize the

words "to whom it is just happening" (note the sudden ritard.). What is happening to

the narator (Schumann, Eb) is the prior and apparently unbreakable link between V/ieck

(Db) and Clara (Gb), over which the narrator's "heart breaks in two". Once again, as in

Opus 42;2,there are two alternative chordal progressions which illustrate two different

sets of circumstances or personal categories, though here, not by tritone substitutes, but

by semitone. Youth [a] is "down on his luck" because girl [b] marries "the next best

man" [e]: c-F . . D . . G and this parallels the narrator's experience: Db-Gb.

The second example is Opus 49: I, "Die beiden Grenadiere" in G minor. This song,

completed by 12 May 1840, speaks of two French soldiers returning from Napoleon's

celebrated defeat in Russia and who hear of his first imprisonment. One of them asks

only to be buried and declares that from his grave he will wait r¡ntil he hears once again

the sound of battle. He will then rise up and defend his Emperor once more. The key of

the song is G minor, normally associated with parental authority (or location) and

perhaps here Schumann has chosen it because of the authority figure who is the hero of

the text:Napoleon. Apart from that, however, there is no possibility of the text being

understood as having an autobiographical reference with regard to Robert, Clara or

Wieck, not even by way of considerably stretched analogy.

The song, as we have said is in G minor (apart from the last 21 bars which are in the

major mode) and a large amount of the musical setting is harmonized with cadential

idioms, constantly reinforcing the tonic. Nevertheless, Schumann uses chords and

pairings of chords that in other songs do have an autobiographical significance. He

even uses the wedding formula, twice, albeit in the context of an extended passage

based on the cycle of 5ths:
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'We should note, however, that the text set to the wedding formulas involves the

following sentiments:

One spoke: "How painful it is to me, how my old wounds burn". The other spoke: "The
story is over...".

- a pair of tempting phrases for Schumann in the context of the marital conflict of 1840

and previous years.

The issue conceming autobiographical reference raised by this song points, more

importantly, to the collections of piano music, which have no texts and which,

compositionally, precede the songs. To put it somewhat jocularly: how are we to tell

whether, in the piano music, especially pieces in G major/minor, Schumann's inner

meaning refers to Friedrich Wieck, Napoleon Bonaparte or something else entirely?

What helps us is Schumann's own references in letters and diary entries, such as the

following:
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Play my Kreisleriana often. A thoroughly wild love lies therein, in several

movements, and your life and mine and many of your insights. The

Kinderscenen afe the opposite, gentle, tender and happy like out future.

There are two categories of works that could be seen to have an autobiographical

element:

(a) those which use or are based on quotations from Clara's own compositions,

and/or

(b) those to which Schumann gives a specifically autobiographical frame of

reference, gleaned from his writings and/or correspondence.

These include:

The Impromptus, Opus 5.

The Sonata in Fil minor, OPus 11.

Carnaval, Opus 9.

The Concert ohne Orchester, Opus 14.

The Phantasiø, Opus 17.

D av i ds b t¡ndl e r t tinz e, Opus 6.

Kreisleriana, Opus 16.

all of which have been discussed.

There are two primary techniques that determine the development of Schumann's

musical style during the period of this study. One is the influence of his literary models,

especially Jean Paul and E.T.A. Hoffrnann, and the other is his symbolic system

whereby he could express more specifically, through choice of keys, chordal

progressions and special motifs, "the fantasy ... from the midst of life". These

techniques are not simply two independent factors affecting Schumann's style, but

rather, in most instances, the structural disposition of the material is interwoven with

and integral to the inner message contained within it. A perfect example of this is the

Scherzo e Intermezzo of the Sonata in Fü minor, Opus 11, which not only contains a

gteat variety of ideas juxtaposed against one another, but also illustrates the constant
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intemrption of the logical flow of the these ideas by the V7 of Ft minor, thus foiling

attempts for the music to spell the wedding formula, or wresting the hoped-for wedding

outcome from the hands of Clara or Robert. From these two interweaving techniques

Schumann developed a style that is recognizably and uniquely his, and on the basis of

the chosen limits of this study his music clearly reflects both his intellectual habits and

his emotional reactions to personal circumstances. But circumstances change.

Schumann's post "\ù/edding Day" music, therefore, requires a separate study.
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The Wedding Keys

B major

24:3
25:16
30:1
39:6
48:14

B minor

24:2
25:13
48:5
49.,2

F major

25:7
25:22
25.,23

36:6

D major

24
24
25
30
36
42:7
48:3
77:l

Ich wandelte unter den Bäumen*
Räthselt
Der Knabe mit dem Wunderhom
Schöne Fremde*
Allnächtlich im Traume*

Es treibt mich hin*
Hochlåinders Abschied*
Ich will meine Seele tauchen
Die feindlichen Brüder*

Lotosblume*
Niemand*
Im V/esten
Liebesbotschaft

Morgens steh ich auf*
Mit Myrthen und Rosen*
Hochlåinders Wiegenlied*
Der Hidalgo*
Sonntags am Rhein
An meinem Herzen*
Die Rose, die Lilie
Der frohe Wandersmann*

1

9

t4
J

I

I Confirmation that the following songs were composed within these dates has been ascertained from V.E.
Wolff s Lieder Robert Schumanns in ersten und spciteren Fassungen. Diss. Friedrich-Wilhelms
Universität zu Berlin (1913): 12-17. Asterisks beside entries indicate songs discussed in this thesis.
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D minor

24:8
40:2
40:3
42:8
48:9
51:1

Ab Major

25 l
25:24
25:26

Clara's Keys

C major

Anfangs wollt' ich fast verzageÍr
Muttertraumt
Der Soldat
Nun hast du mir der ersten Schmerz getan*

Das ist ein Floten und Geigent
Sehnsuchtt

\Midmung*
Du bist wie eine Blume*
Zum Schluss*

Talismane*
Sag' an, o lieber Vogel mein
Nichts Schöneres*
Ich grolle nicht*

Ich kann's nicht fassen*

Friühlingsnacht*

In der Fremde*

Die rote Hanne
Seit ich ihn gesehen*

Helft mir, ihr Schwestem*
Am leuchtenden Sommermorgen*
Ich wand're nicht
Mein Wagen rollet langsam

25:8
27:l
36:3
48:7

C minor

42:3

F* major

39:12

F* minor

39. r

Robert's Keys

Bb major

31:3
42:l
42:5
48:12
51 :3

142:4
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E major

E minor

24:5
24:6
25.5
27:3
30:2
39:3
39:5
39:9
48:15
53',2

24:4
25:4
25;10
25-.t5
25:I9
36:5
39:10
48:6
57

The Schumann Keys

Eb major

25.2
25:25
3l.,2
42;2
42:4
48:l I
127:2

Schöne Wiege meinen. Leiden
Warte, warte, wilder Schiffsmann
Sitz' ich allein*
'Was soll ich sagen?

Der Page

Waldesgespräch*
Mondnacht
Wehmuth*
Aus alten Mtirchen winkt es*
Loreley*

Lieb'Liebchen
Jemand
Die Hochländer-Witwe
Mein Herz ist schwer*
Hauptmanns Weib*
Dichters Genesung*
Zwielicht
Im Rhein, im heiligen Strome*
Belsatzar

Freisinn
Aus den östlichen Rosen*
Die Kartenlegerin
Er, Herrlichste von allen*
Du Ring an meinen Finger*
Ein Jtingling liebt ein Mädchen*
Dein Angesicht

Berg'und Bergen
Lied der Suleika*
Was will die einsame Träne*
Dem roten Röslein gleicht mein Lieb
Jasminenstraucht
An den Sonnenschein
lntermezzo
Im Walde*

Et minor

A major

48:13 Ich hab' im Traum geweinet*

24.7
25;9
25'.21

27:2
27:4
36;4
39;2
39:1 1
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(A major continued)

48:l Im wunderschönen Monat Mai*
48.2 Aus meinen Tråinen sPriessen*

A minor

25:6
25:20
39:7
39:8
48:8
127:5

Keys of Parental AuthoritY

G major

Setze mir nicht*
Weit, weit*
Auf einer Berg
In der Fremde
Und wüssten's die Blumen
Schlusslied des Na¡ren

25:3
25:71
2512
25-.77
2518
36:2
39;4
40:1
40:5
42:6
45;3
48:4
5l:2

DerNussbaum*
Mutter! Mutter!*
Lass mich ihn am Busen hangent
Leis rudem bier*
Wenn dwch die Piazzetla*
Ståindchen

Die Stille*
Måirzveilchen*
Verratene Liebe
Süsser Freund*
Abends am Strand
Wenn ich in deine Augen seh*

Volksliedchen

Die Löwenbraut*
Der Spielmannt
Hör' ich das Liedchen klingen
Die beiden Grenadiere*
Es leuchtet meine Liebe*
Lehn'deine Vy'ang'

G minor

3l:l
40;4
48:10
49;t
127,,3

142:2

Cf minor/Db major

48:16 Die alten, bösen Lieder*
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Opus I

Opus 2

Opus 3

Opus 4

Opus 5

Opus 6

Opus 7

Opus 8

Opus 9

Opus 10

opus I I

Opus 12

Opus 13

Opus 14

Opus 15

Opus 16

Opus 17

Opus 18

Opus 19

Opus 20

Opus 21

Opu;s 22

Opus 23

Opus 26

Opus 28

Opus 32

(6s)

(7e)

(e4)

(e1)

(106)

(134)

(64)

(e2)

(13e)

(106)

(1 33)

(134)

(1 33)

(r 33)

(134)

(134)

(133)

(134)

(134)

(134)

(134)

(1 33)

(134)

(134)

(187)

(134)

1830

1831

1832

1832

1 833

r837

1830-32

1831

1834-35

1833

I 833-35

1837

r834-37

1 836

1838

1838

1 836

I 838-9

1839

1 839

1838

I 833-l 838

I 839

1839-40

I 839

1 838-39

Theme on the name ABEGG with Variations*

Papillons*

Etudes after Paganini's Caprices

Intermezzi*

Impromptus on a theme by Clara Wieck*

Davidsbündlertåinze*

Toccata in C major

Allegro in B minor

Camaval*

6 Etudes de Concert after Paganini's Caprices

Sonata No 1, in Fil minor*

Fantasiestticke

Etudes Symphoniques,

Concert ohne Orchester*

Kinderscenen*

Kreisleriana*

Phantasie in C major*

Arabeske*

Blumenstück

Humoreske

Novelletten*

Sonata No 2, in G minor

Nachtstücke

Faschingsschwank aus Wien

Drei Romanzen

Clavierstticke

I Confirmation of the dates of these works is found in Daverio, Schumann(1997) according to the page

numbers in brackets at the right of each entry. Asterisks beside entries indicate works discussed in this

thesis.
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